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Abstract
This thesis explores students’ learning journeys in and through units in Higher Education degree
courses. The exploration focuses specifically on student learning failure. It does so by using
empirical evidence from one Australian university over a two-year period. The argument
presented here is that universities can exploit detailed data at their disposal to enhance students’
achievements on their learning journeys.
An information-rich but modest Toolkit is proposed that provides a detailed description of
student learning journeys in general, and of failure in particular. The Toolkit comprises an
individual student’s current achievement in a unit (Grade); an individual student’s previous
semester achievement (Grade Point Average); three failing Categories, namely, Academically
Weak, Not Engaged or Speed Bump and two passing Categories, namely, Passing OK or
Flagging, into one of which each individual student is assigned after encountering a unit; and the
Group Learning Attainment of all students in that unit (an average of all Grades in a unit).
The final Toolkit element concerns Dimensions of responsibility for learning. The Dimensions
are Student, University, Course and Lecturer. This thesis suggests that student academic learning
failure is an interrelationship of these four Dimensions. An argument is presented that the three
non-Student Dimensions can impact negatively on student learning journeys, and are likely to
contribute to failure.
Notwithstanding these issues, the thesis concludes that it is possible to support and enhance
student learning achievement journeys.
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1 Introduction
This thesis explores student learning in university education. It uses data drawn from one
Australian university in two academic years, 2008 and 2009.

1.1

Aims

The aims of this thesis are to:
Enrich understanding of student learning journeys in university education. (Aim 1)
Focus specifically on student academic failure. (Aim 2)

1.2

Key questions

This research is driven by four interlocking, high-level Key Questions which, when taken
together, seek to explain and improve academic understanding of students through their learning
experiences within a university. These questions are:
What university data are available to monitor and evaluate student success and student
failure during students’ academic learning journeys? (Key Question 1)
Is there a metric that gives meaning to academic learning journeys? (Key Question 2)
Are there Attributes that influence the student learning journey, and what Attribute-specific
research questions need to be asked in order to expose the influence of each Attribute? (Key
Question 3)
If answers are found to the above questions, what are the implications for a university keen to
transform its processes to minimise academic failure and move towards greater learning
success journeys for students? (Key Question 4)
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1.3

Context

This study was undertaken at a small Australian university in an attempt to understand student
journeys in and through Higher Education. Particular attention was paid to students who fail
units. It will be argued that efforts in understanding failure, as well as success, reap benefits in
assisting students towards academic success (Buchanan, Gordon, & Schuck, 2008; Knight &
Trowler, 2000; Reason, Terenzini, & Domingo, 2007). Enhancement of student success is in line
with oft-heard international calls for universities to render proof of excellence (Brennan, Enders,
Musselin, Teichler, & Valimaa, 2008), and is in line with national targets as outlined in strategic
reviews such as the Bradley Review (Bradley, Noonan, Nugent, & Scales, 2008).
The data used in this research came primarily from unit Grade records for each and every student
in all units of Semester 1, 2009. However, in order to comment on possible student
discontinuance (Dropout) it was necessary to reference forward to unit Grade records for
Semester 2, 2009. Similarly, backward reference was made to Semesters 1 and 2 of 2008 to
identify continuing students and to gather history such as Grade Point Average (GPA). Students
without entries in 2008 were deemed to be new first-year (FY) students in Semester 1, 2009.
It will be argued here that Grade records are an underused but nonetheless valuable source of
information, humble as they are, and these humble data can assist in interrogating the student
demographic and in building our knowledge of student learning failure and success.

1.4 Learning
Of the learning infrastructure being conceived and proposed as vital in this thesis, none is more
important than Group Learning Attainment (GLA), which is both a concept and a metric. Within
an Australian university, it is accepted that all units have to demonstrate constructive alignment
between learning Objectives and Assessment Modality. Making use of this situation, Bryant &
Zhang (2010a, 2010b) proposed a metric for measuring the learning of any grouping, and that
metric is used here, but is renamed from the original UGA (Unit Grade Average) to GLA to
reflect more fully its breadth of application. A full description of GLA is given in Chapter 2.
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1.5 Data rich but decision poor?
The literature describes universities as fertile sources of data on learning and teaching (see for
example, Brennan, et al., 2008). The message is that universities are ‘data rich’ and presumably
this description carries the connotation that an analysis of these riches would enable richer
decision-making within Higher Education, and this in turn would facilitate university efforts to
display excellence (Brennan, et al., 2008). Brennan and his colleagues, however, charge that
universities are not investigating their riches, and this might be called ‘decision poverty’, and be
taken to mean clearly that a research opportunity not only exists but also is begging to be
undertaken. It should be remembered that in the absence of academic research an undesirable
situation will prevail, and that is where decision-making is guided by ‘gut feeling’ and not by
academic research. Such decisions may sometimes be successful but, over time, such luck cannot
hold.
It may be surprising to encounter decision-making by non-researched gut feeling within a
university. Bryant (2007) reported that students were being admitted to a Masters’ course based
on gut feeling. He indicated that while some teachers selected cohorts of students into the
Masters’ course based on their gut feelings that their writing strengths would ensure robust GLA,
other teachers selected student cohorts based on their gut feelings that reading strengths would
ensure robust GLA. In fact by applying research to this situation, the selection of cohorts based
on their speaking strengths was shown by statistical analysis to be the method that contributed the
most to GLA. It might not be overstatement therefore to note a travesty existed for some time
whereby the students who were not selected were the ones who had the greatest potential to
achieve excellence in learning. While this was unintended, it was nevertheless a real life actuality
for those excluded students and was a trauma that could have been avoided with research.
If my interpretation of the Brennan, et al. (2008) message is correct, then this thesis is less an
elaboration of a concept within an already flourishing field (that is, it is not thesis-testing) but is
more akin to the establishing of a field of endeavour (thesis-building). Hence, it is argued here
that there has been a need to become familiar with the meaning of data that can be found in unit
records through the development of preparatory papers. However, before turning to the
preparatory papers, the issue of Grade reliability needs to be discussed.
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1.6 Reliance on grades
GLA is calculated from Grades. By using Grades, the GLA metric relies on teachers to have
assessed correctly each student’s attainment of each unit’s learning outcomes. It has been
suggested, however, that teacher probity cannot be trusted in all circumstances. Claims have been
made of soft-marking of International full fee-paying students (Foster, 2011). Soft-marking refers
to the awarding of Grades to students who have not attained the unit’s learning outcomes, and
presumably the most awarded Grade is a pass in lieu of a fail. It can be inferred from Foster’s
(2011) assertions and emphasis of financial information from Access Economics (2009) and
Australian Education International (2010) on the financial contribution of International students
to Australia’s economy, that pressure to soft mark comes from universities’ needs to maintain
financial viability. However, accepting financial coercion of teachers to soft mark International
students as the explanation for outcomes might be overly simple.
The learning results of International students has become topical since Kayrooz, Kinnear, &
Preston (2001) wrote about academics’ perceptions and experiences of academic freedom and the
commercialisation of universities in Australia using interviews and surveys of social scientists
from four university types developed by Marginson (1997, 1999). Kayrooz, Kinnear, & Preston
(2001) found that a majority of academics perceived a deterioration in academic freedom in an
environment of commercialisation. The deterioration was traced by some academics to a decline
in university standards caused by full-fee paying students, “particularly from overseas” (Kayrooz,
Kinnear, & Preston, 2001, p. 38). Their study drew attention again to tensions within academic
institutions. In an earlier study, McInnis & James (1995) found a doubling of dissatisfaction
levels with the academic quality of students due to diversification. McInnis, James, & Hartley
(2000) (cited in Taylor & Bedford, 2004) reported a further rise in these levels.
Newspaper reports based on preliminary findings from the Kayrooz, Kinnear, & Preston study
(2001) were traced by Devos (2003) who examined critically the terms of the debate. Devos
(2003) found that International students were portrayed as “corrupting” identities in the debate
and the “international” student type was associated with poor outcomes, such as failing academic
standards (pp. 164-165). Leaving aside the matter of corrupting influences (Devos, 2003), as well
as financial influences (Foster, 2011) and teacher dissatisfaction (Kayrooz, Kinnear, & Preston,
2001; McInnis, James, & Hartley, 2000), the degree of soft-marking across a university has not
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been documented conclusively. Foster’s study (2011) measures academic performance in two
Business Faculties in two of Australia’s forty universities and finds “downward adjustment to
grading standards” (p. 14) and this bias “only effects [positively] the average marks of NESB
international students” (p. 17). Until such time as ‘soft-marking’ is established as the cause for
Assessment fluctuation across a wider number of faculties and universities, we must proceed with
Grades as legitimate teacher expressions of the presence and absence of student success towards
learning outcomes.
The Higher Education sector relies on the probity of Grade awarding and has checks and balances
in place to mitigate against threats and to guide Higher Education towards equity of outcome
expressed through the Bradley Review (Bradley, et al., 2008) and the establishment of bodies
and frameworks, like the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (TEQSA), the
Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF), the Australian Qualifications Framework
(AQF), the regulatory Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) and the former Australian
Universities Quality Agency (AUQA), to mention some of the salient ones. In spite of claims
such as soft-marking, it is felt that GLA is a well-founded metric.

1.7

Preparatory papers

Eight pieces of exploratory research were undertaken in the university that is the empirical focus
of this thesis. These are described briefly below.
The first paper is entitled ‘Investigating Unit Health’ (Bryant, 2009) and pictures
International students against Domestic students using the GLA metric.
The second paper is entitled ‘The impact of assessment on learning achievement’ (Bryant &
Zhang, 2010a) and shows the non-beneficial impacts on GLA of formal timed examinations
as opposed to the beneficial contributory role of formal academic essays to GLA in 188 units
from all Faculties in semester 1 of 2008.
The third paper is entitled ‘Uncovering unit level performance for First Year units’ (Bryant &
Zhang, 2010b) and measures the first year experience of students in about 70 mostly first year
units, about ten per cent of the university’s offering in semester 1 of 2008, many of which
were in the Business Faculty.
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The fourth paper is entitled ‘Excellence in satisfaction surveys does not guarantee excellence
in unit learning results: an Australian case study’ (Bryant, 2010b) and researches the
assumed degree of interrelationship between teaching (represented by USS) and learning
(GLA).
The fifth paper is entitled ‘Rising unit withdrawals can signal student concerns with learning
results: an exploratory study’ (Bryant & Richardson, 2010) and shows a statistically
significant correspondence between rising unit withdrawal rates and rising unit failure rates,
when measured across all 710 units in 2009.
The sixth paper is entitled ‘A case study of domestic and international guest student pathways
to one Australian university in 2008’ (Bryant, 2010a) and finds that non-beneficial impacts on
GLA might be related to Entry-type (Domestic, International).
The seventh paper is entitled ‘Do students entering university on domestic, IELTS and
international pathways achieve different learning results?’ (Bryant & Richardson, 2011) and
pursues longitudinally the previous preliminary case study theme (Bryant, 2010a).
The eighth paper in the preparatory research cycle is entitled ‘The impact of Competency
Based Assessment on student learning results’ (Bryant, 2010c) and was initiated as a response
to Competency Based Assessment being found unexpectedly.

1.8

Personalised learning plans

This thesis envisages Personalised learning Plans (PLP) as a possible high-level intervention
technique that might be successful in helping address areas of learning concern, and a moment is
taken here to describe PLPs as a potential model of interaction between university and students.
Miller et al. (2008, pp. 8,10) state that “PDP can make an important contribution to a studentcentred pedagogy” but that “one size does not fit all” and, although Knox & Wyper (2008, p. 7)
note that “personalisation is a relatively new concept”, recommendations can be found for
“increased student choice through, for example, personalised routes of study” (Bovill, Morss, &
Bulley, 2008, p. 14). While PLPs might represent a useful piece of infrastructure that could be
deployed in the pursuit of enhanced GLA, it is referenced from time-to-time in this thesis but not
explored in detail.
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1.9 Unit satisfaction surveys
No discourse on learning journeys would be considered as complete without a mention of Unit
Satisfaction Surveys (USS) of teaching (Ramsden, 1991). USS data were not available for the
purposes of the present research. Notwithstanding this situation, USS is not considered as
essential to the study of learning outcomes. Although USS are ubiquitous, they are contested as a
measure of learning.
USS as a tool measuring learning is argued to lack validity which Hughes (2003, p. 26) defined
as “measuring accurately what it is intended to measure”, as well as reliability (Denson, Loveday,
& Dalton, 2010; Edstrom, 2008; Moore, 2007; Shevlin, Banyard, Davies, & Griffiths, 2000;
Vassiliou, 2010); and additionally, there is a suggestion that USS might be overstated if research
implications are true that ‘Crisis-of-Confidence’ students lack confidence in a unit, and depart
without recording their dissatisfaction (Bryant & Richardson, 2010), meaning USS reports for
some units are overstated.
Juxtaposed against these criticisms, there are two aspects of USS which are noteworthy. Firstly,
USS’s operation at a group level is noted, as a precedent for GLA; and secondly by analogy with
the teaching metric, it suggests that an independent learning metric is needed also. These points
are made clear in Ramsden’s comment of “a performance indicator of teaching might be expected
to provide a single value for each academic unit in order to facilitate inter-unit comparisons and
to assess changes in quality over time” (1991, p. 137). By inference, why would one not be
required for learning?

1.10 Thesis organisation
The remainder of this thesis is structured in the following manner.
Chapter 2 proposes several pieces of data be brought together, into a Toolkit, in order to enhance
understanding of the student journey and failure (addressing Key Question 1 and Key Question
2).
In Chapter 3, an Engagement-type Attribute represents Student Dimension of self-responsibility
for learning, and students are placed into Categories of AcaWeak, NotEngaged, SpeedBump,
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PassingOK and Flagging that reflect student Engagement-type, partially explaining student
academic performance (and is the first of four instalments addressing Key Question 3).
In Chapter 4, an Entry-type Attribute represents University Dimension of responsibility, and a
view of GLA is generated based on controlling for Entry-types of Domestic; Domestic socioeconomic status (SES) which includes Aboriginality and Disability; International English
Language Testing System (IELTS); and International non-IELTS (Visa) students (and is the
second instalment addressing Key Question 3).
In Chapter 5, a Unit-type Attribute represents Course Dimension of responsibility, and a view of
GLA is generated based on controlling for Unit-types of Core and Elective (and is the third
instalment addressing Key Question 3).
In Chapter 6, a Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute represents Lecturer Dimension of
responsibility and, like the earlier Attributes, it partially explains GLA. The TeachingQualification-types are Formal Certification for Teaching in Higher Education (Postgraduate
Certification, or simply PgCert); field-of-study expertise, such as PhD or MA (Discipline); and,
Years of Teaching (YoT) as ‘on the job qualification’ (and is the final Attribute instalment
addressing Key Question 3).
The Concluding Chapter is Chapter 7 (addressing Key Question 4). In this Chapter there are
summarised answers to Key Question 1 through Key Question 3, as well as a list of ten research
opportunities representing an answer to Key Question 4.
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2 Toolkit Chapter
2.1 Introduction
This Chapter discusses the development of an infrastructure that generates a rich picture of
students’ academic achievement in their learning journeys through university units. One way to
enrich academic understanding of student learning journeys is to bring together data and concepts
into a ‘Toolkit’ with a view to widening a unit record to include information that enhances and
empowers present perceptions. The Toolkit comprises six elements which contribute
cooperatively to building an enhanced perception of the journey (Aim 1), and assist focusing on
student learning failure (Aim 2).

2.2 Toolkit elements
The Toolkit elements are:
A student’s unit Grade.
A student’s Grade Point Average.
Categories that function to interpret a student’s failure or success.
Algorithms for assigning a student into a Category.
A Metric for measuring learning effectively (a group, not an individual, measure).
Dimensions of responsibility that influence student learning.
Each of the elements is explained in the following sections of this Chapter, and are used in
succeeding Chapters.
2.2.1 Unit grade
A readily-available but under-utilised piece of unit data is a student’s Grade, of which there are
ten possibilities. These are:
2.2.1.1

Failure grade

NC - Did Not Complete Assessment.
Failing learning journeys
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NN - Did Not Participate.
NS - Did Not Sit Exam.
NW - Did Not Withdraw On Time (Late Unapproved Withdrawal).
NX –Did Not Attain Required Academic Standard.
2.2.1.2

Passing grade

P – Pass.
CR – Credit.
DI – Distinction.
HD – High Distinction.
2.2.1.3

Approved non-completion grade

WD – Formal Withdrawal.

2.2.2 Grade point average
Universities use GPA as a weighted average of a student’s unit Grades to track a student’s
learning success throughout the university journey. Slightly confounding matters, GPA is used
sometimes as a prior-performance metric reporting end of secondary school achievement
(Caulkins, Larkey, & Wei, 1996; Goldman & Slaughter, 1976; Hommes, et al., 2012; Slovacek,
Whittinghill, Flenoury, & Wiseman, 2012; Stemler, 2012). Although used widely, GPA is not
always considered reliable or valid, and criticisms revolve around perceived differences in
grading standards between units (Caulkins, Larkey, & Wei, 1996; Goldman & Slaughter, 1976;
Hommes, et al., 2012; Slovacek, et al., 2012; Stemler, 2012) and this leads to some universities
adjusting GPA centrally, making it unnecessary “to ask faculty to change their grading behaviour
in any way” (Caulkins, Larkey, & Wei, 1996, p. 16); and even to the emergence of proposals for
another version of GPA based on Item Response Theory (IRT-based GPA) (Young, 1990). In
spite of these claims of GPA shortcomings, it is argued here that it is advantageous to have an
‘academic seasonal-average’ for student achievement, just as it is valuable in sport to have a
player seasonal-average.
Failing learning journeys
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2.2.2.1

Proxy adaptations

While the concept of GPA has developed, so too the mechanics of calculating the GPA metric
need to develop. GPA features four gradations of success (4 is assigned for a Pass, through to 7
for a High Distinction) but somewhat surprisingly GPA features not one, but three gradations for
failure, numerically 1, 2 and 3. This range suggests that one point would be contributed to a
student for an overwhelming failure, yet three points would be contributed for a milder failure
and the rationale might be one of encouragement to persist in studies. But why assign positive
values to a failure, when failure is a negative experience?
It is argued here that it is better to award zero points to student GPA for failure, the major reason
being that this approach is philosophically more acceptable than hiding failure since failure has
consequences for the student and for the university. Student failure, retention and progression
rates are a matter of concern for most institutions in the Higher Education sector (Burton &
Dowling, 2005; Simpson, 2006; Tinto & Pusser, 2006), especially in the First Year experience at
university (for example, in the Australian context, see Krause, Hartley, James, & McInnis, 2005;
in the US, see, Reason, Terenzini, & Domingo, 2007) and are “costly for both individuals and
universities” (McInnis, 2001, p. 106) and are easily underestimated since they are often only
revealed as discontinuation or failure in later years (Pargetter, et al., 1998). This adaptation of the
GPA mechanics recognises failure as having a real impact on student and university alike.
In tertiary institutions, a student’s GPA is calculated on Grade performance from entry to exit.
However, in this study the data provided by the University to the researcher was sufficient only
to derive a student’s previous semester’s GPA.
2.2.3 Categories of striving
Plutarch’s exhortation, the mind is a vessel not to be filled but to be set afire, evokes a positive
image of ardent but individually distinguishable students participating in the pursuit of Higher
Education success. It is proposed here that Categories are a way to distinguish individual students
from a one-size-fits-all concept used unrealistically to represent all students. For each semester
unit attempted, a student is assigned into one of five Categories, which are:
Academically weak and experiencing failing trauma (AcaWeak).
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Not engaging successfully with the academic discourse, and experiencing failing trauma
(NotEngaged).
An ‘out-of-character’ departure from academic success into failing trauma (SpeedBump).
Coping with the academic discourse, and experiencing success as recognised in Grades up to
and including High Distinction (PassingOK).
Experiencing success but underperforming and this under-performance is perhaps indicative
of a potential slide towards failing trauma (Flagging).
These Categories characterise a range of students striving for success, and are employed in all
Chapters of this thesis to elucidate the student journey.
2.2.4 Algorithms for assigning students
There are four Algorithms that can assign a student into a Category, and choice of Algorithm
depends on whether the student was continuing or FY, and whether the student achieved a
passing or failing grade.
2.2.4.1

Continuing failing categories
Algorithm 2-1: Calculating Failing for Continuing Students

IF the Student’s Grade is a fail, compare Student’s GPA to Unit GLA
IF the Student’s GPA exceeds the Unit GLA, write SpeedBump
Otherwise IF the Student’s Grade is NX, write AcaWeak
Otherwise the Student’s Grade is NOT NX, so write NotEngaged.
Where a failure is awarded to a continuing student, Algorithm 2-1 can assist in ascertaining
whether the failure is ‘in character’, and it operates in the following way.
2.2.4.1.1

In character failure

An approximation to ‘in character’ can be achieved by contrasting a failed student’s seasonalaverage GPA with the unit’s GLA. The thinking is that if a student were able to contribute an
amount to previous units’ learning (GLA), as evidenced by GPA that exceeds the GLA achieved
by the current unit, then it is likely that the student has suffered a dilemma of some kind such as
unanticipated increase in work hours, an illness or some such crisis. Further, this situation is
Failing learning journeys
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likely but not guaranteed to be temporary. It is estimated that this student will recover the
academic situation. This means the likelihood exists that the student will return to higher than
average Grades. For this reason, the Category is termed ‘SpeedBump’. Notice that this allocation
of the student to SpeedBump is not claimed as a type of guarantee of the student performance.
Rather it is a guide and must be consulted with care. An example of the care needed can be seen
in cases where a student suffers four SpeedBumps in a semester. In such an instance, the
SpeedBump student might be referred to as a Derailment since the learning journey has come off
the rails, possibly completely.
2.2.4.1.2

Other failure

Having dealt with academically capable students who nevertheless exhibit ‘out-of-character’
trauma through failure, it is time to deal with students who do not present as academically
capable through their Assessment. To do this, the type of failure is queried. If the failure is
because of academic weakness (NX in the Algorithm and meaning not able to meet the unit’s
academic standards for a passing Grade), then the student is Categorised as academically weak
(AcaWeak). Again, care is needed in interpreting this guide because the student might appear
only once in the AcaWeak listing but multiple times in academically stronger listings. Conversely
to one case of trauma, a student might have total trauma with all semester entries presenting as
AcaWeak and this is a situation that is better known than not discovered.
In the third Category of failure, NotEngaged, the student is selected due to a GPA that is not
likely to be strong, plus a failure due to some kind of non-submission or non-attendance at
tutorials or examinations. It is difficult to believe that such a student is Engaged with academic
targets and for this reason is classified as NotEngaged. Again, this Category must be approached
with care even though there are two extant indicators towards non-Engagement.
2.2.4.2

Continuing passing categories
Algorithm 2-2: Calculating Passing for Continuing Students

IF the Student’s Grade is NOT a fail, compare Student’s GPA to Unit GLA
IF the Student’s GPA exceeds the Unit GLA, write Flagging
Otherwise, write PassingOK.
Algorithm 2-2 deals with passing students, separating them into two Categories.
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2.2.4.2.1

Perilous pass

The first Category concerns students who are passing but probably underperforming (Flagging)
where underperforming implies ‘failure’ to achieve a previously achieved standard. Although
probably not traumatic, it is a Category worth knowing about. The thinking is that if a student
were able to contribute an amount to previous unit’s learning (GLA) that exceeds the GLA
achieved by this unit, then it is likely that this student has fallen below expectations (and this
might be an indicator of impending fall into a failing Category). This thinking is congruent with
the SpeedBump approach, though in this case the student is consigned to Flagging.
2.2.4.2.2

Convincing pass

The final Category belongs to a student whose GPA and Grade align with the unit’s GLA and is
neither above nor below expectations. This Category is labelled PassingOK, and covers students
who are achieveing a Pass through to those achieving High Distinctions.
2.2.4.3

Newly-arrived failing categories
Algorithm 2-3: Calculating Failing for New Students

IF the Student’s Grade is a fail, consider the type of failure
IF the Student’s Grade is NX, write AcaWeak
Otherwise the Student’s Grade is NC, NN, NS, NW, write NotEngaged

2.2.4.4

Newly-arrived passing categories
Algorithm 2-4: Calculating Passing for New Students

IF the Student’s Grade is NOT a fail, compare Student’s Grade to Unit GLA
IF the Student’s Grade exceeds the Unit GLA, write PassingOK
Otherwise, write Flagging.

For newly-arrived students, the decision-making, as seen in Algorithms 2-3 and 2-4, is simpler
since newly-arrived students have no seasonal-average; that is, they are FY students in their first
semester at this university. Therefore, there is no assignment of FY students to SpeedBump, nor
to Flagging. They are either AcaWeak because of receiving NX; NotEngaged because of
receiving one of the other failing Grades; or, PassingOK because of receiving any passing Grade.
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In summary, these algorithms generate a picture of student striving, reported in meaningful terms
(such as SpeedBump) and giving animation to the concept of student.
2.2.5 Group learning attainment metric
2.2.5.1

Background

A further Toolkit element concerns the designing and introduction of a metric for effective
measurement of group learning attainment (GLA). Although there are indirect (Surrogate)
indicators of GLA, it is surprising that a direct and immediate metric is lacking in universities.
Regarding Surrogate indicators, in a review of the literature on the student learning experience,
Ertl & Wright (2008, p. 199) note that most methodologies use a descriptive approach and this
means that “student perceptions of their own learning” dominate the literature; and these
perceptions might be self reported (Inkelas, Soldner, Longerbeam, & Leonard, 2008). While
studies can be located that use GPA, those studies conceive of the student learning experience as
a multidimensional variable where changes in GPA might occur in but one of three variables
(Heikkila & Lonka, 2006; Lizzio, Wilson, & Simons, 2002). Learning Analytics (Jovanović, et
al., 2007; Sharkey, 2010) is a case of Surrogate indicators also, and includes mapping social
connections and monitoring student web activity to predict learning from learner-produced data.
This is not to say that universities are short of data, rather the inference is that universities are
‘data rich but decision poor’ (Brennan, 2008; Brennan, et al., 2008; Brennan & Naidoo, 2008;
Brennan & Teichler, 2008). Brennan and his colleagues’ work would seem to indicate that
universities are unable to extract teaching and learning (T&L) value from their assiduously
collected data stores. This situation is surprising given the prominence of T&L literature; yet it is
less surprising when the primary role of a university is considered. When the two emphases
within T&L are separated and the question asked ‘For which of the two emphases do universities
have ultimate responsibility?’ the answer is likely to be ‘the teaching’ and not ‘the learning’. This
answer is creditable because a major emphasis of universities is to recruit teachers and tutors into
a teaching role for the provision of teaching modules and individual units. It would then follow
that while universities have a strong self-preservation interest with regard to learning, they are
more concerned with teaching, not to mention their ever-competing commitment to sustain
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research endeavours. If this analysis is correct, learning is the poorly understood cousin of
teaching, from a university aspect.
The assertion that a university’s major self-interest resides with teaching (and research) means
that there is scope to investigate where the responsibility for learning is located. Such
investigation would make use of university data riches, but would not be constrained by coconsidering teaching. An investigation which separates learning from the T&L umbrella term
might have benefits for universities in their endeavours to position student populations within the
knowledge society. A further anticipated benefit of greater concentration on learning is that
results might inform universities by exposing and measuring impacts on learning.
Although ‘impacts on learning’ might sound like strong language, or even exaggeration on behalf
of students, a frequent theme in the literature is that “many students are, in fact, underachieving”
(Kuh, 2009, p. 7). This understanding, and actions to address weaknesses in achieving GLA
would benefit existing and growing intakes of students and therefore be in tune with strategic
university goals (Bradley, et al., 2008). Furthermore, a trajectory that carries citizens towards a
knowledge society behoves a university to understand more fully its own data (Brennan, et al.,
2008), and its role in shaping GLA. Of course, findings from these data might show situations
where GLA is impacted negatively by Attributes of the learning journey. Although such impacts
might be caused unintentionally, they nevertheless impede the student journey. Impacts of this
nature need to be discovered and addressed in order to meet more fully strategic targets within
existing and incoming intakes.
2.2.5.2

Reliability of group learning attainment

Regarding reliability, GLA is calculated using 100% of a group’s results and therefore does not
suffer from problems like low response rates as cautioned by Vassiliou (2010); statistical
irrelevance and bias (Moore, 2007); nor from ambiguity (Edstrom, 2008); and not from similar
issues such as those discussed by Shevlin, et al. (2000) and by Denson, Loveday, & Dalton
(2010).
2.2.5.3

Extensibility of group learning attainment

GLA is both upwardly and downwardly extensible. Because GLA was designed as a
measurement of groups, it can measure the learning also at Course, Faculty and University levels.
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In addition, GLA can drill down into any university structure, where structure is meant to convey
a wider purview than just university units. For example, GLA can differentiate the learning of
different student types within a unit, including, but not limited to, Domestic students who arrived
at university through an ATAR; Domestic students who arrived with SES support; International
students who arrived via IELTS study; and International students who arrived via Visa
applications (Birrell & Perry, 2009).
Since the concept of a group is limited only by imagination, basing GLA on groups means that it
is infinitely extensible, potentially. For instance, GLA can assist research seeking to establish
quantitatively the efficiency of formal academic essays as the primary Assessment tool over
using formal timed examinations as the primary Assessment tool (Bryant & Zhang, 2010a) which
is a theme expressed in the literature in which student perceptions favour formal academic essays.
For example, student satisfaction might rise as essays dominate Assessment (Michelson, 2004)
but this could also be related to Choice in Assessment (Birenbaum, 1997). A GLA grouping can
be created for students who participate in each Assessment type. This type of extensibility may
be valuable to a host of university teachers who could use the clarity of GLA findings in the
larger picture of education renewal being sought in a changing academic landscape (Bradley, et
al., 2008).
2.2.5.4

Calculating group learning attainment

GLA is calculated from unit Grades in the manner described in an earlier publication (Bryant &
Zhang, 2010b). Each group of Grades is multiplied by a factor and the results are then added
together. Finally the sum of the results is divided by the total number of students who complete
the unit. As may be expected, the factor changes according to the Grade type. For passing
Grades, the total number of high distinctions is multiplied by 4; the total number of distinctions is
multiplied by 3; the total number of Credits by 2; the total number of passes by 1.
There are two remaining Grades: withdrawals and failures. A withdrawal Grade is noncontinuation of a student within a unit, and conceptually they represent a 0 (zero) factor, but in
reality these students are removed from GLA calculations. There are several failure Grades, but
these fall into two classes and the same factor is used for them. Firstly, informal withdrawals
where students do not submit paperwork despite expectations that they will “complete the
necessary withdrawal forms” (Johnson, 1996, p. 77) are shown as failure to complete
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Assessment; failure based on non-participation; failure to sit final exam; and failure to notify
withdrawal.
The second class is academic failure where a student fails to reach a pass Grade. For the failure
group, the total number of fails is multiplied by -1. Setting failure as a minus value is a feature
not shared with GPA. However, earlier arguments were made for the cost of failure (Burton &
Dowling, 2005; Simpson, 2006; Tinto & Pusser, 2006), especially in the first year experience at
university (Krause, et al., 2005; McInnis, 2001; Pargetter, et al., 1998) and allocating a negative
value is a way of not sweeping failure under the carpet, but bringing its generally unwanted
presence into sight.
The process of calculating GLA is shown in Table 2-1, which uses thesis Chapter number,
followed by dash, followed by sequence number, to name each Table.
Table 2-1: Calculating Group Learning Attainment
Fail

Pass
(P)

Credit
(CR)

Distinction
(DI)

High Distinction
(HD)

Total

5

2

3

3

2

15 students

-5

2

6

9

8

20 points

GLA

1.33

Table 2-1 has details of a fictitious unit with fifteen students with learning outcomes shown in
row one as five fails; with two Passes; with three Credits; with three Distinctions; and two High
Distinctions. GLA calculations in Row Two involve assigning -1 to fail, 1 to Pass, 2 to Credit, 3
to Distinction, and 4 to High Distinction. GLA is the sum of all outcomes (20) divided by the
total number of students (15), which is a GLA of 1.33. The meaning of a GLA score is now
explained.
2.2.5.5

Interpreting group learning attainment

The significance of a GLA score is that it shows a unit’s achievement clearly and compactly. A
GLA score can be interpreted in the following manner.
2.2.5.5.1

Wipe-out

A GLA score of -1 indicates that all students in a unit failed. It can be argued that an occurrence
such as this is uncommon, but being able to identify not just one failing student but a unit full of
students experiencing trauma and failure, through one metric, is powerful.
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2.2.5.5.2

Axiomatically-low (part 1)

A negative GLA score (that is, GLA between -1 and 0) indicates that a large number,
approaching a majority of students, within a unit are failing; that is, failure rates are likely to be
around 50% (or more) in such units and in anyone’s language this is a large amount of failing
trauma for students.
2.2.5.5.3

Axiom explained

The axiom is that units exist to fire the minds of students and this can be taken minimally to
mean pass students, on average. It is a reasonable expectation that students arrive at an education
service provider (ESP), such as a university, with a reasonable probability of passing. This does
not mean that students receive automatically a pass in everything they attempt, but equally it does
not mean that university structures are independent of issues such as rejuvenation, quality
assurance, relevance and validity. Again, this metric is a clear indication of a problem area.
However, GLA does not identify the cause of a problem like axiomatically-low, below-passing
rates, which might be caused by weakness in students’ Engagement (the Student Dimension of
self-responsibility; however, later reference is made to the Student Dimension as being only one
of four Dimensions influencing GLA); might be influenced by a university’s Entry processes (the
University Dimension of responsibility); might be influenced by a Unit’s type (the Course
Dimension); might be influenced by Teaching-Qualifications (the Lecturer Dimension); or might
be influenced by an interaction effect between some or all of the Dimensions. GLA does,
however, provide lucid evidence of a problem (the where) allowing teachers to concentrate on a
solution (the what).
2.2.5.5.4

Axiomatically-low (part 2)

A positive GLA score between 0 and 0.99 indicates a critical situation in that failure is high and
that, on average a class is sailing close to not meeting a longstanding educational axiom of
success for a clear majority of students.
2.2.5.5.5

One to two

A positive GLA score between 1 and 1.99 is a desirable but minimum outcome for a unit. It
indicates that the majority of students achieved a passing Grade, though some might have
excelled and some might have failed.
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2.2.5.5.6

Two to three

A unit or group with a GLA score of 2 to 2.99 indicates students averaged a Credit —failure may
be present but if so, it is unlikely to be at high levels.
2.2.5.5.7

Three to four

A GLA score in the range of 3 to 3.99 indicates that students averaged a distinction. In such
units, failure may be present but if so, it is in small doses.
2.2.5.5.8

Four

A unit with a GLA score of 4 is not commonly seen, but it does happen where all students are
adjudged to achieve the entire unit’s learning outcomes at a High Distinction level. In this sense,
the GLA score identifies clearly a unit that might be studied for its student learning excellence.
2.2.5.5.9

Distribution

In these comments, it has been assumed that the majority of units have an approximately normal
distribution of Grades and a representative number of students (Moore, 2007). For very small
classes and other unrepresentative circumstances, the use of any metric would need some local
knowledge and common sense in interpreting its meaning.
2.2.5.5.10 Summary

In summary, GLA is a combined score for one unit across many students and provides clarity of
information to university teachers, empowering (Mayes, 2008) management and planning staff.
2.2.6 Dimensions influencing learning
The final element of the Toolkit deals with Responsibility: “Where do the responsibilities lie for
ardently firing up student minds?” Four broad Dimensions of responsibility are proposed, based
on a simple paradigm.
2.2.6.1

Paradigm for dimensions

The thought sequence for arriving at four Dimensions of responsibility (shown capitalised below)
is as follows. A STUDENT receives entry into a UNIVERSITY and is admitted to a COURSE,
which offers units taught by a LECTURER who is charged with enhancing GLA in disciplinary
knowledge and skills. These four Dimensions, it is argued, are seminal entities in the student
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learning journey that occurs at a university, and each Dimension is operationalised through a
proposed Attribute representing the respective Dimension.
2.2.6.2

Student and engagement-type attribute

The first Dimension of responsibility that influences Category, and GLA, is the STUDENT
Dimension where self-responsibility rests with a student to Engage (Engagement-type Attribute)
with the academic discourse and this responsibility exists independently of any external issue
such as the need to work (McInnis, 2004) during semester time (James, Bexley, Devlin, &
Marginson, 2007). The Engagement-type Attribute is mentioned frequently in the literature under
a range of headings, such as Withdrawal (Krause, et al., 2005; Taylor & Bedford, 2004); Dropout
(McInnis, James, & Hartley, 2000; Yorke & Longden, 2008); Persistence (Reason, Terenzini, &
Domingo, 2007); Student Expectations (Bradley, et al., 2008; Scott, 2008); Retention (Ashby,
2004; Astin, 1997; Tinto, 2006); Attrition (Haggis, 2006); Transition (Morosanu, Handley, &
O'Donovan, 2010; Whittaker, 2008); and Engagement (Pike & Kuh, 2005; Scott, 2005) —making
it a reasonable Attribute to be selected. Engagement-type is the topic of Chapter 3.
2.2.6.3

University and entry-type attribute

A UNIVERSITY is the second Dimension bearing some responsibility for the GLA of students
they admit to courses (Entry-type Attribute). Regarding Entry-type, references are often found to
the non-homogeneity of students presently entering university (for background see, Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1998), such as International and Domestic, and within Domestic, Equity entry-types.
Entry-type is a reasonable Attribute to select, and is the topic of Chapter 4.
2.2.6.4

Course and unit-type attribute

The third Dimension carrying some responsibility for GLA is the academic COURSE (Unit-type
Attribute), which is evident to students as a Unit-type, and is defined as a subject taught over one
semester and as being one of the following: Core unit, where core means mandatory to achieving
the course award, and Prerequisite which means effectively the same as Core, but with the rider
that a student has some Choice between core units; and the second type is Elective where a
university trusts student Choice in building part of their learning journey. Anecdotally, teaching
staff often comment that student failure can be expected with great certainty in Core units, but in
spite of this comment on differences between Core and Elective, Unit-type seems to perpetually
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‘fly under the literature radar’. Together these features highlight Unit-type as a reasonable
Attribute to select, and it is the topic of Chapter 5.
2.2.6.5

Lecturer and teaching-qualification-type attribute

As the final Dimension, the LECTURER Dimension has some responsibility for GLA through
teaching (Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute) which is reported to be an under-researched
area (Akiba, LeTendre, & Scribner, 2007). In their study on teacher quality, opportunity gap and
national achievement in 46 countries, Akiba, LeTendre, & Scribner (2007, p. 381) note that
“teacher quality is a major source of inequality in students learning opportunities”. Although
teacher quality might be defined as a Discipline qualification or as YoT experience, formal
teaching certification (referred to by Crisp, 2010, and others, as PgCert) might also contribute to
teacher quality and to student success. Yet historically within both the university and TAFE
sectors, PgCert has been deemed as unnecessary to effective teaching and learning. Nevertheless,
at least one Australian university is positioning itself diametrically to this long-unquestioned
stance. Writing under the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) tradition (Boyer, 1990;
Haigh, Gossman, & Jiao, 2011; Kreber, 2002; Vardi, 2011; Vardi & Quin, 2011), Brew & Ginns
(2008) report that the University of Sydney, at that time holding pride of place among Australian
universities in one international ranking scale, has implemented initiatives for staff to gain Higher
Education postgraduate teaching certification and rewards those staff financially for certification.
The PgCert trend makes Teaching-Qualification-type a reasonable Attribute to select, and it is the
topic of Chapter 6.
2.2.6.6

Summary of attributes

The Engagement-type Attribute represents Student self-responsibility for GLA;
The Entry-type Attribute represents University responsibility for GLA;
The Unit-type Attribute represents Course responsibility for GLA; and
The Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute represents Lecturer responsibility for GLA.
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2.2.6.7

Empowering research

The Toolkit empowers learning research, it is argued, in that it enables Attribute-specific research
questions (relevant to answering Key Question 3) to be posed and answered, and these are now
listed.
2.2.6.7.1

Attribute-specific research questions

The first Attribute-specific research question, taken up as Engagement-type in Chapter 3, asks:
Is it possible to Categorise students by the levels of failing trauma and success they experience in
pursuit of learning?
This question seeks to resolve what is happening to students and GLA, and where it is happening
(the what and the where of learning) using a process of Categorisation. This question is based on
the idea that students have some degree of responsibility to take charge of their studies even
though it does not assume that they are entirely masters of their own destiny. It is an important
question because it focuses directly on student Engagement which is often raised in the literature
and a lack of Engagement is believed fervently in some quarters to be responsible for student
failure.
The next Attribute-specific research question, taken up as Entry-type in Chapter 4, asks:
Do the three Entry-types of Domestic, IELTS and Visa achieve different levels of Categorisation
and Group Learning Attainment?
This question seeks to resolve what is happening to GLA based on the Entry-type of students.
The Entry-types are Domestic to cover students who gain entry through Australian fixtures such
as ATAR ranking; IELTS to cover International students who gain entry through the use of
IELTS language aptitude; and Visa to cover the remaining International students who gain entry
not with the use of IELTS but through other mechanisms, which together will be called Visa. The
answer has relevance to the previous question in that it might explain the distribution seen in
Categories. The question also infers that Entry-type, in addition to Engagement-type, carries
some responsibility for GLA. It is a question that is frequently raised in the literature.
The next Attribute-specific research question, taken up as Unit-type in Chapter 5, asks:
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Do mandatory units (Core) influence assignment to Categories and pose a risk to Group
Learning Attainment?
This question seeks to resolve what is happening to GLA based on the Unit-type that students
encounter. The answer has relevance to the initial question, as there might be interconnectedness
between student Categories and Core units which are referred to by teachers frequently as ‘hard’.
In other words, an opportunity exists to understand any relatedness and its strength of
relationship. The question infers that Unit-type, in addition to Engagement-type and in addition
to Entry-type, carries some responsibility for GLA. It is a question that is raised frequently
anecdotally yet seldom is raised in the literature. At a time when educational excellence is being
sought, it is not unrealistic to throw some light on underlying presuppositions.
The final Attribute-specific research question, taken up as Teaching-Qualification-type in
Chapter 6, asks:
Does Teaching-Qualification-type, as expressed through PgCert, Discipline and YoT, influence
assignment to Categories and Group Learning Attainment?
This question seeks to resolve what is happening to GLA based on the Teaching-Qualificationtype in units being taught. This question exposes an under-researched but relevant area of interest
to the success of learning. Once again, an opportunity exists to understand any relatedness and its
strength of relationship. The question infers that Teaching-Qualification-type, in addition to
Engagement-type and in addition to Entry-type and also in addition to Unit-type, carries some
responsibility for GLA. It is a question that is raised anecdotally but seldom raised in the
literature.
2.2.6.7.2

Beyond inference

As can be seen, these questions are not trivial. Nor are the answers trivial. What they show is the
paramount importance of establishing a learning Toolkit. Without a Toolkit, it is suggested that
the literature is restricted to inferences about changes in learning caused by changes in
approaches and procedures. In this regard, the literature might be well-meaning but where there is
ambiguity the literature leaves itself open to the claim made by Clark (1973, p. 8) of being
“relatively massive but trivial”, but offered by McInnis (2004, p. 385) as a reminder. The
Attribute-specific research questions are taken up in the following four Chapters.
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3 Engagement-type Chapter
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 identified four Attributes of responsibility that might help explain the student learning
journey and GLA, and this Chapter looks at the first of those Attributes —Engagement-type
influence.

3.2 Engagement-specific research question
The Engagement-type Attribute is identified as a potential influence on GLA (first response to
Key Question 3). However, to exploit the potential influence of Engagement-type on GLA and
Categories, an Engagement-specific research question is necessary.
Is it possible to Categorise students by the levels of failing trauma and success they experience in
pursuit of learning?
This question seeks to resolve what is happening to students and GLA, and where it is happening
(the what and the where of learning). This question is based on the idea that students have some
degree of responsibility to take charge of their studies even though it does not assume that they
are entirely masters of their own destiny. It is an important question because it focuses directly on
student Engagement which is often raised in the literature where a lack of Engagement is
believed to be responsible for student failure.

3.3 Engagement-type methodology
There are four Chapters of Attribute data to be presented. Each Chapter uses a similar
methodological approach which is explained in detail here.
3.3.1 Data
An answer to the research question requires several pieces of data. The source of these data is
given below.
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Student GPA for all students enrolled in 2008 semesters. A GPA file for each 2008 semester
was provided by the university in Excel format as input. These files are referred to as
GPA_S108 (semester 1), GPA_S208 (semester 2), and GPA_S308 (semester 3), or
collectively as GPA_08. From these files it is possible to derive ‘seasonal GPA’ for each
student where seasonal GPA is defined as the GPA achieved in the previous semester.
All student Grades for semester 1 of 2009. A Grades_0901 file was provided by the
university in Excel format as input.
Derivable student information reports whether a student is newly-arrived in 2009 or
continuing from 2008.
Derivable unit information concerns each unit’s GLA.
Derivable Assessment information concerns each unit’s type of Assessment philosophy,
either Traditional Assessment (Trad) or 100% Competency Based Assessment (CBA).
Using the above data, a decision was made to assign a student to one of five Categories for
continuing students and to one of three Categories for newly-arrived students.
3.3.2 Tools
An Access database (Microsoft Corporation, 2007) was used to analyse all data and was chosen
because it is widely available and this means that the processes done here, in Structured Query
Language (SQL) language, are readily reproducible by readers.
3.3.3 Method
The method involves taking the Grades_0901 file as a base file and extending its width by adding
in more fields as columns. The Grades_0901 file was a good base point since it had one row of
data representing the result of one student in one unit, together with supporting data such as unit
code, and other student data which may not be used in calculations but which stood ready to
serve as reference in data validations. The process was to SQL query one file (such as the
Grades_0901 file) or several files (the Grades_0901 file together with the GPA_08 files), and
then download the result of the query into an Excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was then
reloaded back without alterations (though some validity checks were done) into Access as a
database table (for a second round of validations). There were iterations of this process until all
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pieces of required data were processed and added to the widening table. The method relied on
simplicity not elegance. In this manner the aim was achieved of creating a single self-contained
database table, called the Category table, upon which queries could be run to understand student
demography and the Engagement-type Attribute of the Student Dimension. In ensuing Chapters,
the Category table functioned as the base table to be widened with additional Attribute data. In
this way, when all Dimensions were completed, a single widened table became available to
support SQL queries against any (or all) Attribute(s) with the added advantage that the tables’
rows could be unloaded into Excel for uploading to other query tools, such as statistical packages
like Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
3.3.4 Calculating latest grade point average
Potentially, a student can have GPA entries in all three semesters of 2008: semester 1 (S1),
semester 2 (S2), and the summer semester (S3). Therefore, the first step is to determine the most
recent GPA for the continuing student. There are seven possibilities to consider. The possibilities
are driven by a student’s enrolment pattern through 2008. The patterns are single semester
enrolment, such as S1 only, or S2 only or S3 only; dual semester enrolment, such as S1 and S2,
or S2 and S3 or S1 and S3; and triple semester enrolment, which is S1 and S2 and S3. Although
the technical SQL code is not provided directly in the thesis, the code can be viewed by opening
the Access tables supplied with the thesis. This SQL finds the latest enrolment for each student in
2008 using GPA_S1, GPA_S2 and GPA_S3; finds the enrolment pattern for 2008 (See the
Enrolment demographic for 2008 Table in the Results section, and this is extended to 2009), and
marks the student as a continuing student. The student’s latest GPA is then joined onto the
Grades_0901 file. After SQL joining, the Grades_0901 file also has GPA information for each
located student, including the student’s latest 2008 semester. Additionally, the student record is
marked with ‘Continuing’, and this differentiates continuing students in terms of their academic
experience. At this point, the Grades_0901 file is a forerunner of the emerging Category table.
3.3.5 New students in semester 1 of 2009
There is no seasonal GPA history from 2008 for students entering university in 2009 for the first
time in 2009. Newly-arrived students are marked as not having GPA, and as ‘New’ to note that
they are in their first semester of academic study at this university.
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3.3.6 Calculating group learning attainment
Using the Grades_0901 file, and the calculation method described in Chapter 2, GLA is
calculated for each unit in semester 1 of 2009 and added to the file. This entails creating a new
field, GLA, which is a numeric translation of the Grade. Multiple fail Grades recorded in the
dataset all begin with N, and are:
NC - Fail - Did Not Complete Assessment.
NN - Fail - Did Not Participate.
NS - Fail - Did Not Sit Final Exam.
NW - Fail - Did Not Withdraw On Time (Late Unapproved Withdrawal).
NX – Fail - Did Not Attain Required Academic Standard.
3.3.7 Assignment algorithms
Algorithms 2-1 through 2-4 (see Chapter 2 for a full description) are used to assign each student
to one of the five Categories, for each Grade received in Grades_0901 file. When a comparison is
made between a student’s GPA score and the unit’s GLA score, it assumes that three points are
added to GLA since it operates not on a seven but four point scale. After SQL joining, the
resultant Category file has Category information for each student’s encounter with a unit.

3.4 Issue arising
An issue arising from the Methodology is discussed next, followed by the Results section.
3.4.1 Assessment philosophy
A unit’s type of Assessment philosophy –Trad, or CBA (Booth, 2000; Ennis, 2008; Gonczi,
1994; Guthrie, 2009; Murray, 2009) – can influence Assignment, because CBA scales Grades
into just two types, as opposed to Trad’s five Grades. For example, a student in one unit might
achieve a HD from traditional Assessment, but a P in a second unit using CBA Assessment. This
sequence might make the student look to be struggling at times where this is not true, but it is a
result of the Assessment philosophy. It was an aid to improved interpretation to have Trad or
CBA against the student result. For clarity it was worthwhile keeping this piece of information.
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3.5 Engagement-type results
Due to the large number of Result Tables generated in this analysis, it is thought best to position
Tables closer to the Discussion text to which they relate, and they can be found in the
Engagement-type Discussion section below. This arrangement will be maintained for all Attribute
Chapters.

3.6 Engagement-type discussion
3.6.1 Enrolment in 2008
Table 3-1 gives an overview of 2008 enrolment and is useful in portraying the longitudinal
enrolment pattern for the 2008–2009 periods.
Table 3-1: Enrolment demographic for 2008.
Semester

Enrolment in
S1 or S2 or S3

Enrolment in
S1 & S2

Enrolment in
S1 & S3

Enrolment in
S2 & S3

Enrolment in
S1 & S2 &
S3

Total
students

S1

1,796

6,460

7

NA

326

8,589

S2

1,078

6,460

NA

38

326

7,902

S3

31

NA

7

38

326

402

Total
students

2,905

6,460

7

38

326

9,736

Table 3-1 gives a breakdown of student enrolment by semester. The numbers in the Table are
students, not the count of units that students enrolled in. If units enrolled in were used, the
numbers would be greater by a factor of two, since students have an average enrolment in over
two units. The Table shows about one fifth of students in S1 were a single semester enrolment
only (1,796 of 8,589) but single semester enrolment percentage almost halves to 13% (1,078 of
7,902) in S2. About three quarters of students (6,460 of 8,589) enrolled in a more traditional way;
that is, enrolment in both S1 and S2 of 2008. There was a small patronage by students enrolling
in three semesters.
3.6.2 Enrolment in 2009
Table 3-2 gives an overview of 2009 enrolment. It shows that is an increase in student numbers
by about 15% over the 2009 academic year, yet the 2008 enrolment pattern is little changed.
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Table 3-2: Enrolment demographic for 2009.
Semester

Enrolment in
S1 or S2 or
S3

Enrolment in
S1 & S2

S1

2,108

S2

1,206

S3

27

Total
students

Enrolment in
S1 & S3

Enrolment in
S2 & S3

Enrolment in
S1 & S2 &
S3

Total
students

7,366

15

NA

461

9,950

7,366

NA

69

461

9,102

NA

15

69

461

572
11,252

3,341

7,366

15

69

461

The Table shows about one fifth of students in S1 were a single semester enrolment only (2,108
of 9,950) but single semester enrolment percentage almost halves to 13% (1,206 of 9,102) in S2,
as it did in 2008. The bulk, or about three quarters, of students (7,366 of 9,950) enrolled in a
more traditional way; that is, enrolment in both S1 and S2 of 2009. There was a small patronage
by students enrolling in three semesters.
3.6.3 AcaWeak category
After presenting a Table of students assigned into AcaWeak, discussion focuses on a comparison
of the situation of newly-arrived (new) versus continuing students. Next, attention moves to the
situation of new and continuing students who find themselves in complete (exclusive) failing
trauma. The academic story of individual students then follows.
3.6.3.1

Overview

The AcaWeak tag applies to students who struggle with learning outcomes, meaning that they are
engaging with the academic discourse, but are found to not attain a satisfactory understanding of
the academic Discipline material and receive an NX Grade for that unit. AcaWeak students differ
from SpeedBump students (who also receive an NX Grade), but the Categorisation of students
into SpeedBump (based on seasonal GPA) is discussed in a later section.
Table 3-3 (below) gives an overview of students assigned into the AcaWeak Category and the
extent of trauma being experienced.
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Table 3-3: AcaWeak demographic.
Ongoing
New
Continuing

Single
trauma

Dual trauma

Triple
trauma

Quadruple
trauma

Five-fold
trauma

Total
students

261

62

21

5

0

349

7.4%

1.8%

0.6%

0.1%

0%

9.9%

320

85

22

1

0

428

5.5%

1.5%

0.4%

0%

0%

7.3%

Trauma ranges from being assigned to AcaWeak for one unit, through increments of one, to
assignment because of weakness in four units; there was no student assigned for academic
weakness in five units. The Table shows that 7.4% (or 261 of the 3,541 new students) were weak
in one unit and this compares to 5.5% (or 320 of the 5,842 continuing students) who were weak
in one unit. A point of clarification is in order. Being found academically weak (Grade is NX) in
one unit does not infer that a student did not pass in any other unit. It might infer only a low
degree of academic weakness. However, as the number of assignments of a student to the
AcaWeak Category grows, so too does the degree of weakness increase. Students with an
increased degree of academic weakness are shown in the Dual trauma column of the Table where
1.8% of new and 1.5% of continuing students experienced academic weakness trauma in two
units. Moving across the Table a smaller percentage of students are suffering academic weakness
trauma, but a higher degree of it. Since the average enrolment is just over two units per semester,
students with triple trauma are likely to be failing in all units.
If there is any piece of good news with regard to trauma failure, it has to do with the decline that
occurs from left to right in Table 3-3, and this applies to new and continuing students alike. The
‘good’ news is that trauma in two units (1.8%) occurs at only one quarter the rate of trauma in
one unit (7.4%) for new students. The approximately same one quarter rate applies to continuing
students (1.5% compared to 5.5%). The ‘good’ news continues with triple trauma occurring at
one twelfth the rate of single failure trauma for both new and continuing AcaWeak students alike.
Of course, this is not to deny the abject trauma being experienced by students with triple failures.
The Higher Education literature is concerned with FY failure, as well it should. While the results
in Table 3-3 support that concern and show higher trauma for FY, the differences between FY
and post FY students is not as dire as might be expected. Although there is no intention to
downplay the utter seriousness of failure, there is not a strong case in the Table to target FY
exclusively over other years, as might be inferred from the literature. In that sense, the
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reasonableness of constructing a Table which measures the degree of difference is an issue welladdressed. It is important to note a further point. Table 3-3 is the output from the Engagementtype Attribute of the Student Dimension, and as such is a partial view of the Dimensions present
in the GLA cycle. When the next Attribute (Entry-type) of the next Dimension (University) is
considered, it might influence interpretations. Similarly, the pattern found with one Category
might not repeat with the same consistency across the other Categories and this might lead to
different conclusions.
Before turning to the next Category of NotEngaged, the number of FY (new) students who were
assigned, exclusively for all units they undertook, to the AcaWeak Category is investigated. Then
follows continuing students exclusively assigned to AcaWeak for all units, and examples of
individual student histories.
3.6.3.2

AcaWeak exclusive new failures

The AcaWeak exclusive demographic Table (Table 3-4 below), in the first two rows, shows the
count of new students who have assignments into the AcaWeak Category only (for all units in S1
of 2009), against those new students who have assignments into multiple Categories (which
might include some passing Category assignments).
Table 3-4: AcaWeak exclusive demographic.
Student

Type

Single
trauma

Dual
trauma

Triple
trauma

Quadruple
trauma

Total
students

New

Exclusive

19 / 261

2 / 62

2 / 21

5/5

28 / 349

Multiple

242 / 261

60 / 62

19 / 21

0/5

321 / 349

Continuing

Exclusive

16 / 320

5 / 85

5 / 22

1/1

27 / 428

Multiple

304 / 320

80 / 85

17 / 22

0/1

401 / 428

The ‘good news’ for new AcaWeak students is that a small number (about 8%, or 28 of the total
349 new students in this Category) are academically weak in all units (see Table 3-4). It is ‘good
news’ in the sense that 92% (321 of 349) of students with an AcaWeak entry have entries in other
Categories, which could mean passing entries (PassingOK, Flagging) but could also mean
temporarily failing (SpeedBump) and, alas, possibly more drastic failing (NotEngaged). The next
piece of ‘good news’ is that most of the 8% exclusive Derailments happens with students
experiencing exclusive AcaWeak trauma in one unit only (19 of 28 students), but this is not
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meant to downgrade the trauma of those nine students with exclusive AcaWeak trauma in a two,
three or four units.
3.6.3.2.1

AcaWeak exclusive stories

To investigate in-depth the situation of the 8% solely AcaWeak new students (Table 3-4), one
student is taken randomly from each of the four distributions: Student 1 representing those
students with trauma in one unit; Student 2 representing trauma in two units; Student 3
representing three units of trauma; and finally, Student 4 representing those students with four
units of trauma. The commonality of Students 1 through 4 is their 100% failing trauma; the
difference being in the number of units they enrolled in.
3.6.3.2.2

New student 1

Student 1 is newly-arrived in S1 2009 and enrols in a single unit that is a traditionally-assessed
unit which has a 0.88 GLA. A GLA that is below 1.00 means that the unit achieved on average a
failing Grade for its students. Such a unit might be described as having below-passing GLA or,
better, as a unit with axiomatically-low GLA. The axiom is that units exist to pass students, on
average. With a workload of one unit, it is a reasonable expectation that a student would have
been able to pass but in spite of persevering until the end, that outcome was not achieved. As a
newly-arrived student with no established GPA to consult, it is impossible to confirm that
Student 1 is genuinely AcaWeak although this is not implying that the Categorisation is incorrect
– Student 1 received an NX (failure to achieve the academic standard) and on that basis is
correctly placed. However, a picture of Student 1 as AcaWeak would be more convincing if the
unit’s GLA had been not axiomatically-low. When scanning forward for Student 1 successes in
succeeding semesters of 2009, it can be seen that the NX trauma of S1 takes a toll on Student 1
who disappears from the university. Although Student 1 was chosen randomly from the 19
exclusive single trauma students, it is likely that Student 1 is an example of FY Dropout from
university, and in spite of annual conferences on FY in Higher Education and conference concern
with retention, there was no success in retaining Student 1 with a Derailing experience of 100%
trauma.
Dropout is a term used to mean “to all intents and purposes lost from higher education” (Yorke &
Longden, 2008, p. 4) but is also known by other names such as ‘non-persistence’ (Reason,
Terenzini, & Domingo, 2006; Tinto, 2002). In spite of the possibility of a later student reFailing learning journeys
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continuation of studies, Dropout is antithetical to effective achievement of goals set out in the
Bradley Review (Bradley, et al., 2008). The irony is that there is no indisputable indication that
the responsibility for Dropout rests with Student 1 solely, or is spread more widely and includes a
further Dimension, as suggested by axiomatically-low GLA.
3.6.3.2.3

New student 2

Student 2 enrols in two units and achieves NX Grades (failure to achieve the academic standard)
in both units. The units have moderate passing GLA of 1.31 and 1.33. This is a more convincing
example of NX than was the case for Student 1. When scanning forward for Student 2 successes
in succeeding semesters of 2009, there is not any joy for Student 2 who again enrols in two units
but achieves trauma with NC (failure to complete Assessment) in both units. Although this
outcome in S2 is a similar story to S1, there is a difference. While Student 2’s continuing
enthusiasm for academic success is visible in resuming an equivalent workload, the earlier
trauma seems to have taken a toll. The toll for Student 1 was Dropout; the toll for Student 2 is
less commitment or an inability to persist with the Assessment. The paradox here is that Student
2 is searching for academic success (same workload) but is unable to progress two NX results
into two passing results. This paradox might be indicative that Student 2 does not understand the
academic discourse. Alternatively, it might mean that Student 2 could have pursued a better
strategy for success and that would be to reduce the workload, which is something that a mentor
or a PLP would advocate to a student. But if Student 2 was without a mentor or PLP, would
Student 2 have perceived the option?
3.6.3.2.4

New student 3

The story of Student 3 involves newly-enrolling in three traditionally-assessed units, which is the
average for new students. The unit GLA ranges from moderately strong passing (1.51) GLA to
moderate passing (1.22) GLA to below-passing (0.91) GLA (Would it not be a reasonable
expectation for most people to hold that a unit exists to achieve at least a pass level average for its
students?), but Student 3’s fate is the same in all units –NX (failure to achieve the academic
standard). Although these results effectively paint a picture of Student 3 as academically weak,
they might indicate that Student 3 is unaware of how to join the academic discourse requiring
university “efforts to enhance student involvement in learning” (Tinto, 2000, final page). It might
come as no surprise that Student 3 Drops out and does not feature in further 2009 semesters, but
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it is possible that Student 3 is not a Stopout (Tinto, 1987a; Yorke & Longden, 2008) and might
return to university and experience non-traumatic academic success in the future.
3.6.3.2.5

New student 4

The student randomly selected with exclusive failure in all four units (incidentally, all of which
are different units to those experienced by Students 1, 2 and 3 and have GLA in the range 1.02
very weak passing GLA to 1.52 moderately strong passing GLA) has much the same story as the
other students: 100% failure in a new venture and, unable to risk further trauma, Dropout.
Extrapolating from these figures, three in every four (here, 21 of the 28) students experiencing
total Derailment are likely to Dropout. Although this particular sample might be irregular in some
way and Dropout might be lower than 75%, it is likely to be a daunting percentage and might
remain in the realm of high wastage rates as quoted for some universities (Tinto, 2002, using
American university figures).
3.6.3.2.6

Story summary

Totalled together, the findings for Students 1 through 4 suggest student academic weakness, but
there is a hint contained in units with below-passing GLA that some responsibility for deflating
failure of this kind might lie with another Dimension. If not, the story of these four students
might offer an opportunity to a university to have a PLP in place for students, and if that is not
possible to implement a proactive detection plan that can swing into operation prior to the finality
of trauma and possible Dropout-Stopout.
3.6.3.3

AcaWeak exclusive continuing failures

Similarly good news exists for the continuing students shown in Table 3-4 in the final two rows.
The good news for continuing AcaWeak students is that a small number (about 6%, or 27 of the
total 428 continuing students in this Category) are academically weak in all subjects. It is ‘good
news’ in the sense that 94% (401 of 428) of continuing students with an AcaWeak entry have
entries in other Categories, which could mean passing entries (PassingOK, Flagging) but could
also mean temporarily failing (SpeedBump) and, alas, possibly more drastic failing
(NotEngaged). Paralleling the newly-arrived group, the next piece of ‘good news’ is that for most
of the 6% of continuing students with exclusive failure it happens with trauma in one unit – that
is, 16 of the 27 students experience exclusive trauma but in one unit. However, exclusive trauma
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in one unit is still 100% trauma for those students in exactly the same way it is trauma for those
eleven students with sole AcaWeak trauma in a two, three or four units.
3.6.3.3.1

AcaWeak exclusive stories

To investigate further the situation of the 6% solely AcaWeak continuing students, one student is
taken randomly from each of the four distributions, as before: Student 1 representing those
students with one degree (unit) of trauma; Student 2 representing two degrees (units) of trauma;
Student 3 representing three degrees (units) of trauma; and finally, Student 4 representing those
students with four degrees (units) of trauma.
3.6.3.3.2

Continuing student 1

Student 1 is enrolled in a unit which has a very strong passing GLA of 1.90, and it would be
reasonable to expect that Student 1 would pass the unit, but instead was found to be AcaWeak
with a Grade of NX. Student 1 is coming off a seasonal-average GPA of 3.00 obtained in S1 of
2008 with NC (did not complete), but two passing Grades, P and CR. With a reduction in
workload and prior success, it would be reasonable to expect that Student 1 would bypass the
trauma of failure. It seems that either a one-year break from university is not helping Student 1,
or it might be that a light workload functions against Student 1 becoming involved in the
academic learning community (Krause, McInnis, & Welle, 2003).
3.6.3.3.3

Continuing student 2

The story of Student 2 has some difference but shares the theme of returning to study after a oneyear break. Student 2 is assigned into the AcaWeak Category in two units, both of which have
dismal GLA: 0.62 failing GLA and 0.89 failing GLA. Would it not be a reasonable expectation
for most people to hold that a unit exists to achieve at least a pass level average for its students?
While not dismissing the seriousness of axiomatically-low GLA, there are two points that might
fall in favour of the unit. Firstly, Student 2 is coming off a seasonal-average GPA of 0.00
obtained in S1 of 2008 with NC (did not complete) and NN (did not participate) and for that
effort would have been classed as NotEngaged. With NX (AcaWeak) in the current S1 2009, it
can be argued that Student 2 is ‘progressing’ by completing and participating in the units. In
other words, these units have held the attention of Student 2 until semester completion. But
taking one step when two are needed is not really enough, and perhaps Student 2’s inability to
take a stride when a step is insufficient might be caused by the one-year break from university. If
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the one-year break failing syndrome is found for more exclusively AcaWeak students, it might
suggest an opportunity that could feed into the student PLP, but it might also take into account
the presence of low GLA units, as was the case for Student 2.
3.6.3.3.4

Continuing student 3

The story of Student 3 starts in the summer semester of late 2008 and involves two units with
passing Grades, P in each, and a GPA of 4.0. In S1 2009, Student 3 enrols in a slightly heavier
workload of three units which feature GLA of very weak passing (1.07), moderately strong
passing GLA (1.55) and Credit GLA (2.13). It is reasonable to expect Student 3 to have
continued success and a passing Grade in two of these units (all units except for the unit with low
GLA unit where passing might be more difficult) but instead Student 3 achieves NX in all three
units. If this student did not experience a crisis of some sort, then the inexplicable nature of
Student 3’s trauma might come down to workload. Not only did Student 3 increase the S1 2009
workload, but Student 3 also had enrolments in all three semesters of 2008. If crisis is not a
factor, then exhaustion might be a factor explaining strong across-the-board under-performance
and traumatic Derailment experiences by Student 3.
3.6.3.3.5

Continuing student 4

Somewhat similar to Student 3, the story of Student 4 involves studying in all semesters in 2008,
and undertaking one unit (P Grade) in the final semester. In S1 of 2009, Student 4 undertakes a
workload of four units which is well above the average continuing student who takes 2 units. Add
to this possible exhaustion (meaning all semesters in 2008, and high workload in 2009) the fact
that Student 4 enrols in three units with weak passing GLA of 1.01, 1.13 and 1.32 (and one with
moderately strong GLA of 1.49), the ingredients suggest that success might be elusive. However,
it cannot be ruled out that Student 4 experienced some sort of ex-university crisis, especially
since Student 4 was able to achieve a P Grade in three quarters of units studied in S2 2008 (and
an NX Grade in the fourth unit). Both pieces of conjecture might explain Student 4’s severe
trauma and across-the-board under-performance after experiencing success in at least the
previous two semesters.
3.6.3.3.6

Story summary

Summarising the cases discussed, it is possible to say they have one thing in common: they all
involve assignment of students to a Category for a single reason – exclusive academic weakness.
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However, there are indications that in order to explain those assignments there are potentially
multiple reasons to consider. Some students might have committed over-enthusiastically to a
workload which eventually defeated them. While they might have planned for the challenge of
increased unit load immediately following greater than normal semester load (all three semesters
in 2008), there is one eventuality they could not anticipate. This eventuality is encountering units
with dismal to low GLA. In other instances, students might have experienced ex-university
crises. However, what is clear in a number of cases is that ‘Once academically-weak, Always
academically-weak’ is not true. There are instances of students experiencing learning success
before falling into across-the-board traumatic Derailment. The encouraging picture to emerge
from these stories of ‘success’ is that students are revealing they are capable of success, indeed
are engineering ardently for success, and that means they are responsibly-involved in the
academic discourse. It is impossible to deny that there are cases of student striving that show a
burning desire for academic involvement and success. Although their efforts in S1 of 2009 are
insufficient, an opportunity exists to reflect on whether Dimensions other than the Student
Dimension are also contributors to GLA. This is the subject of later Chapters.
In the meantime, what is the situation with the second failing trauma Category, NotEngaged?
3.6.4 NotEngaged category
After presenting a Table of students assigned into NotEngaged, discussion begins with a
comparison of the NotEngaged results against the previous section’s AcaWeak results. Next,
attention moves to the situation of new and continuing students who find themselves in complete
(exclusive) failing trauma. The academic story of individual students then follows.
3.6.4.1

Overview

The NotEngaged tag applies to students who struggle with the learning experience and are
viewed as not engaging with the academic discourse. However, there should be no automatic
assumption that ‘not engaging’ infers ‘not willing’ because it might infer ‘not knowing how to’
Engage in the academic discourse, instead.
Results for both new and continuing NotEngaged students are shown in Table 3-5 below.
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Table 3-5: NotEngaged demographic.
Ongoing
New
Continuing

Single
trauma

Dual trauma

Triple
trauma

Quadruple
trauma

Five-fold
trauma

Total
students

316

147

66

75

1

605

8.9%

4.2%

1.9%

2.1%

0%

17.1%

318

133

79

48

3

581

5.4%

2.3%

1.4%

0.8%

0.1%

9.9%

When compared to Table 3-3 (AcaWeak demographic) in an earlier section of this Chapter, it is
evident that there are some similarities but also major differences between the NotEngaged and
the AcaWeak Categories. The similarity occurs with continuing NotEngaged students who
experience single unit trauma at the approximately same rate of 5.4%, as do continuing AcaWeak
students (5.5%). However, NotEngaged dual unit trauma drops to 2.3% which is a decline of
about one half, but a one half drop compares unfavourably to the decline for AcaWeak students
which was three quarters (from 5.5% to 1.5%). When continuing NotEngaged triple unit trauma
is considered, it too drops by about one half and this again compares unfavourably to the
AcaWeak Category. The greater the decline, the fewer the number of students who experience a
higher degree of trauma. Unfortunately, this does not happen for continuing NotEngaged
students. There are issues arising from this situation with continuing NotEngaged students of
slowly declining rates of trauma (as opposed to the AcaWeak students who have rapidly
declining rates of trauma). Firstly, there is the issue of amazement: how do students with more
frequent failure maintain their sense of self-worth and integrity and continue to reenrol? One
answer might be that those students are desirous of success. In fact, the very act of re-enrolment
might be interpreted as a plea for Engagement and success. If this is true, the Category title of
NotEngaged is a little harsh. The second issue concerns adjusting from failure to success: if
these experienced continuing students are unable to find sustained success for themselves, where
does the responsibility lie to get help to them to find that learning success? Perhaps the answer is
that the what and the where of the problem are appearing in this thesis and this may spell an
opportunity that can be taken to assist those students recognised as continuing NotEngaged. Also,
before the picture becomes too bleak, it is timely to remember that not all students fall into this
Category. A further point to remember is that Dimensions which might have some responsibility
for GLA are being considered in later Chapters. These are the University Dimension of
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responsibility through the Entry-type Attribute; the Course Dimension through the Unit-type
Attribute; and the Lecturer Dimension through the Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute.
Before moving away from continuing students, consider this point. The results in Table 3-5 for
newly-arrived students are potentially what happened to the continuing NotEngaged students in
their first-ever university semester. There is a strong glimmer of hope here, because single unit
trauma for newly-arrived NotEngaged students drops from 8.9% to 5.4% when they become
‘experienced’ non-FY students. This happens without intervention! However, the reality is that
an opportunity can be taken to revise these failure rates down, perhaps via PLP but that does not
rule out other measures, one of which is a closer understanding of the student demographic in
terms of learning success as well as understanding the potential influence of other Dimensions on
GLA. For newly-arrived NotEngaged students, the results in Table 3-5 show that at 8.9% they
have almost double the trauma rate experienced by continuing NotEngaged students at 5.4%
when it comes to single unit failure, and this is reflected also in the overall rates of 17.1% to
9.9% respectively. Based on these numbers, it should come as no surprise that when newlyarrived dual unit trauma is considered, it declines at approximately the same rate of one half as
does the rate of decline for continuing NotEngaged students. The decline is from 5.4% to 2.3%.
The one-half decline continues as the degree of failure increases.
3.6.4.2

Hope

The major difference between newly-arrived and continuing NotEngaged students is one of hope.
Since Table 3-5 shows continuing students have moved downwards from a high starting base of
8.9% (when newly-arrived) to 5.4% (when experienced), it means that the continuing students
have self improved their learning success or sought help to improve their learning success. While
the failure rates for continuing NotEngaged students is somewhat dismal still, the arithmeticallydramatic improvement does show that with experience these students are improving. This
observation supports the claim made earlier that students are desirous of success and seeking to
be Engaged when reenrolling. However, there is still a problem to be resolved with the newlyarrived NotEngaged Category due to its high trauma, and it should not be forgotten. The high
trauma of the newly-arrived NotEngaged Category supports calls in the Higher Education
literature for attention to all FY students, although the demographic shows that newly-arrived
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NotEngaged Category has a greater need for attention than the newly-arrived AcaWeak Category,
if degree of trauma is the guiding principle for selection.
3.6.4.3

NotEngaged exclusive new failures

Table 3-6 shows, in the first two rows, the count of new students who have assignments into
NotEngaged only (for all units in S1 of 2009), against those new students who have assignments
into multiple Categories (which might include some passing Category assignments).
Table 3-6: NotEngaged exclusive demographic.
Student

Type

Single
trauma

Dual
trauma

Triple
trauma

Quadruple
trauma

Five-fold
trauma

Total
students

New

Exclusive
Multiple

83 / 316
233 /316

51 / 147
96 / 147

27 / 66
39 / 66

75 / 75
0 / 75

1/1
0/1

237 / 605
368 / 605

Continuing

Exclusive
Multiple

70 / 318
248 / 318

43 / 133
90 / 133

63 / 79
16 / 79

46 / 48
2 / 48

3/3
0/3

225 / 581
356 / 581

The ‘good news’ for new NotEngaged students is that a minority (albeit a very slim minority
approaching majority proportions, as well as being well-above the 8% seen with AcaWeak
students) of about 40% (or 237 of the total 605 new students in this Category) are experiencing
failing trauma in all subjects. It is ‘good news’ in the sense that 60% (368 of 605) of students
with a NotEngaged entry have entries in other Categories, which could mean the opportunity of
passing (PassingOK, Flagging) Grades. The next piece of news is not ‘good news’ for the
exclusive 40% in that there is a rising pattern in the number of students who experience a strong
degree of trauma. For example, of new students assigned to NotEngaged and undertaking a single
unit about one quarter (83 of 316) are exclusive failures, meaning they have no experience of
success, but three quarters might be successful. When undertaking two units, about one third (51
of 147) are exclusive failures, but two thirds might be successful – a declining ratio but still
containing an element of ‘good news’. When undertaking three units, the ratio is still somewhat
‘positive’ as about two fifths (27 of 66) experience exclusive successlessness, compared to the
three fifths (39 of 66) who potentially have success in at least one unit. When students are
assigned to NotEngaged and undertaking four or more units, the consequences are inclusive of
failure only, and are exclusive of success.
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3.6.4.3.1

NotEngaged exclusive ‘failure’ stories

To investigate further the situation of the 40% new solely NotEngaged, one student is taken
randomly from each of the five distributions.
3.6.4.3.2

New student 1

Student 1, representing those students in single-unit trauma, undertakes a unit with CBA which
has low-passing GLA of 0.57. Translated, this CBA GLA is equivalent to a 25% unit failure rate,
or about double the university web-advertised 13% failure rate for units. There is a possibility
that the Grade of NC (did not complete) shows that the student gave up in the face of difficulty.
However, with a single-unit load it is difficult to understand that decision.
3.6.4.3.3

New student 2

Student 2 undertakes two units both of which have reasonable GLA (Credit 2.07, and moderately
strong Pass 1.62) but succeeds in passing neither and this is difficult to understand because the
average new student workload is three units. A clue might exist in the Grades assigned, both are
NS (did not sit final examination). While only conjecture, the student might have experienced
exam nerves and not attended; or, might have felt the unit was over testing its constituents; or
found the formal timed exams to be out of step with continuous Assessment regimes common in
high schools. Whatever the reason, it must be granted that Student 2 persisted and is likely to
have submitted assessable and academically-acceptable work, even though that persistence did
not flow through to the end of semester.
3.6.4.3.4

New student 3

The outcomes for Student 3 begin a theme of being daunted and in need of a mentor. Student 3
receives three NC (did not complete) Grades from a unit with almost moderate passing GLA
(1.35) but also from two others with moderately-strong passing GLA (1.54) and very strong
passing GLA (1.88). It is reasonable to expect Student 3 to pass in at least one if not two units,
and because this is not the case, an explanation might be that Student 3 is daunted and in need of
a mentor. It would be unreasonable to equate ‘daunted and in need of a mentor’ with
‘directionless’ as the student has enrolled in three units, which matches the overall new student
average. ‘Directionless’ implies a lost cause, whereas ‘in need of a mentor’ aspires to the role of
an educational institution (universities included) having a positive ethos of students and moving
them towards the goal of student learning success, and away from failure.
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3.6.4.3.5

New student 4

The story of Student 4, also randomly chosen, resembles that of Student 3 and appears to confirm
the ‘daunted and in need of a mentor’ theme. Student 4 enrols in one failing GLA (0.91)
traditional unit, in two with very weak passing GLA (1.01 and 1.07) and in one with moderate
GLA (1.47). Of the four units, Student 4 does not participate (NN) in three units. In the fourth
unit, the student fails to sit a final examination (NS) which infers Student 4 submits Assessment
throughout the unit but somehow loses traction completely at the end of the semester. This
student’s story is suggestive that an opportunity existed throughout S1 2009 to identify early
Student 4’s impending Derailment (NN should be identifiable prior to end of semester; more so
three NNs) and assist Student 4 from imploding in at least one unit (NS), if not more units.
3.6.4.3.6

New student 5

Student 5 seems to confirm that the university experience is daunting for some students. In spite
of being in three units with strong passing GLA (1.73, 1.76 and 1.79) and in two units with Credit
GLA (2.00 and 2.72), Student 5 does not participate (NN) in four of them and does not complete
the Assessment (NC) in the remaining unit. It is reasonable to suggest that a mentor would have
been able to assist Student 5 whose only discernible problem is the over-enthusiasm of enrolling
in five units, almost double the new student average. Even though a mentor would have known
about the dangers of new student enthusiasm, is it reasonable to think that Student 5 knew this?
3.6.4.3.7

Story summary

It is difficult to make binding statements concerning newly-arrived students for whom there is
little evidence upon which to base those statements. This is especially true in respect of
exclusively traumatically-failing new students. While these students are not directionless in
intention and enthusiasm with enrolments in up to five units, they do seem at a loss as regards
strategies of completion, and for this reason they have been described as mentorless. Although
only conjecture, the painted experience is one of being adrift at sea.
3.6.4.3.8

Teachers and mentors

It should be noted that there is no suggestion that teachers are the automatic choice for
mentoring; after all, their primary Engagement is with a student’s disciplinary development, not
to mention the growing pressure on teachers to ensure generic skill development; nor is there a
suggestion that teachers presently do not function to some extent as mentors.
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3.6.4.4

NotEngaged exclusive continuing ‘failures’

There is now a change as continuing students are considered. Table 3-6 shows, in the final two
rows, the count of continuing students who have assignments into the NotEngaged Category
solely (for all units in S1 of 2009), against those continuing students who have assignments into
multiple Categories (which might include passing Category assignments). The ‘good news’ for
continuing NotEngaged students is that a minority (albeit approaching majority proportions but
on a par with new exclusive students at 40%) of about 39% (or 225 of the total 581 continuing
students in this Category) are experiencing failing trauma in all subjects. It is ‘good news’ in the
sense that 61% (356 of 581) of students with a NotEngaged entry have entries in other
Categories, which could mean the opportunity of passing (PassingOK, Flagging) Grades. The
next piece of news is not ‘good news’ for the exclusive 39% in that their trauma is relatively
uniform whether it is exclusive failure in one or five units.
3.6.4.4.1

NotEngaged exclusive continuing stories

To investigate further the situation of the 39% solely NotEngaged, one student is taken randomly
from each of the five distributions.
3.6.4.4.2

Continuing student 1

Student 1, representing those students in exclusive single-unit trauma, achieves an NC (did not
complete) one year after last enrolling and receiving the same result in S1 of 2008. While
recognition must be given for trying and completing some demands of the unit as suggested by
NC, the year-apart strategy is not working for Student 1. It is tempting to speculate as to the
cause of Student 1’s failure, not in terms of strategy but in terms of learning community
(Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1999) membership. Ideally, joining a unit represents an opportunity to
join a learning community and in a sense students who join only one learning community are
‘disadvantaged’ over those who join multiple units’ learning communities, though this is not a
guarantee. But perhaps it is a reminder that a unit’s students can take the opportunity to assist
their peers, in the vein of students moving together as part of a learning community. It is
tempting to speculate also as to whether Student 1 returns in S1 of 2010 in line with the
established pattern. There is no record of Student 1 trying to make up for ‘lost’ time by enrolling
in S2 2009 nor S3 2009.
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3.6.4.4.3

Continuing student 2

Student 2, first enrolled in S2 2008, has mixed success (P, P, NC, and NX). While not an
outstanding result, it is certainly one of promise. The did-not-complete (NC) result has promise in
that Assessment is likely to have been submitted but for reasons unknown Student 2 runs out of
steam in that unit. The non-reaching of another unit’s academic standard (NX) holds future
promise in that Student 2 persists until the end. Together with the two Ps, these results show
commitment and enthusiasm while not reaching all targets.
When Student 2 reduces the workload in S1 2009, it is primarily a good strategy. Unfortunately
and for reasons difficult to fathom, the joy and thrill of passing success disappears, replaced
entirely by the trauma of NC (which might be translated as ‘I am really trying hard to achieve
success but I’m tiring’) and NN (‘I am feeling really daunted’). There is no record of Student 2
trying to make up for ‘lost’ time by enrolling in any further 2009 unit, and this is likely to mean
that Student 2 is having ‘time-out’ or perhaps has Dropped out. A Dropout scenario, while totally
plausible, seems a waste for Student 2.
3.6.4.4.4

Continuing student 3

Student 3 comes from two unit completions but with unsatisfactory academic (NX) results in
both of the S2 2008 units. It was a case of ‘So close but so far’ with these 2008 units, and with
two NX results it is ambitious to increase the workload to three units. While mentoring support
would likely recognise the dangers, trying to catch up lost time is understandable. Although
Student 3 makes a valiant attempt with the increased workload strategy, Student 3 falls short of
all targets. A did not complete (NC) Grade resonates with ‘persevered for some portion of the
semester’ and two failed to sit final exam (NS) resonates in the same way, perhaps more strongly
because it is plausible that Student 3 maintained interest until close to the semester’s end. But
eventually Student 3 becomes daunted and gives up and this action is reminiscent again of ‘So
close but so far’. In a repeating pattern, there is no record of Student 3 trying to make up for ‘lost’
time by enrolling in any further 2009 unit, even though Student 3 enrolled in two semesters
during 2008. This is likely to mean that Student 3 is having ‘time-out’ or perhaps has Dropped
out. A Dropout scenario, while totally plausible, seems a waste for Student 3, and it evokes a
question of how much mentoring or support would be needed to move Student 3 from ‘So close
but so far’ failing trauma to ‘So close and just far enough’ passing success?
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3.6.4.4.5

Continuing student 4

Starting studies in S2 2008, Student 4 records three fail results with a did-not-participate (NN)
and two instances of did-not-sit the final examination (NS) and this is a difficult combination to
interpret. Does it mean that Student 4 sacrificed one subject in order to concentrate on the other
two subjects, only to fall in sight of the line? Or does it mean that sacrificing two subjects would
probably have ensured at least one success for Student 4?
In spite of grappling unsuccessfully with three subjects in 2008, for S1 2009 Student 4 adopts a
strategy of increasing the workload, perhaps lured by the opportunity to make up some lost time.
Strategy aside, this is certainly a sign of a student’s desire to succeed and the result for S1 2009
must have been disappointing for Student 4 who fails again in the pursuit of success. Student 4
submitted work in all four units, but not for the duration, recording four did not complete (NC)
Grades. But is this total failure or are there obscured signs of progress?
Student 4 ‘progresses’ from 2008’s falling at the line but almost completing two thirds of
enrolled subjects, to falling at the line in 2009 but almost completing four fourths of enrolled
subjects. Strategy aside, behind Student 4 there is a grim determination to succeed. Student 4
appears to be an example of a student fired with academic zeal but not quite cured (to use a
pottery term) in the execution of the learning and the scenario evokes the idea that a small
amount of assistance to Student 4 might have added a great amount of value to Student 4.
Although Student 4 was able to make some headway, there are no further enrolments by Student
4 in 2009 semesters, and this is indicative of a student Dropping out which seems a waste of a
human asset’s endeavours. If Student 4 was unlucky anywhere, it was because of meeting two
units with failing GLA (0.89 and 0.91), both of which imply greater than normal failure rates.
3.6.4.4.6

Continuing student 5

Once again, Student 5 shows that it is a risky strategy to have a number of failures and increase
the workload in possible pursuit of success. In the previous semester, Student 5 falls at the line in
three of four units, achieving did not sit (NS) twice and did not complete (NC) once, and there is
an echo here of Student 4’s similar experience suggesting that neither Student 4 nor Student 5
understood the implications of an above-average workload. In the previous semester, Student 5
also triumphed in one subject, achieving a DI Grade and this seems to run against probability but
is quite understandable in the light of students trying (almost relentlessly) hard to succeed. Amid
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the gloom of trauma, a passing result must shine brightly. In S1 of 2009, probability catches up
with Student 5 who achieves 100% failure Grades. Student 5 does not participate (NN) in two
units, perhaps sacrificing them in favour of the remaining three units. But this is not enough to
give Student 5’s high workload story a happy ending and Student 5 records did not complete
(NC) in those units. According to the pattern that has been emerging, the likelihood of Student 5
Dropping out is high, and this is Student 5’s fate as no further sightings occur in 2009 semesters.
It seems that sole trauma douses the ardent desire of a fire-filled mind, in the majority of cases.
But it is not the case that Student 5 was without ability (recall the DI result), nor is it the case that
Student 5 is without enthusiasm (recall the nine enrolments where an average continuing makes
four enrolments).
3.6.4.4.7

Story summary

Summarising the cases discussed, it is possible to say they have one thing in common: they all
involve assignment of students to a Category for a single reason – exclusive weakness in either
understanding or embracing the academic discourse. However, there are indications that in order
to explain those assignments there are potentially multiple reasons to consider and those
indications are in the Grades. One theme to emerge is under-calculation of (initially unknown)
unit workload and this can happen with students with one-unit workloads as well as to students
with demanding five-unit workloads. There is also a theme of being daunted where students
complete a portion of the Assessment but not all of it and get NC, and the being daunted theme
occurs again with students who complete all Assessment but mysteriously do not sit final
examinations, NS, in multiple units. Although conjecture, this situation evokes a story of overAssessment of students, and student rejection of it in the worst possible way. In an academic
environment, it is easy to forget that students are also driven in part by emotions.
A theme of students encountering units with axiomatically-low GLA can also be found in these
students’ sagas. However, themes of enthusiasm, optimism and a desire to succeed emerge from
these stories, and with those Attributes it is hoped that ‘Once academically-unengaged, Always
academically-unengaged’ is not true and a burning desire for academic involvement and success
will one day win through, for all students, every time.
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3.6.5 SpeedBump category
It is now time to turn to students believed to be temporarily suffering an out-of-character failing
trauma, the SpeedBump Category.
Table 3-7: SpeedBump demographic.
Ongoing
Continuing

Single
trauma

Dual trauma

Triple
trauma

Quadruple
trauma

Five-fold
trauma

Total
students

306
5.2%

54
0.9%

10
0.2%

3
0.1%

0
0%

373
6.4%

The third and final trauma Category after AcaWeak and NotEngaged is SpeedBump. SpeedBump
refers to students who have a GPA that shows they are passing most if not all units. In fact, it is
an expectation that they are more likely to achieve a Credit GPA and upward, and include a fair
share of what might be called ‘high roller’ students. Because of the strength of their GPA, it is
assumed that fail trauma is unusual for them and that the students are likely to self correct, in
most cases, and speed back to their passing ways. Table 3-7 shows results for the SpeedBump
Category. In the Table, there are no FY students in this Category because the assignment
algorithm requires a student to have previous experience in a university unit. The Table shows a
pattern consistent with the other two trauma Categories, and with expectations. Overall trauma
for AcaWeak was 7.3% (see earlier Table), rising to 9.9% for NotEngaged, but falling below both
these values for SpeedBump at 6.4%. It is reasonable to expect this pattern of high NotEngaged,
falling for the AcaWeak Category and falling even further for the SpeedBump Category. The
consistency is apparent also when viewed in detail and this consistency is evident in the
difference in trauma degree as exemplified by contrasting single and dual trauma. With
NotEngaged the number of single trauma students drops by about a half when contrasted to dual
trauma numbers, whereas an expectedly-higher drop of three quarters is seen with the AcaWeak
Category and easily more than a three quarters drop is seen with SpeedBump. These ratios tend
to validate the sorting algorithm. However, there is one concern with the SpeedBump Category
figures in the Table. The number of single trauma cases is higher than expected. At 5.2%, single
trauma SpeedBump cases are close to the single trauma percentages of the other two Categories,
which are both around 5%. There was an expectation that SpeedBump would be lower, perhaps
3% to 4% being a reasonable guestimate. Why is SpeedBump at a similar 5% rate? A possible
explanation involves an axiom of teaching as well as scrutiny of the SpeedBump Category
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membership in the current dataset. Essentially the issue revolves around whether continuing
students with mostly P Grades are likely to be included in the SpeedBump Category. These
points are taken in order.
3.6.5.1

Issues with categorisation

A teaching axiom holds that a university, or any educational institution for that matter, has
deployed teaching systems within which students are likely to pass. It is such an underlying
expectation that quality assurance of the axiom is seldom undertaken. But the question must be
asked: is the axiom achieved as often as it is thought to be achieved? A more astute rephrasing of
the question might be: what if there is minimal achievement only of the axiom? In this
minimalistic theoretical circumstance, attainment for a unit would approach 1.00 GLA. A student
with a trauma Grade (of NC, NN, NS or NW) with a GPA of 4.5 (halfway between P and CR)
who enrols in a unit which returns a GLA of 1.10 (just above a P average for the students of that
unit) would be selected into SpeedBump for that unit. If the unit had a stronger GLA of 1.60,
then that student would have been selected into NotEngaged. While such a scenario is entitled to
exist, the issue is whether there is an actual over-representation of NotEngaged student entries in
the SpeedBump Category. There is one important fact militating against the over-representation
scenario. SpeedBump students generally have a GPA in the CR range; that is, 5 and above.
Students with a CR GPA would be selected into the SpeedBump Category regardless of whether
the GLA was 1.10 or 1.60 and this suggests that there is not a strong case for mis-Categorisation,
and indeed no cases have yet been encountered. If more detailed analysis shows actual overrepresentation of this nature is present, the solution would not be to amend the Categorising
algorithm. In all circumstances, the Categorising algorithm is a strong guide but this does not
make it an iron-clad guarantee. Care in interpreting the Categories will be needed always. The
solution would be to understand the causes of low GLA in units. Some light is likely to be shed
on this issue when the University, Course and Lecturer Dimensions are considered in following
Chapters. In the meantime, there is a possible but very unlikely second cause for continuing
students to be selected into the SpeedBump Category, against expectations. Units which use CBA
typically have a GLA below 1.00 if there are any failures, and a GLA of exactly 1.00 if all
students receive an Ungraded Pass result. Additionally, only a small number (27 of 373, less than
10%) of SpeedBump entries are for CBA units. However, it is shown above that low GLA did
not cause any actual mis-Categorisation, so Assessment philosophy can be ruled out. Therefore
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for the present, the evidence suggests that 6.4% overall for SpeedBump is valid. But this should
not stop further analysis from uncovering other factors that might possibly be at work.
3.6.5.1.1

SpeedBump student examples

To reconfirm that SpeedBump is a valid Category, a detailed scan is taken of one randomly
chosen student from each of the four SpeedBump trauma levels. Discussion follows Table 3-8
presentation below.
Table 3-8: SpeedBump detailed demographic.
Student

Previous
Semester

Current
Grades

Trauma
level

Units

GPA

GLA

Correctly
classified

1

P, CR, CR

NX

Single

Trad

4.7

0.54

Yes

P

None

Trad

1.55

Yes

NC

Dual

Trad

1.62

Yes

NN

Dual

Trad

1.80

Yes

NW

Triple

Trad

2.09

Yes

3

NW

Triple

CBA

0.73

Yes

3

NW

Triple

Trad

1.22

Yes

1
2

CR

2
3

4

3.6.5.1.2

CR, CR, HD

CR, DI, DI, HD

5.0
5.8

NW

Quad

Trad

1.83

Yes

4

NW

Quad

Trad

6.0

2.63

Yes

4

NW

Quad

Trad

2.04

Yes

4

NW

Quad

Trad

2.16

Yes

Continuing student 1

Table 3-8 shows that in the previous semester Student 1 completed three units successfully with
passing Grades (P, CR, CR) but in the current semester experienced a single trauma (NX – failed
to satisfy an acceptable academic standard) as well as a passing Grade (P). Since 4.7 GPA
exceeds 3.54 adjusted GLA (which is GLA of 0.54 plus an addition of 3, due to the GLA scale
peaking at 4 but the GPA scale peaking at 7), this student is correctly assigned to SpeedBump.
Student 1 has experienced a crisis of some kind in the current semester being unable to score a
passing Grade in all units even though Student 1 had managed academic passes when the
workload was heavier (three units) in the previous semester. There are no hints as to the cause of
the crisis with NX (failure to satisfy academic standards) coming as a surprise on top of the
previous semester’s results where academic standard was not in question. However, this student
is correctly classified and is expected to return to passing ways, where passing is defined as
achieving mostly Credits and above. Since all units are Trad, there is no impact from CBA.
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3.6.5.1.3

Continuing student 2

Table 3-8 shows that in the previous semester Student 2 completed one unit successfully with a
passing Grade (CR) but in the current semester experienced a dual trauma (NC – failed to
complete a unit; and NN – failed to participate in a unit) in both units undertaken. Since 5.0 GPA
exceeds 4.62 adjusted GLA and also exceeds 4.80 adjusted GLA for the second trauma unit, this
student is correctly assigned to SpeedBump. Student 2 has experienced a crisis of some kind in
the current semester being unable to score a passing Grade in any unit even though Student 2 had
managed a CR pass in the previous semester. A hint to the crisis exists in the current workload
which was twice as heavy (two units) as the previous semester’s workload. Although there is no
definitive answer to the cause of the crisis, apart from workload, it is probably equally as likely
that family problems, changes to paid-work times or hours may have contributed to the crisis.
The term crisis for Student 2 is probably euphemistic and understates the trauma that happened in
all units. Perhaps even SpeedBump is euphemistic – it is more likely felt by the student as a crash
and burn Derailment. Not only does Student 2 need to get back to passing ways, but Student 2
needs also to get closure on the Derailment. Whatever the case, this student is correctly classified
and is expected to return to passing ways, where passing is defined as achieving mostly Credits
and above. Since all units are Trad, there is no impact from CBA.
3.6.5.1.4

Continuing student 3

Table 3-8 shows that in the previous semester Student 3 completed three units successfully with
solid passing Grades (CR, CR, HD) but in the current semester experienced a triple trauma (NW
– failed to gain approved Withdrawal from a unit, in each of three units being studied). Student
3’s 5.8 GPA (almost a distinction average) exceeds 5.09 adjusted GLA for the first trauma unit;
exceeds 3.73 adjusted GLA for the second trauma unit which it might be noted is a CBA unit;
and also exceeds 4.22 adjusted GLA for the third trauma unit. Since this condition is satisfied for
all units, this student is correctly assigned to SpeedBump. Student 3 has experienced a crisis of
some kind and of some considerable magnitude in the current semester that made late
Withdrawal necessary and the suffering of GPA-recorded multiple failing trauma. While family
and paid-work problems might be the cause of the crisis and of the total Derailment, the question
must be asked as to whether the student was aware of the Withdrawal guidelines and caused a
self-Derailment. While students are expected to know about Withdrawal, perhaps more so ‘high
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rollers’ like Student 3, it cannot be assumed automatically that information dissemination is
always successful.
Two points of interest arise from Student 3’s trauma and Derailment, apart from Student 3’s pain.
Firstly, there was an actual instance of CBA. In this practical example, Student 3 as a student in a
CBA unit was assigned correctly to SpeedBump and it is not a case of inflating the SpeedBump
Category. While only one randomly chosen case, its correct assignment mitigates against the
earlier theoretical suggestion that CBA might be an agent causing mis-assignment. The second
point of interest is that Student 3 cannot be assigned to any other Category. If Student 3’s
unknown predicament means anything at all, it highlights the urgency of putting in place
anticipatory procedures that can predict and remedy failures in student learning journeys, as well
as designing and implementing PLPs.
Although it might never be known with certainty, Student 3’s crisis in Semester 1 of 2009 might
be university Dropout. What is known with certainty is that Student 3 makes no further enrolment
in 2009 at this university, even though in 2008 Student 3 has a pattern of enrolment in two
semesters per annum. While it is premature to conceive Dropout as Stopout, the real goal is to
create opportunities for students that do not result in either Dropout or Stopout. And this might be
achieved as a first step through greater research into academic learning failure and success.
3.6.5.1.5

Continuing student 4

The data in Table 3-8 show that Student 4 suffered similar trauma as suffered by Student 3,
except that Student 4 has slightly stronger GPA and experiences Withdrawal trauma in slightly
more units. It is unfortunate that the results for Student 3 and Student 4 are identical, but the
students were chosen at random and it is a random coincidence. It is not fair to conclude that
there is an avalanche of ‘high roller’ Withdrawals in S1 of 2009, even though Student 4 also fell
off the university’s radar for the remainder of 2009 in spite of an enrolment pattern of S1 and S2
in 2008. But at the least, Student 4’s case does show that Student 3 was not an isolated case.
3.6.5.1.6

Story summary

The stories revolve around undetermined crises, possibly within the university community but
possibly also in an extra-university locus. Although definitive answers are not available to readily
feed into PLPs, the micro view of students is important because it is valuable information about
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each student and that student’s learning seen against a backdrop of other students’ learning
journeys. This is not to deny the importance when taking a micro view to understand the general
trend by checking each interpretation carefully.
3.6.6 PassingOK category
Before the research question is answered, findings from the non-trauma Categories are discussed.

Table 3-9: PassingOK demographic.
Ongoing

Single unit

Dual units

Triple units

Quadruple
units

Five-fold
units

Total
students

New

565
16.0%

607
17.1%

713
20.1%

1,342
37.9%

8
0.2%

3,235
91.4%

Continuing

1,223
20.9%

944
16.2%

699
12.0%

364
6.2%

46
0.8%

3,276
56.1%

Table 3-9 signals a change in pace as comments now deal with passing students. In fact in
treating the PassingOK Category, the above Table treats the better students. The reason for this is
simple. To be considered as PassingOK in a unit, a student’s Grade satisfies the following
criteria: the Grade is not a trauma Grade based on being academically wanting (AcaWeak) nor on
lack of Engagement effort (NotEngaged) nor on a temporary fall from grace (SpeedBump); nor is
it a success Grade over which a shadow hangs because of a student’s learning (Flagging) falling
short of that student’s demonstrated capability via GPA.
Table 3-9 reads like an enrolment demographic. Consider for example, FY students in their first
semester (shown as New in the Table). The data suggest that it is quite common to enrol in the
traditional number of four units when beginning study. A total of 1,342 take this four-unit option.
However, some students are more cautious – perhaps they think that university is a dangerous
place – and they enrol in fewer beginning units. A total of 713 take a three-unit option; with 607
more cautious students taking a two-unit option; and 565 even more cautious students taking a
one-unit option. There are more cautious students than there are students who undertake a
traditional four-unit load. Perhaps there is a hint here of pressures on new students to perform
paid-work, thus being unable to commit to a traditional load. As always, there are adventurous
students who self impose a heavy quota. There are eight such irrepressible students taking a fourFailing learning journeys
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plus option, and why should they not? The Table shows that 91.4% of new students experience
success in one or more units. Although 91.4% is not 100% it is close and it allows a further
deduction to be made. It is approximately true to say that close to 37.9% of new students did
exceptionally well; that is, they enrolled in four units and produced very good Grades in all those
units, and were thus assigned to the ‘best’ Category, PassingOK. Similarly, it is approximately
true to say that 20.1% of new students did exceptionally well; that is, they enrolled in three units
and produced good Grades in all those units, and were thus assigned to the ‘best’ Category,
PassingOK. This conclusion is applicable to the other unit-loadings. Approximately true means
that the missing 8.6% of new students achieved a lesser result, which could be Flagging or a
trauma Category. These new student figures are not support for the FY literature which is
convinced that FY is a majorly-difficult experience for students.
Table 3-9 reads also like an enrolment demographic for continuing students, yet a different
picture emerges. The data suggest that continuing students are less likely to follow a traditional
pattern of enrolment. For example, it shows a pattern ranging from 1,223 continuing students in
one unit down to 364 students enrolled in the traditional four units. This pattern suggests
enrolment of continuing students is the opposite to that of new students. However, since only
56.1% of continuing students are assigned to the PassingOK Category, there is some doubt about
the observation. What is clear, however, is that only 56.1% of continuing students achieve an
assignment to the ‘best’ Category, PassingOK; and this means they have some assignments to
Flagging or a trauma Category, based on their Grades. Perhaps this means that paid-work is an
ongoing hindrance to study, but it might also mean that later year units are more difficult
academically and require more time than FY units. Whatever the reasons, continuing students
enrol in an average of almost exactly two units per semester and new students enrol in an average
of almost exactly three units per semester (these figures are not shown in the Table).
3.6.6.1

PassingOK new student examples

PassingOK may seem like a bland Category to be assigned into, but here are cases that serve to
show the success of students assigned to the PassingOK Category. Using randomly selected
students, the success of five newly-arrived PassingOK students is contrasted against their first
units’ GLA.
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Table 3-10: PassingOK detailed New success

3.6.6.1.1

Student

Grade

GLA

1

HD

1.49

2

HD

1.83

2

DI

1.69

3

DI

2.57

3

HD

2.46

3

HD

2.31

4

HD

2.25

4

UP

0.94

4

CR

2.06

4

DI

2.70

5

DI

2.36

5

CR

2.58

5

P

1.14

5

DI

1.58

5

CR

2.24

New student 1

Table 3-10 shows that new Student 1 achieved a HD Grade in a unit where students averaged a
moderate P overall (GLA is 1.49, beyond a bare pass of 1.00 but short of a Credit average which
starts at 2.00). While Student 1 outperformed the unit average, perhaps this result is made less
remarkable as Student 1 studied just a single unit in S1 of 2009.
3.6.6.1.2

New student 2

Undertaking two units and being assigned to PassingOK for both units, new Student 2 achieved a
HD Grade in a unit where students averaged a strong P overall (GLA is 1.83); and a DI in a unit
with moderately strong P average (GLA is 1.69). Although only enrolled in two units, Student 2
shows strong outperformance.
3.6.6.1.3

New student 3

Undertaking three units and being assigned to PassingOK for all units, new Student 3 achieved a
DI Grade in a unit where students averaged a moderately strong CR overall (GLA is 2.57); a HD
Grade in a unit where students averaged a moderately strong CR overall (GLA is 2.46;) and a DI
again in a unit with moderately strong CR average (GLA is 2.31). The pattern for Student 3,
although a new student, is one of strong outperformance.
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3.6.6.1.4

New student 4

Student 4 has a HD and DI Grade which outperforms the student average GLA in two units and a
UP (Ungraded Pass) and a CR Grade which approximate unit GLA.
3.6.6.1.5

New student 5

Student 5, enrolled in five units and in PassingOK for all five, has two DI Grades which
outperform the two units’ P and CR GLA, and has two CR Grades and a P Grade which
approximate the units’ GLA.
3.6.6.1.6

Story summary

Overall, these are relatively strong new student learning success stories. They show that newlyarrived students can aspire to success and achieve it, sometimes with aplomb.
3.6.6.2

PassingOK continuing student examples

Continuing the theme that PassingOK may seem like a bland Category to be assigned into, here
are cases of continuing students that serve to show, from a different angle, the success of students
assigned to the PassingOK Category.
Table 3-11: PassingOK detailed Continuing success

3.6.6.2.1

Student

Semester

Year

Grade

1

1

2008

CR

1

1

2009

P

2

2

2008

CR (4)

2

1

2009

DI (2), CR (1)

3

2

2008

UP (2)

3

1

2009

UP (3)

4

1

2008

NC (1), NN (1)

4

1

2009

P (3), DI (1), NC (4)

5

2

2008

NX (1), P (2)

5

1

2009

CR (3), DI (2)

Continuing student 1

The story of Student 1, as shown in Table 3-11, goes like this. Student 1 enrols into one unit at
university in S1 of 2008, and achieves a CR. A year later, Student 1 returns to a single-unit
workload and passes (P) in a unit where the GLA is a moderately strong Credit (2.53). Having a
one-year intermission did not stop Student 1 from achieving a passing Grade, but the long break
might have influenced Student 1’s degree of success, dropping for CR to P Grade. Still, it is
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steady successful progress and although Student 1 will not graduate within normally-expected
timeframes (Robinson, 2004), neither is Student 1 experiencing trauma. In line with previous
enrolment patterns, Student 1 does not appear in further 2009 semesters.
3.6.6.2.2

Continuing student 2

Student 2’s story involves a fluctuating workload but an enhanced degree of success. In S2 2008
Student 2 achieves CR success in all four units undertaken. In S1 2009 with a lesser workload,
Student 2 achieves distinctions (DI) in units with Credit GLA (2.33 and 2.07) and both results
indicate that Student 2 is PassingOK. However in the third unit where the GLA is very strong
passing (1.90) GLA, Student 2 achieves a run-of-the-mill (for Student 2) CR, and this is an
intriguing situation to consider. Does the achievement of two DI results suggest that Student 2
was coasting (Flagging) in the third unit? Or, does it infer that the third unit was more difficult
but Student 2 managed to work satisfactorily enough to maintain a CR result? Perhaps the answer
lies elsewhere. Understanding the probability of repeating two DI results (achieved also in S1
2008), Student 2 might have felt unable to jeopardize the opportunity by applying more effort
outside the target units. The categorizing algorithm assigns Student 2 to Flagging for the CR unit,
and seen in isolation this might be construed as a harsh judgment. However, in S2 2009 Student 2
returns to a four-unit workload (suggesting prior coasting) and achieves not only two CRs and a
DI, but attains a HD result for the first time. These results suggest two things. Firstly, there is a
degree of coasting in S1 2009 but the second suggestion is a reminder that Flagging implies
untapped potential.
3.6.6.2.3

Continuing student 3

Student 3’s story involves study in units with CBA. In S2 2008, Student 3 achieves an Ungraded
Pass (UP) in both units studied, and increases the workload to three units in S1 2009, but
maintains an UP in all three subjects, and is PassingOK in all units. Interestingly and perhaps
indicative of good teaching and enthusiastic student responses, each of the three S1 2009 units
have a pass rate of 100% (CBA GLA is 1.00). While there are instances of units with 100%
failure, it is somewhat invigorating to the intellect to come across a randomly chosen case of
maximum unit attainment.
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3.6.6.2.4

Reporting grade point average digression

There is, however, a question that hangs over CBA: does CBA Assessment detract from building
strong GPA? It would seem so, since a UP Grade attracts only 4 of a possible 7 GPA points. This
might mean that universities need to report twin GPA – one GPA for CBA, and one GPA for
Trad units.
3.6.6.2.5

Continuing student 4

The story of Student 4, as shown in Table 3-11, includes some unbridled enthusiasm and goes
like this. Student 4 enrols into two units at university in S1 of 2008, but experiences trauma in
both units (NC – failure to complete; and NN – failure to participate). So what action does a
student who experiences such a Derailment decide upon as a strategy? Perhaps some time off to
consider options is needed. A year goes by, and the student returns. Burning with academic
enthusiasm Student 4 enrols in eight units, achieving PassingOK in four units with three P and
one DI Grades, and achieving NotEngaged in four units with four NC Grades. Student 4’s GPA
goes from 0.0 to 2.3 but the important point is that the student feels success in the learning
journey. There seems to be a mini-saga of quiet determination going on here, masked slightly by
the PassingOK name. It is a great reminder of how much students are prepared to fail in order to
achieve learning success. Incidentally in S1 2009, Student 4 did achieve a P for one of the units
failed in 2008, but only one. In the other unit, Student 4 did ‘progress’ from NN (failure to
participate) to NC (failure to complete).
3.6.6.2.6

Continuing student 5

The next story, again randomly selected, shows that Student 4 is not a lone seeker of success. In
S2 of 2008, Student 5 has a mediocre semester with P in two units and NX (did not reach
academic standards) in one unit. Returning in S1 of 2009, and perhaps stung by the trauma of
‘losing’ (NX) a unit in the previous semester, Student 2 enrols in a heavier workload, selecting
four new units as well as repeating the traumatic unit. These two decisions (more workload and a
return to what must have been an embarrassing experience) echo of bravery in the face of
adversity. As Table 3-11 shows, Student 5 goes on to achieve PassingOK in five units with three
CR and two DI Grades, and raising GPA from 2.7 to 5.4 which is a solid CR level.
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3.6.6.2.7

Story summary

Once again, the stories are a great reminder of how much determination students can display,
quietly, in order to achieve learning success. As an aside, the numbering of students is not
intended to identify a student other than for the current discussion point. Therefore, Student 1 in
Table 3-11 is no relation to Student 1 in previous Tables.
3.6.7 Flagging category
Table 3-12 continues the theme of what is happening to passing students.
Table 3-12: Flagging continuing demographic.
Ongoing

Single unit

Dual units

Triple units

Quadruple
units

Five-fold
units

Total
students

Continuing

1,247
21.3%

913
15.6%

757
13.0%

595
10.2%

31
0.5%

3,276
60.6%

Assignment to Flagging happens where a student’s Grade in a unit is below that student’s
seasonal-average. In other words, the result has a vague feeling of disappointment at what might
have been, remembering of course that the student is still passing the unit. Intellectual interest in
this Category exists because it might become an early-warning system of potential future failure.
Slipping below a seasonal-average but avoiding a failing trauma is not so very different from
slipping below a seasonal-average into a failing trauma. Although there is no guarantee of future
failure, a shadow hangs over Flagging because of a student’s learning success falling short of
demonstrated capability via GPA. There are no FY students in the Flagging Category because the
assignment algorithm requires a student to have previous experience in a university unit
(seasonal-average, GPA). The first striking feature about Flagging continuing students in Table
3-12 is its close similarity to the PassingOK continuing students (see earlier Table 3-9). The
numbers of continuing PassingOK and continuing Flagging are approximately equal in total, and
are approximately equal in each gradation of units undertaken. This has an interesting implication
which is appreciable when the nature of Flagging students is understood. Flagging is likely to
represent the second tier of student excellence. The difference between the Flagging and
PassingOK Categories is not a great one. Both contain ‘high rollers’ but Flagging are performing
below their optimum, and in this regard they parallel SpeedBump with the difference likely to be
one of lower level crisis and no failing trauma being experienced. The figures suggest that 60%
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of academically-strong continuing students are experiencing some mild crisis. As mild as it might
be, the (unknown) crisis is affecting a large number of capable students towards underperformance. An opportunity exists here for a PLP to nudge those students back to their winning
ways. Better to do that, than wait for a possible slide into trauma.
3.6.7.1

Flagging student examples

To answer the doubt of whether it is possible to nudge students back to their winning ways
requires more details on the Flagging student experience. In this step, a detailed scan is taken of
one randomly chosen student from each Flagging level. Discussion follows the Table
presentation below.
Table 3-13: Flagging detailed continuing success.
Student

GPA

Grade

GLA

1

4.7

NX

0.54

P

1.55

P

2.18

P

1.36

P

1.40

3

DI

1.96

3

DI

2.45

1
2

7.0

2
3

4

5.5

DI

2.30

4

5.7

CR

0.54

4

HD

1.55

HD

2.55

CR

2.15

5

CR

1.70

5

P

1.89

5

CR

1.61

5

CR

1.24

4
5

3.6.7.1.1

5.3

Continuing student 1

As Table 3-13 shows, while achieving a P Grade, Student 1 has a seasonal GPA of 4.7 which
exceeds marginally the unit GLA of 1.55 and this comparison suggests that Student has
seasonally contributed more than 1.55 in a unit; ergo, Student 1 might be Flagging. While the
Flagging in Student 1’s case is minor Flagging, it is of concern because the other two outcome
possibilities are for this student to equal or to exceed seasonal GPA. Because neither of these
possibilities was achieved, Student 1 is Flagging and this could infer future trauma. In defence of
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Student 1, a possible reason why Student 1 is unlikely to fall into trauma becomes visible when
Student 1’s other enrolment unit is considered. That unit has a very low GLA of 0.54 which
implies high failure rates. High is defined as between 30% and 50% and the range is governed by
two considerations. If the Grades for this unit were reasonably normally distributed, the failure
rate would approach 50%. However, the Grades are spread mainly in the low passing Grades (P)
with a smattering of CR and DI Grades but no HD Grades, and considerable failures. Together
this results in the unit having a 32% failure rate. While Student 1 has a reasonable GPA of 4.7, it
is conceivable that the high trauma unit acted as a mini-crisis, and this overflowed to Student 1’s
other unit (where SpeedBump was achieved). Mitigating against but not excluding the unit from
responsibility is the fact that a 4.7 GPA is on the low end of what might be expected from
Flagging students.
Therefore, the S1 2009 Grades for Student 1 might be suggesting slippage is happening now. A
look at previous unit results confirms that Student 1 is Flagging. In S1 2008 with a single-unit
workload, Student 1 achieved a P Grade, but in S2 2008 Student 1’s workload increased to three
units and the results got better with a P and two CRs. This pattern is suggestive that Student 1
responds better to a heavier fulltime workload. However, there is no further enrolment by Student
1 in 2009 semesters making it impossible to know for certain what happens to Student 1. What is
known is that Student 1 undertook four units across two semesters in 2008 and achieved no
trauma, but when studying the average number of units in 2009 and experiencing a first trauma,
Student 1 seems to have Dropped out. Regarding GLA and apart from the NX trauma, Student 1
might have found precious little joy in a Trad unit with an axiomatically-low failing 0.54 GLA. If
the unit managed to set Student 1’s mind aflame, there are no sparks of evidence.
3.6.7.1.2

Continuing student 2

The story of Student 2 is puzzling but might be explained by workload. Starting academic studies
in S2 of 2008, Student 2 enrolled in one unit and was assessed as at HD standard, giving a
seasonal GPA of 7.0. In S1 of 2009, Student 2’s academic intake doubled but the academic
Grades fell by a factor exceeding two (which is the same doubling of Grades figure). With a HD
GPA, it is a reasonable expectation that Student 2 would be able to cope comfortably with a unit
where the student Grades averaged a CR (GLA of 2.18); and be able to cope comfortably enough
in a unit where the student Grades averaged a P (GLA of 1.36). While workload may have
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influenced Student 2 in the current semester, it might be true that a GPA calculated from a small
sample (one unit in S2 of 2008) needs to be treated with care. Otherwise, the rising challenge of
moving into a greater number of units – for the first time – might explain why Student 2 was
assigned into Flagging for both units. The correctness of the assignment and the workload
encounter reason are supported by S2 2009 results where Student 2 again increments the
workload by one unit but, being better prepared, achieves CR and two DIs.
3.6.7.1.3

Continuing student 3

Regarding Student 3, the story is one of undertaking three units and falling into the Flagging
Category for all three units. On the positive side, this feat is not a Derailment; on the negative
side, as the degree of slippage increases in intensity it does seem to become a stronger indication
of crisis of some kind. However, Student 3 is not slipping everywhere, and there is concern for
only one Grade. Student 3’s moderately strong CR GPA is above the unit that has a CR GLA
(2.45), but only marginally and this suggests that Student 3 is working close to demonstrated
capacity. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the student achieved a DI result there, and
because a GPA of 5.5 implies that Student 3 has achieved results including DI Grades in past
Grades. Student 3’s assignment into Flagging with respect to a DI performance in the very strong
passing almost-CR GLA (1.96) unit is a little harsh and shows that the Categorising algorithm
tends towards the conservative side as regards slippage. With a DI result, it would be more
appropriate for Student 3 to be Categorised into the PassingOK group for this unit because it is
over-optimistic in suggesting the student has more capacity for improvement and this has an
implication for the algorithm, and a moment will be spent on explaining its design.
3.6.7.1.4

Design brief

The design brief for a theoretical model was simplicity of design. Simplicity of design is a
requirement for understanding. There is little point in designing a process that cannot be easily
retained in the memory. However, based on actual instances of student outcomes, a small
addition to the design is likely warranted and this involves adding a further decision-point based
on Grade, such as the DI instance seen with Student 3, allowing Student 3 to be Categorised into
PassingOK. Overall, there was no harm done because a reclassification would put Student 3 into
PassingOK and not a trauma unit. It is nevertheless a good reminder that care is to be taken in
interpreting student data.
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3.6.7.1.5

Continuing student 3 (resumed)

Strangely, in a unit which features weak to moderately strong passing level GLA (1.40) and
where Student 3 might be expected to excel, Student 3 fails to capitalise, receiving a P. If this
result was caused by a mild crisis, the reason is not immediately obvious. For example, with a
workload of four units in S2 of 2008, Student 3 had achieved DI twice (as here in S1 2009) and
CR twice. For this result, Student 3 is assigned correctly into Flagging as a pointer that Student 3
is either coasting or sliding towards trauma. An alternative explanation for Student 3’s P result is
the unit GLA of 1.40 and there seems to be a parallel between Student 3’s success in escalating a
moderately strong CR GPA average into DI results in units where GLA approximates CR levels
and, de-escalating a moderately strong CR GPA average into a meagre P result in a unit which
features weak to moderately strong passing level GLA (1.40). Results of three of three Grades at
DI level in S2 2009 show that Student 3 is clearly capable of strong academic outcomes.
3.6.7.1.6

Continuing student 4

There are two points of interest with Student 4’s story. There is support for the point, made
earlier in Student 3’s story, that amending the Categorising algorithm with a decision-point based
on Grade would allow Student 4 to be Categorised into PassingOK for those units where Student
4 achieved a DI or HD Grade. The amendment would also see Student 4 assigned similarly for
the CR results, and this is probably justice since the aura that is building around units featuring
axiomatically-low GLA such as 0.54 is one of difficulty in passing and one in which normally
diligent students are likely to experience the receipt of Grades that fall below their seasonal GPA.
The unit with 0.54 GLA unit was undertaken by Student 1 and Student 4, and both students
experienced difficulty. Student 1 fell traumatically below GPA expectations with NX, and while
Student 4 maintained a CR Grade against a CR GPA, there is a feeling of Student 4 being
thwarted (not intentionally) from escalating all Grades to a minimum DI level, if not better.
However, the ‘feeling’ of what might have happened was not consummated in S2 2009 where
Student 4 again achieved a CR Grade with mixed DI (2) and HD (1) Grades.
3.6.7.1.7

Continuing student 5

In order to understand why Student 5 is Categorised as Flagging in all five units involves dealing
with contradictions. Firstly, is it at all possible to conclude that a student who undertakes twice
the continuing student workload is Flagging? It would seem that doing the workload of two
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students is anything but Flagging; however, the voluntary workload is a self-expression of
Student 5 capabilities and as such is to be respected, making it mandatory to measure the reality
against the proposed. The second contradiction of being Categorised as Flagging involves
Student 5’s achievement of passing Grades: Is it possible to conclude that Student 5 as a heavyworkload student with passing Grades in all undertaken units is Flagging? A GPA to GLA
comparison answers this question. In four units, the GLA is Pass GLA. With seasonal GPA of
CR, Student 5 would be expected to repeat a CR Grade but also might be expected to excel in
units which feature a pass GLA. However, in three units Student 5 maintains CR and this is a hint
of under-performance; and the P Grade is yet a clearer hint of Flagging performance. Student 5’s
assignments to Flagging are therefore reasonable. In one case, an argument might be mounted for
Student 5 to be assigned into the PassingOK Category and this is for the unit with a CR GLA,
(almost) matching CR GPA. In precise terms, the 2.15 GLA is marginally below Student 5’s
seasonal 5.3 GPA and indicates a low-level of Flagging. Although a hint of Flagging is always a
possible outcome in a heavy-workload situation, it was evident also in spite of the interference of
the contradictions mentioned above. In fact, in S2 2009 Student 5 reduced the workload to two
units and received only trauma as payment for taking a rational step. Student 5’s Grades were did
not complete (NC) and did not sit (NS). While most regrettable, there were signs of Flagging
with Student 5 and an opportunity to assist was available had a PLP been in place.
3.6.7.1.8

Story summary

Although the stories show an array of situations, they show also a desire for academic success
and the execution of strategies in the hope of achieving that success. The randomly chosen
student stories confirm the usefulness of the Flagging Category (and the other Categories) in
helping explain flame-fired minds driving students to seek academic learning success.

3.7 Engagement-specific research question answered
In summary, the research question targeted specifically to the Engagement-type Attribute has
been answered:
It is indeed possible to Categorise students by the levels of failing trauma and success they
experience in pursuit of learning.
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The answer of ‘Yes’ was derived by using a Toolkit to view the student learning experience at
university. The Toolkit included university Grade data for units in 2008 and 2009 and allowed
the intentional extraction of ‘information’ from failing Grade descriptions; an extension of the
use of GPA as a seasonal-average by association of a sporting model with an academic model;
the theoretical design of innovative student Categories to differentiate a range of student
journeys; an Algorithm to assign students to Categories; GLA; and, the Engagement Attribute
which was seen as an influence on student failing and success in learning journeys.
3.7.1 Prioritising personalised learning plans
So far, the discussion has delivered a granularisation of students into five Categories and the
challenge now is to decide a priority order for them to receive PLP. If Bradley retention targets
(Bradley, et al., 2008) are the goal, it might be best to begin with the failing Categories where
trauma is a fact of university life.
3.7.1.1

Personalised learning plans for trauma categories

The trauma Categories are: AcaWeak, SpeedBump and NotEngaged. While the literature
frequently uses the general predictive term ‘at-risk’ for students who are suspected of future unit
failure, and possibly a ‘failure’ to stay at university (commonly called Dropout), the term
‘trauma’ expresses actual failure from a student viewpoint and exposes characteristics of such
failure more closely than hitherto. Additionally, some cases are discussed where trauma seems to
have caused actual Dropout to ensue. Although the what and the where of these strategically
undesirable outcomes are now delineated to some extent, there is still a need to consider the how
of reducing or eliminating these outcomes. In this regard, the construction of a PLP is assumed
as beyond the thesis’ scope, and this leaves for discussion the issue of how to prioritise different
groups (trauma and non-trauma alike) in an environment of limited resources.
3.7.1.1.1

AcaWeak

Of the three trauma Categories, AcaWeak might qualify as the most worthy of priority for PLP.
Students are putting in effort to be Engaged with academia, which is an attitude assumed for
students by Bradley, et al. (2008), but their trauma indicates they may not understand the
academic discourse (which may be termed ‘discourse deficit’ but is fundamentally different from
‘student deficit’ which lacks specifics and is an amorphous negative targeting of student in all
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circumstances of failure). Students are likely to benefit from a PLP intervention tailored to
address their academic discourse deficit. Of course, the degree of academic discourse deficit
within AcaWeak is not always uniform. Students with trauma in all four units (students are
assumed to be fulltime enrolled in four units for a semester) might rank as a higher priority for
PLP than students with trauma in a single unit. However, this is a value judgment that ignores
costs and timings. It may well be argued that a student with minimal trauma (one unit) might be
able to turn towards learning success faster and cheaper than a student with maximum trauma
(Derailment in all units). Nevertheless, the point to be made here is that an opportunity exists to
prioritise within a Category as well as between Categories.
3.7.1.1.2

SpeedBump

The second easiest Category to consider for priority PLP is SpeedBump. They differ from
AcaWeak because they have negotiated the academic discourse with aplomb and this is shown by
their GPA reflecting learning success. The strength of their GPA is also an indicator of likely
recovery. While it is possible for a SpeedBump student to become Derailed as shown by trauma
in all units, and while this scenario is one that must be dealt with in the internal ranking of
degrees of SpeedBump trauma, the greater likelihood is that SpeedBump trauma will occur in
fewer than four units. Given the greater guarantee of recovery to future learning success based on
past learning success and the possible greater speed of recovery of the SpeedBump Category over
the AcaWeak Category, SpeedBump may appeal to universities as an immediately better
investment than AcaWeak, justifying its rise to highest priority for a PLP tailored to address
academic discourse deficit. Universities may also be swayed towards prioritising SpeedBump
over AcaWeak for other reasons, such as the possible greater status in the community of a
SpeedBump alumni. Apart from the urgency and priority of meeting LSES targets, Bradley, et al.
(2008) offer no advice on this matter.
3.7.1.1.3

NotEngaged

The third trauma Category is the most difficult to prioritise because it carries an intrinsic negative
judgement: NotEngaged with the university implies that students get the academic trauma they
deserve. Although it is possible to adopt a student deficit position, and this has been done in the
past as something of a sport (for example, see Lawrence, 2002, who warns against a student
deficit discourse approach that seeks to blame the student for their trauma), an opportunity would
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be given away. That opportunity rests in determining whether all of the NotEngaged can move
from trauma to learning success. Presently, there is a plethora of case studies expounding the
virtues and triumphs of certain teaching adaptations, but little hard evidence on what proportion
of NotEngaged can migrate to learning success journeys. The hard evidence that supports
NotEngaged priority is the fact that NotEngaged represents the largest Category of trauma
students, and a summary is given in the Table below.
Table 3-14: Trauma comparison demographic.
Student

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

New

9.9%

17.1%

NA

Continuing

7.3%

9.9%

6.4%

The data in Table 3-14 are taken from Tables in previous sections, and show the total amount of
trauma experienced in each Category; that is, single-unit trauma added to dual-unit trauma
continuing through all the other degrees of trauma. Because size matters and NotEngaged is the
largest Category, empowering the NotEngaged Category to learning success through targeted
PLP might be seen as a solid investment in students.
3.7.1.1.4

Simplification

Underpinning and deliberately limiting discussion in the Student Dimension is the assumption
that a student alone carries responsibility for ensuring learning success. Temporarily adopting
this stance has simplified discussion of trauma Categories. In reality, however, responsibility for
learning failure and success is more likely to rest with more than one Dimension and be spread
more widely across the university. In following sections covering Dimensions that influence
responsibility apart from the Student Dimension, arguments will be put for the recognition of
three other Dimensions of responsibility. The first of these non-Student Dimensions is the
University Dimension, and its influence is discussed in relation to university Entry-type which
admit students of different backgrounds to units. The next Dimension of responsibility is the
Course Dimension and its influence is discussed in relation to the Unit-type, such as Core units
which are conceived by teachers often as difficult for students and Elective units where students
exercise some Choice in building their learning journey. The final Dimension of responsibility is
the Lecturer Dimension and its influence is discussed in relation to the Teaching-Qualification-
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type held by teachers, and is distinguished from Disciplinary qualification such as MA or PhD, as
well as from Years of Teaching experience.
3.7.1.2

Personalised learning plans for passing categories

Of the five Categories, the two passing Categories remain to be discussed for PLP implications.
These are the Flagging and the PassingOK Categories, of which the PassingOK Category
represents students likely to exhibit greater learning success as shown by their GPA exceeding
the Unit GLA when compared to those in the Flagging Category. These Categories differ from
the failing Categories in that no trauma has been detected for the unit in the review period. This is
not to say that these students have never experienced trauma.
3.7.1.2.1

Warranted inclusion

Since passing Categories reflect only learning success, it might be logical to question why they
are being assigned. There are several reasons to account for their inclusion, prudence not the least
of these.
Firstly, students might be included into PassingOK (or into Flagging) for a single unit and
this holds out promise for the students to benefit from PLP especially where their other
entries are in AcaWeak or NotEngaged.
Since an assignment into PassingOK is not presumption necessarily of learning success
overall, it is prudent to understand the ratios that might exist between Categories and for this
reason PassingOK needs to be measured and reported.
A case might be made that PassingOK and Flagging are not in need of a PLP and therefore do
not need to be prioritised. However, an opportunity exists here to determine whether the
learning success of these Categories can be expanded.
Based on the acceptance of this opportunity as a challenge to be solved, there is a case for
PassingOK and Flagging to be prioritised against each other as well as against the failing
Categories.
Although greater trauma exists in the failing Categories, it is not beyond reason that a
university may have cause to prioritise PassingOK and Flagging ahead of AcaWeak,
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NotEngaged and SpeedBump. Were this to become the case, a PLP tailored to their
circumstances would be required.
3.7.1.3

Benefits of personalised learning plans

In the simplest scenario of Categorising, a student might appear exclusively in a single Category
such as AcaWeak or PassingOK four times, where four is an assumed semester load. In scenarios
of this type, there is a clear display of the student’s failing trauma or success and pointers to
tailoring PLP. Also, there are scenarios of mixed fortune where a student has for example trauma
entries in AcaWeak and success entries in PassingOK. These permutations are expected, are
realistic and are beneficial because they increase our understanding of student academic journeys.
A realistic understanding of the journeys bodes well for a realistically tailored PLP, as well as
potentially being a component that feeds into the prioritising discourse.
3.7.1.4

Institutional benefits of personalised learning plans

A useful step is to tally Category percentages to determine percentage distribution.
Table 3-15: Category distribution.
Category

New students

Continuing students

AcaWeak

9.9%

7.3%

NotEngaged

17.1%

9.9%

SpeedBump

NA

6.4%

PassingOK

91.4%

56.1%

Flagging

NA

60.6%

Table 3-15 lists Category distribution by percentage for new and continuing students who have
an assignment into the trauma Categories and students who have an assignment into the passing
Categories. The ratio breakdown of trauma into these Categories presents a university with
opportunities since such a breakdown has not previously been available to the sector. Take for
example a trauma Category such as SpeedBump. If for example SpeedBump is chosen for PLP
priority, the expected reduction in trauma is a known identifiable quantity and this should give
some arithmetic certainty to whether one or more targeted trauma PLP interventions is
succeeding, as opposed to whether it is felt they are succeeding. This approach might succeed
where previous approaches have had limited success possibly because little, if any, effort was
made to differentiate student trauma type (AcaWeak, NotEngaged and SpeedBump), relying
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instead on an amorphous ‘definition’ of student. Similarly, little if any effort has been made in
the literature to differentiate failing types (NC, NN, NS, NW, and NX), and such omissions are
difficult to comprehend. One exception is Wimshurst & Allard (2008) who investigated failure in
one Faculty and found it advantageous to differentiate between NS (failure to submit; FNS in the
Wimshurst & Allard study) and NX (failure to reach academic standard; simply F in the
Wimshurst & Allard study). If multiple types exist to describe failure, why would research not
advantage itself by using those types? Secondly, with multiple types, why would an assumption
be made that there is no difference in degree of failure? It is hard to imagine that NN is as closer
a relative of NX as is NS or NC. Understanding university data is an important step towards
building a PLP to help target and enflame the learning experience.
3.7.1.5

Personalised learning plan overkill

Although PLP is proposed as part of a panacea to assist GLA, is the proposal overkill? The data
in Table 3-15 suggest it is not overkill. A second way to look at this issue is to ask where might
help come from to enhance GLA? Would universities be the bearer of the empowerment? It is
unlikely that universities would succeed in that role, and the reason does not revolve around good
intentions, which are fully assumed to want GLA advancement, but around universities’ ability to
interpret the data they collect diligently. After all, the pieces of data analysed in this thesis have
been extracted entirely from university data stores, and then placed into a useful Toolkit. The
inference is that universities are ‘data rich but decision poor’ and this theme can be found in the
literature. The theme is present in an article by Brennan (2008) on Higher Education and social
change where it is argued that “higher education should be more effective and efficient” (pp. 384385) in their activities; is a theme in an article by Brennan, et al. (2008) on future research
agendas who find that, in Europe, university management’s “in-depth knowledge about the
processes within Higher Education in these domains and their consequences is scarce” (p. 27) and
although no direct relation is made by the authors, they do note that “in some cases data exist but
are not made available to analysts” (p. 32); is a theme alluded to by Brennan & Teichler (2008)
who note that it is not impossible for a university to be judged on it decisions and emerge “more
as a villain” than a hero for the contemporary society (p. 263); and the theme continues where
Brennan & Naidoo (2008) refer to a UNESCO conference report that they claim sets out the
Higher Education “need for change unequivocally” (p. 293). In this regard they cite Mayor (1998,
p. 2) who states that “higher education must change radically [original emphasis]”. Universities
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are under pressure from many fronts and this includes how they manage their data and decisionmaking procedures, which are linked in practice.
The epithet of ‘data rich but decision poor’ is meant to suggest that universities do not understand
how to find opportunities to minimise failure and to improve academic learning success (by
finding the what and then the where of a problem), and in this regard it is not exaggeration to
suggest that universities parallel students in the AcaWeak and SpeedBump Categories: the
AcaWeak Category are not able to find the opportunity path to learning success and the
SpeedBump Category have temporarily diverted from the path. Therefore research, such as this
thesis presents to readers, can be considered as a contribution to a university’s PLP and increase
knowledge of its own ‘data riches’. To avoid confusion and to distinguish PLP designed for
student learning from one designed to inform a university’s learning, the term Higher Education
Service Provider (HESP) can be prefixed onto PLP giving HESPLP, and this term is used when it
is believed that data inform a HESP.
3.7.1.6

Informing higher education service providers

Rather than being just another acronym, HESPLP is useful because there are issues presently in
the literature that are latent and of low-contention. Up until very recently, student and failure
demographics were of low-contention and assumptions about them went unquestioned, but this
state of affairs is not healthy for growth. In the literature there are other assumptions that might
benefit from intellectual questioning, and since they impinge on GLA or learning interpretations
a few moments are now taken briefly to mention some of Attributes for which assumption
exceeds research evidence.
3.7.1.7

Equivalence

It is taken for granted (assumed) that an equable distribution exists across domains of a university
(Jackson, Watty, Yu, & Lowe, 2006). However, this assumption is seldom tested for accuracy.
An example using Faculties will explain the point.
3.7.1.7.1

Domestic

A Domestic student with an equally strong background and enthusiasm in English and Physics
who is enrolled in both Faculties is expected to perform at comparable levels in both Faculties.
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While it might be assumed to be true, empirical evidence of equivalence in student learning
achievement across Faculties is still a presumption and might be of interest to HESPLP.
3.7.1.7.2

Overseas students

A current topic in the literature is soft-marking of International students (Foster, 2011) which
could be argued to exist as a reaction against the untested assumption that Domestic and
International students achieve equivalent GLA. There are warnings against the assumption, which
tend to involve International students who enrol often in courses held in Business & Commerce
Faculties. Cautions are made by Birrell & Healy (2008) who paint a bleak picture for
International students seeking Accountancy degrees in Management and Commerce Faculties in
Australian universities; in research by Foster (2011) that suggests that Domestic students in
classes with large International student presence such as Accounting might be disadvantaged; and
James (2007) who warns that “there has been virtually no examination of the composition of the
student body in International higher education” (p. 14); and in variations of GLA between
Faculties found in exploratory studies by Bryant & Zhang (2010a, 2010b). These are voices
cautioning against the assumption of equable distribution of GLA. This assumption of
equivalence might be of interest to HESPLP.
3.7.1.7.3

Science subjects

In the same vein, it is a common aphorism that Science subjects are ‘more difficult’ than
Humanity subjects and while this may or may not be true, an opportunity exists to contribute to
HESPLP through not assuming equable distribution exists across Faculties. Measurement of
‘more difficult’ can be determined from GLA comparisons of Faculties. This is not to say that
universities are unaware of their own structure in reporting. However, that usage might need to be
expanded in order to contribute to identifying and excelling GLA.
3.7.1.7.4

Assumed attributes

A feature of Assumed Attributes is that they can be applied to more than one Dimension, and the
complexity of multi-membership might help explain why it is easier sometimes to assume a
situation of equable distribution. For example, consider whether the number of units with high
trauma (AcaWeak, SpeedBump, and NotEngaged) has an actual equable distribution across
Faculties (it might not), or whether the distribution of fully teaching certified teachers has an
equable distribution across Faculties (it might not). Therefore, the Assumed Attribute of Faculty
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might be a valuable contributor to HESPLP. Other Assumed Attributes exist and they too can
inform HESPLP. Take for example the debate on Class Size (AUTC, 2003) where large classes
typically in the ‘hard’ Sciences are assumed to have a deleterious effect on GLA. While there are
case studies, there appears to be scope also for increased actual measurement. Results might
reveal whether ‘hard’ really exists or is just exercised as a status symbol of superiority of the
‘hard’ Science Faculty over colleagues in ‘weaker’ Faculties. A third Assumed Attribute is Year
Level and much has been made of the importance of securing the success of FY students by
minimising or avoiding Dropout (Krause, 2008; Krause, et al., 2005), where there are claims that
putting the ‘best teachers’ on FY classes is a must. However, a definition of best teachers is
unstated, probably under researched but an Attribute assumed to exist. Because of space
considerations, the Attributes of Class Size and Year Level will not be discussed, but ‘hard’ units
(in the Course Dimension) and ‘best’ teacher (in the Lecturer Dimension) are Attributes that will
be considered in order to give greater clarity to their relevance.

3.8 Engagement-type conclusion
It is proposed that universities will benefit if they choose to move from a model of students as a
financially rewarding commodity to one where the student becomes an asset to whom value can
be added via a PLP. To demonstrate theoretically the feasibility of a model change, students were
allocated into five Categories using the rationale that each Category would require its own PLP in
order to add value to a student’s learning journey. The first three Categories were AcaWeak,
NotEngaged and SpeedBump, all of which were united by students suffering trauma through unit
failure. The final two Categories were PassingOK and Flagging, united by Grade success. The
allocation into Categories was based on a student’s short-term learning success in a unit as
indicated by Grade; on a student’s long-term learning journey as indicated by GPA; and on the
learning success of the unit as indicated by GLA, where GLA can be conceived of as a type of
GPA for a unit. The impetus for including GPA meaningfully in this study was taken from a
consideration of the mentoring strengths found in sporting teams who make significant use of
GPA in the guise of seasonal-averages to move their organisations toward success. The benefit of
Categories of trauma and success is that they explore the student journey in a manner positive to
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the tailoring of a PLP to each Category, and may also function as one component in discussions
on prioritising needs.
In effect, Categorisation is a step towards implementing PLP strategies that aim to enhance
student learning success as demanded by policymakers and regulators such as the Bradley
Review (Bradley, et al., 2008) and TEQSA, and is a step towards proving that it is feasible to
embrace a model that uses the ‘data riches’ that universities are known to possess (Brennan,
2008). This is not to deny that the acceptance of a new model also means acceptance of effort
required to take the necessary steps to add value via tailored PLPs. But, if sporting teams can do
it, what is holding back universities?
The next Chapter looks at a second Attribute, Entry-type, which might influence GLA, and
student learning journeys.
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4 Entry-type Chapter
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 identified four Attributes of responsibility that might help to explain student learning
journeys and GLA, and this Chapter looks at the second of those Attributes —Entry-type
influence.

4.2 Entry-type issue
The issue with Entry-type revolves around a level playing field, and whether multiple Entry-types
imply a standard of performance that is reasonably equal across the types. What is known is that
Domestic Entry-type is based on a national ranking scheme known as the Australian Tertiary
Admissions Ranking (ATAR), which succeeded the Universities Admissions Index (UAI)
ranking scheme (UAC, 2010); and while ranking schemes may not be ideal measures of
individual ability, James (2007, p. 14) notes that ranking “is probably a reasonable indicator of
the [student’s] immediate preparedness for higher education”. However, regarding International
Entry-type there are concerns because there has “been virtually no examination of the
composition of the student body participating in international higher education” and further that
International student “mobility confounds assumptions about merit and equity” (James, 2007, p.
14). What is known is that some International students have an Entry-type of IELTS which is a
well-known English language competency testing system used throughout the world based on
results obtained in English competency tests as a measure of demonstrated language aptitude
rather than an indicator of academic preparedness. However, the Entry-type of other International
students (here, referred to as Visa Entry-type) is through a study Visa of which there are many
(Birrell & Perry, 2009), and their anticipated academic risk levels are likely to be different. Yet,
both International Entry-types might be academically more at-risk than Domestic, as seen in calls
for compensatory marking regimes (James, McInnis, & Devlin, 2002) and soft-marking (Foster,
2011) for International students.
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4.3 Entry-type-specific research questions
Entry-type is one Attribute that helps make sense of GLA (second response to Key Question 3).
However, to exploit the potential contribution of Entry-type to uncover GLA, Entry-specific
research questions are necessary. Based on the literature’s view of exposure to scholastic rigor
being beneficial to academic studies, and suspecting that some Entry-types might be examples of
mismatched academic rigor, the following research question is posed.
Do the three Entry-types of Domestic, IELTS and Visa achieve different levels of Categorisation
and Group Learning Attainment?
In respect of Equity, the SES of Domestic students; the Aboriginality of Domestic students; and,
the Disability of Domestic and International students are analysed. The following Entry-specific
research question is posed.
Do differing levels of Socio-Economic Status, or Aboriginality or Disability, result in different
levels of Categorisation and Group Learning Attainment?

4.4 Entry-type methodology
4.4.1 Data
Answers to the research questions require several pieces of data. The source of these data is given
below.
The Category Table, which was constructed in the previous Chapter.
New input file. Entry-type for all International students enrolled in 2009 semesters. An Entrytype file for each 2009 semester was provided by the university in Excel format as input.
These files are referred to as Entry_S109 (semester 1), Entry_S209 (semester 2), and
Entry_S309 (semester 3), or collectively as Entry_09. These files indicate whether
International student have an IELTS score.
Derivable student information concerns whether a student is an International IELTS student
(indicated by the presence of an IELTS score) or an International Visa student (indicated by
the absence of an IELTS score).
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New input file. A Demographics_09 file was provided by the university in Excel format as
input. This file indicates SES of Domestic and International students. The status indicators are
Disability (for Domestic and a small number of International students); and for Domestic
students only, Aboriginality and High (HSES), Medium (MSES) or Low SES (LSES) as
indicated by economic postcode.

4.5 Entry-type discussion
Discussion begins with a demographic of students by SES indicator, as computed from
Australian postcodes.
4.5.1 Domestic socio-economic status
4.5.1.1

Socio-economic status demographic
Table 4-1: SES-type by Category.

SES type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

High
High%

330
6.1%

672
12.5%

223
4.1%

3552
66.0%

2133
39.7%

5,378

Medium
Medium%

149
6.8%

260
11.9%

75
3.4%

1533
70.2%

864
39.6%

2,183

Low
Low%

31
6.7%

69
15.0%

17
3.7%

347
75.4%

158
34.3%

460

Table 4-1 shows how Domestic SES students are spread across the Categories but there are no
data on International SES (who are assumed to be HSES only). HSES might be described as
Domestic students with easy access to cultural capital (Read, Archer, & Leathwood, 2003), with
MSES having less access to cultural capital and finally LSES students having even less access
and possibly greater degrees of hardship. As might be expected, HSES have the lowest
percentage of students (6.1%) in the AcaWeak Category with LSES students (6.7%) and MSES
students (6.8%) reasonably close in percentage. The surprise arising from these figures, apart
from LSES having a slightly smaller percentage than MSES is that LSES is reasonably close to
HSES. The difference of 0.6% is small enough to suggest that intellectual academic ability is
only marginally frustrated by SES circumstances. This implies that once LSES students gain
entry they are intellectually as capable as other students. The situation changes markedly when
NotEngaged is viewed, with LSES much higher (15.0%) than the other two Categories (12.5%,
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HSES; 11.9%, MSES). This difference suggests that LSES are weaker at understanding and
Engaging the academic discourse; however, this is not to say that they lack intellectual ability,
but they might lack interpretation more so than the other groups. HSES are second in the
NotEngaged Category, behind MSES, and while this is surprising it might indicate that HSES
have more options overall (in terms of greater cultural capital) and can ‘afford’ at least
temporarily to be dis-Engaged. Differentiating themselves from LSES, both HSES and MSES are
closely identical in percentage and well apart from LSES when the figures are combined for
AcaWeak and NotEngaged.
Also uniting HSES and MSES are their closely identical percentages (39.7% and 39.6%
respectively) in the Flagging Category. Coming as a further surprise is the low number of LSES
Flagging students (34.3% and below the other SES groups) and one way to explain this figure
might be to conclude that once LSES students connect with the academic discourse they work
closely to their capacity, more so than the other SES groups. This conclusion is supported by
results from the PassingOK Category for LSES. The LSES PassingOK percentage (75.4%) is
markedly above MSES (70.2%) and even more markedly above HSES students (66.0%) in that
Category. Figures from the SpeedBump Category show that all SES groups are prone to crisis
that can produce a failing result in defiance of a good GPA. There is an anomaly in Table 4-1
concerning the percentages not adding to 100%, and this is caused by students having an entry in
more than one Category. While this might cause some distortion, it is felt that the respective
patterns shown in the Table are likely to reflect reality. However, it is a timely reminder not only
of the complexity of the relationships but of the need to be cautious with data patterns and take
the time to investigate further individual cases.
4.5.1.2

Assumption on socio-economic status learning opportunities

Taking the advice given on caution, it might be useful to find and question at least one
assumption that underpins the results shown in the Table. For example, did all SES (but
especially LSES) students encounter approximately the same kind of learning opportunities in the
units where they experienced teaching? This is a difficult question in that it would be impossible
to find, evaluate and compare different learning opportunities across units. However, it is
possible to assume that learning outcomes are reasonable proxies for learning opportunities and
in so doing GLA can be used for comparisons. Again trying to limit the number of comparisons,
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the question could be restated to compare the number of units with failing GLA undertaken by
SES groups. While only a slice of the bigger picture, failing GLA was chosen because units with
failing (axiomatically-low; below-passing) GLA are the ones that come close to not meeting an
educational axiom: to teach students successfully as reflected by their learning outcomes.
4.5.1.3

Axiomatically-low group learning attainment
Table 4-2: SES-type, Category & Units with failing GLA.
SES-type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

High
High%

105
31.8%

139
20.7%

93
41.7%

421
11.9%

334
15.7%

1092

Medium
Medium%

47
31.5%

54
20.8%

34
45.3%

179
11.7%

121
14.0%

435

Low
Low%

13
41.9%

14
20.3%

5
29.4%

47
13.5%

20
12.7%

99

Table 4-2 shows the distribution of HSES, MSES and LSES students who are assigned to the
AcaWeak Category (for one or more units) for their result in a ‘hard’ unit that features belowpassing GLA.
4.5.1.3.1

AcaWeak socio-economic status

Beginning with the AcaWeak column of the above Table, academically weak HSES students and
MSES students encounter below-passing GLA units at approximately the same frequency, 31.8%
and 31.5% respectively. This compares to AcaWeak LSES students who encounter belowpassing GLA units at a significantly higher 41.9% rate, and this difference in AcaWeak students
needs elaboration. The difference might be explained by chance, where the LSES students just
happen to encounter those ‘hard’ units more often. If that is true, there is very little that can be
done to assist LSES students to whom chance allots ‘hard’ units. A second explanation might
involve the type of course that LSES students undertake, but this again is to expect that fate has
somehow intervened. A third, and probably more realistic, explanation involves both the LSES
student and the below-passing GLA unit. It was stated above that once LSES students connect
with the academic discourse they work closely to their capacity, more so than the other SES
groups. However, it might be true that below-passing GLA units are a barrier to LSES students,
precluding them from connecting successfully to the academic discourse, more so than for HSES
and MSES students. If this is the case, then newly-arrived LSES students who enrol in a unit
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which features historically below-passing GLA are at-risk from two sources. The first risk comes
from not being HSES and thus having a greater probability of failure and assignment into the
AcaWeak Category. Although altruistic sentiments might abound, not very much can be done
about a student’s pre-university life experiences.
However, an opportunity for intervention does arise from the second risk area, and because this
area involves a student’s current interactions, it seems to be the appropriate stage at which to
assist a student. This second risk comes from LSES students being less cultural-capital enabled
and thus likely to be less successful in dealing with units which feature below-passing GLA. A
PLP would need to be aware of, and cater for, these real impacts (as unintentional as they might
be) on LSES students who might qualify for priority attention. Yet, in a world where competition
for resources is strong, why should LSES students in an early encounter with below-passing GLA
be given priority for assistance to cope with ‘hard’ units? The answer might lie in replacing
‘below-passing unit’ with a definition of ‘unit with axiomatically-low GLA’ (as suggested
earlier), where the change in nomenclature reflects the critical nature of ‘hard’ unit. The axiom is
that students arrive at a university in order to receive an education and this means anticipating a
reasonable probability of passing. This does not mean that students receive automatically a pass
in everything they attempt, but equally it does not mean that university structures are independent
of issues such as content rejuvenation, quality assurance, relevance and validity. What Higher
Education literature does show is that ESPs are under challenge from student diversity as well as
from industry diversity which claim they require (but have not proven systematically is lacking)
generic skills in students (Luca, 2002), presumably in addition to no decrease in Disciplinary skill
load. It is reasonable to expect that changing diversity might slow rejuvenation within
universities. If this is true, then it lends credence to the bigger question in the debate: is the
failure of some LSES students not due entirely to their own shortcomings in being unable to deal
with ‘hard’ units, but also due to some Attribute of a ‘hard’ unit?
4.5.1.3.2

AcaWeak socio-economic status and grading on the curve

To gain at least a preliminary understanding of the question of ‘hard’ unit, but perhaps not
functioning as a complete answer, the concept of ‘grading on the curve’ is investigated briefly for
two AcaWeak students chosen at random from among the LSES group of 13 students in the
earlier SES-type, Category & Units with failing GLA Table.
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4.5.1.3.3

AcaWeak low socio-economic status examples

‘Grading on the curve’ is defined as ranking students in an approximately normal way (Moore,
2007) and the distribution for six units undertaken by the two students is shown in the Table
below.
Table 4-3: Grade distribution for Units with some AcaWeak LSES participants.
LSES
Student

Unit

Grade

Fail

Pass

CR

DI

HD

Total
students

GLA

1

1

NX

81

101

44

14

1

241

0.64

1

2

NX

25

48

20

9

1

103

0.91

2

1

P

18

17

20

23

7

85

1.60

2

2

CR

28

75

105

46

12

266

1.67

2

3

P

12

118

25

0

0

155

1.01

2

4

NX

112

166

70

45

10

403

0.92

Table 4-3 shows details for two AcaWeak LSES students who enrol in a total of six units.
4.5.1.3.4

Continuing student 1

LSES Student 1 enrols in two units that achieve axiomatically-low GLA (0.64, 0.91) and is found
to be AcaWeak in both units. In Unit 1, Student 1 is one of 81 students to receive a failing Grade,
and one of 25 in Unit 2 to achieve a failing Grade. In both units, there is almost an absence of HD
awards. In a mathematically ‘normal’ ranking system, it might be expected that three or four HD
awards occur in every one hundred students. This is not happening in Units 1 and 2 and this fact
might imply that these units are not employing grading on the curve. Additionally, and because
only one in 241 (and one in 103) students could attain a HD Grade, it might imply that there is a
disconnection between the student population and the unit design. It suggests that the students are
incapable of reaching the unit’s highest learning outcomes, even though a population of 241
would usually be seen as a representative sample by statisticians (Moore, 2007), as might 103.
Another pattern is evident with the grading, and this pattern is relevant to a majority not a
minority of students. Seventy-five per cent of students in Unit 1 receive either a failing or a P
Grade, and the same percentage is seen in Unit 2. While there are no hard facts to-hand about
what a normal benchmark would comprise, there is more than a feint suspicion that a clear
majority (75%) of students are unable to demonstrate Grade merit in these units. If this pattern
continues longitudinally with Units 1 and 2, the question must be asked as to why are learning
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goals being set when they are seldom attained? More specifically, do unattainable high goals
have a downward impact on students entering university from a low SES base thus handicapping
their entry into the academic discourse? This would seem to be the case for Student 1. Apart from
the units Student 1 encountered, it is pertinent to reflect on Student 1’s previous results. In S1
2008, Student 1 achieved did not participate (NN) and did not sit (NS) results, and this makes
Student 1 look like a NotEngaged student who carries the attitude into S1 2009. But that would
be a limited conclusion. Admittedly, having a year’s break is unlikely to be a reliable strategy for
academic success, but strategy and attitude are different bedfellows. In S1 2009, Student 1 shows
a glimmer of ‘success’ in completing both units and that is a reasonable sign of commitment. It
suggests also that Student 1 is beginning to understand the academic discourse.
4.5.1.3.5

New student 2

While the story of AcaWeak LSES Student 1 is bleak and cannot be dismissed if strategic Equity
and fairness goals are to be achieved, there is a success story in randomly chosen LSES Student
2. Table 4-3 shows that Student 2 enrolled in a total of four units in S1 2009, with passing
success in three of them. However, in Unit 4 which has axiomatically-low GLA of 0.92, Student
2 registers as AcaWeak. The ‘good news’ that Student 2 demonstrates is LSES students do not
always have Derailment as did Student 1; that they are able to achieve success in most subjects;
and thirdly, that they sometimes overcome ‘difficult’ units as Student 2 did with Unit 3 which has
marginally-passing GLA (1.01).
It would be excusable to interpret Unit 3 as employing a mentality that closely approximates
CBA, because there is not only an absence of HD attainment but also as an absence of DI
attainment. With a reasonable sample size of 155 students, it is not easy to justify statistically that
absolute non-attainment of the higher learning outcomes by the population would be the case.
Additionally, over eighty-five per cent of students in Unit 3 receive either a failing or a P Grade,
and about seventy per cent in Unit 4. While there are no hard facts to-hand about what a normal
benchmark would comprise, there is more than a feint suspicion that a clear majority (70%) of
students are unable to demonstrate merit in these units. Are all these students unwilling to
commit to full Engagement? In spite of this probable impediment and a second probable
impediment in Unit 3 having a marginal passing GLA, Student 2 won through and achieved a
passing Grade in Unit 3. This feat is even more remarkable in that Student 2 is a FY student.
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4.5.1.3.6

Story summary

Taken together, the stories are a reminder of student diligence and enthusiasm applied towards
achieving success. But there are reminders also of striving but not reaching success in an
environment of axiomatically-low GLA units. The stories have also uncovered disconcerting
scenarios where a vivid majority of students in some units are unable (lacking ability) or
unwilling (not exhibiting fire-filled minds) to show any form of Grade merit above a P grade or a
fail. If this is untrue, then there are some strange interpretations on grading on the curve, in some
units. Perhaps a small number of units, but nevertheless they represent real impacts on student
learning success.
4.5.1.3.7

NotEngaged socio-economic status

It is time to return to Table 4-2, this time with respect to the remaining trauma Categories of
NotEngaged and SpeedBump, and to the passing Categories. The Table is reproduced below for
convenience. Reiterating, the Table shows the distribution of SES (HSES, MSES and LSES)
students who are assigned to Categories (for one or more units) for their result in a unit that
features below-passing GLA.
Table 4-2 (re-presented): SES-type, Category & Units with failing GLA.
SES-type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

High
High%

105
31.8%

139
20.7%

93
41.7%

421
11.9%

334
15.7%

1092

Medium
Medium%

47
31.5%

54
20.8%

34
45.3%

179
11.7%

121
14.0%

435

Low
Low%

13
41.9%

14
20.3%

5
29.4%

47
13.5%

20
12.7%

99

Table 4-2 shows a reasonably uniform pattern of NotEngaged encounters with axiomatically-low
GLA units of about 20.6% irrespective of SES-type. It might be said that neither HSES nor
MSES nor LSES membership is any protection against being assigned to NotEngaged when
encountering axiomatically-low GLA units.
4.5.1.3.8

SpeedBump socio-economic status

When it comes to SpeedBump, there is a marked difference between LSES students (29.4%) and
others (41.7%, 45.3%). The figures suggest that LSES students are less likely than others to be
assigned to SpeedBump when encountering below-passing GLA units, and there are two
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probable reasons. The first explanation of why LSES have a lower assignment (29.4%) to
SpeedBump than other SES groups (41.7%, 45.3%) concerns assignment to other Categories.
Results in earlier Table 4-1, show LSES are more likely to be assigned to the combined AcaWeak
and NotEngaged Categories (21.7%) than HSES (18.6%) or MSES (18.7%) groups. This is not
surprising because the figures affirm the idea of low social capital having an impact on student
success. It would then follow that there is a pool of LSES with strong GPA scores, which is one
determinant of entry to SpeedBump. Part of the definition for SpeedBump is experiencing a crisis
that affects temporarily ongoing success as reflected in seasonal GPA. The second reason that
might explain why LSES have a low assignment (29.4%) is that LSES students are better
managers of crises (perhaps through chronic experience). This conjecture might be a little harsh
in its implication that axiomatically-low GLA units are in crisis, but it is not harsh from a
student’s viewpoint since students might be at greater risk of traumatic failure and possible
Derailment when it comes to participating in below-passing GLA units.
Of mild surprise is the MSES student rate (45.3%) which might be expected to have been lower
than HSES (41.7%). However, it is understandable in terms of time. If LSES are the best
managers of crisis, and HSES have wider cultural capital which may ensure them a speedy
recovery, then it might be true that MSES have lost the management aspect (seen with LSES) but
not quite gained the recovery aspect (seen with HSES) and are caught in the act of straddling two
horses.
4.5.1.4

Passing socio-economic status

In a departure from routine to enable easier comprehension, the Flagging Category is discussed in
advance of the PassingOK Category. The data in Table 4-2 suggest that axiomatically-low GLA
units might influence LSES student assignment into the Flagging Category to a lesser degree
(12.7%) than the other SES groups (15.7%, 14.0%). This might be explained as once LSES
students connect with the academic discourse they work closely to their capacity, more so than
the other SES groups. In respect of PassingOK, an inverse of Flagging is expected for the theme
of LSES students working to capacity in spite of probable impact from below-passing GLA units:
they have a greater probability of succeeding as shown by the figure of 13.5% outperforming the
11.9% and the 11.7% HSES and MSES groups respectively. While this outperformance does not
represent across-the-board success, it does seem to represent some reward for academic exertion.
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4.5.2 Domestic and international disability
The Demographics_09 dataset has entries for Domestic and International students with
Disability.
4.5.2.1

Disability demographic
Table 4-4: Disability by Category & Student-type.
Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

Domestic
Dom%

32
7.6%

88
20.9%

15
3.6%

257
60.9%

126
29.9%

422

Internatl
Int%

4
66.7%

4
66.7%

1
16.7%

2
33.3%

1
16.7%

6

Table 4-4 shows the distribution to the five Categories for Domestic and International students
with Disability.
4.5.2.2

International disability

The number of International Disability students is low, only 6 of 428 students. This low number,
apart from implying that very few International Disability students study at the university, makes
a comparison to Domestic Disability difficult. In its stead, a comparison will be made between
Domestic Disability and Domestic SES assignments (using results from Table 4-1; see earlier
Socio-economic status demographic section).
4.5.2.2.1

Socio-economic status potency

Although an absence of data forced a change, the opportunity to contrast students with two or
more SES factors might be a fortuitous invitation to confirm the suspected additional impact of
multiple SES factors on GLA (John, 2004; Willems, 2010). Additionally, there is the issue of
whether SES factors are equivalent in potency.
4.5.2.3
4.5.2.3.1

Domestic disability
AcaWeak

Table 4-4 shows that Domestic Disability students are assigned (for at least one unit) more
frequently (7.6%) to the AcaWeak Category than any SES group (which ranges from 6.1% HSES
to 6.8% MSES). While the higher AcaWeak assignment for Disability students might
demonstrate lower academic aptitude, that conclusion might be incorrect and the underlying
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reason might revolve around non-academic issues such as difficulties in attendance, as indicated
anecdotally by a local Disability student who experienced chronic difficulties with attendance at
lectures and tutorials due to lack of transport but also felt that teachers (in some units) were
unable to appreciate vicariously the barriers.
4.5.2.3.2

NotEngaged

Following the same pattern, Disability students are assigned markedly more frequently (20.9%)
to the NotEngaged Category than any SES group (which ranges from 11.9% MSES to 15.0%
LSES). Although these figures speak for themselves, it is most incomprehensible that a Disability
student makes the effort to Engage in academic studies and then fails to Engage at a rate that
exceeds LSES students. The figures are more comprehensible against a background of lack of
support or not understanding where to get support, within the university.
4.5.2.3.3

SpeedBump

When it comes to the SpeedBump Category, Disability students (3.6%) are closely aligned to
SES groupings (which range from MSES 3.4% to HSES 4.1%). The alignment suggests two
points: firstly, that all students can come unstuck at some time; and secondly, that there is an
equal number of academically-strong students within the Disability ranks – that is, they are not
academically deficient.
4.5.2.3.4

PassingOK

With respect to the PassingOK Category, Disability students are assigned less frequently (60.9%)
to this Category than any SES group (which ranges from 66.0% MSES to 75.4% LSES), and this
finding is in conflict with the percentage of assignment to the SpeedBump Category where
Domestic Disability matches SES. This failure to attain a similar outcome suggests that some
barrier is hindering Disability student attainment of success, such as attendance hurdles. Another
barrier is that Disability are assigned frequently to failing Categories, leaving a smaller pool for
assignment to the PassingOK Category.
4.5.2.3.5

Flagging

A smaller percentage of Disability students (29.9%) is Flagging than is the case with any of the
SES groupings (which range from 34.3% LSES to 39.7% HSES). However, it does not follow
automatically that Disability students are working to capacity and succeeding. With lower
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assignments to both Flagging and PassingOK than for LSES, it implies that Disability students
are assigned more frequently to the trauma failing Categories than LSES.
4.5.2.3.6

Disability potency

A tentative conclusion can be made: it is likely that Disability exerts a more potent non-beneficial
impact on GLA than does LSES.
4.5.2.4

Assumption on disability learning opportunities

As was done for SES students in the Assumption on socio-economic status learning opportunities
section earlier in this Chapter, Disability encounters with axiomatically-low GLA units are
examined now. This is done to question an assumption that underpins the results shown in Table
4-4, namely, did all Disability students encounter approximately the same kind of learning
opportunities in the units where they experienced teaching?
4.5.2.5

Disability and axiomatically-low group learning attainment
Table 4-5: Disability, Category & Units with failing GLA.
Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

Domestic
Dom%

10
31.3%

14
15.9%

4
26.7%

32
12.5%

15
11.9%

72

Internatnl
Int%

2
50.0%

1
25.0%

0
0.0%

1
50.0%

1
100.0%

4

Table 4-5 shows the distribution of Domestic and International Disability students across
traditionally-assessed units where GLA score is below a pass.
4.5.2.5.1

AcaWeak

Approximately one third (10 of 32, 31.3%) of Domestic Disability students assigned to the
AcaWeak Category encounter below-passing GLA units, and this contrasts to the overall rate of
7.6% (see Table 4-4, earlier) when axiomatic type of GLA is not a factor. The strong suggestion
here is that encountering a below-passing GLA unit quadruples Domestic Disability student
chance of being assigned into the trauma Category of AcaWeak. Surely this statistic should rate
as an Equity impetus for developing and prioritising the rollout of a PLP for Disability students.
The situation with International Disability students appears more dire. A higher ratio (2 in 4,
50.0%) of International students is assigned there after encountering below-passing GLA units.
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Caution, however, must be exercised with the International student numbers as there are only six
students in total, of whom four are meeting failing GLA units. Although it is far from proven, if
International Disability students are encountering a high proportion (here 4 of 6, 66.7%) of
failing GLA units, the likelihood grows of below-passing GLA units bearing some responsibility
for poor student learning success as seen in assignment to the AcaWeak Category.
4.5.2.5.2

NotEngaged

Approximately one sixth (14 of 88, 15.9%) of Domestic Disability students assigned to the
NotEngaged Category encounter below-passing GLA units, and this is under the overall rate of
one fifth (20.9%) when axiomatic type of GLA outcome is not a factor. This might be explained
by course selection, but whatever the reason, meeting fewer axiomatically-low GLA units is
likely to be beneficial since the evidence to date seems to imply meeting these units is a factor
contributing to failure, and to reduced success.
4.5.2.5.3

SpeedBump

One quarter of Domestic Disability students (4 of 15, 26.7%) are assigned to the failing trauma
SpeedBump Category when they encounter below-passing GLA units, which is seven times
higher than the average (15 of 422, 3.6%) for Disability students. Although the numbers look
alarming, they seem to indicate that very few (15 of 422) are assigned to SpeedBump trauma; that
most of those assigned are coping with below-passing GLA units; but that a small number (4 of
15) are impacted.
4.5.2.5.4

Trauma summary

The data suggest that most Domestic Disability students are attempting to manage the hurdles
they encounter. However, there are signs that attempting to manage and actually managing
hurdles are different propositions. Firstly, recall that encountering a below-passing GLA unit
quadruples Domestic Disability student chance of being assigned into the trauma Category of
AcaWeak, and secondly, only one eighth (32 of 257, 12.5%) of Domestic Disability students who
meet below-passing GLA units are reaching the PassingOK Category as contrasted to the overall
average (257 of 422, 60.9%) when below-passing GLA is not a direct consideration.
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4.5.2.5.5

PassingOK

Along with Flagging (11.9%), the PassingOK figures (12.5%) are the lowest in the Table, and
this indicates that Disability students who experience axiomatically-low GLA are not able to cope
and must experience failure, which is a situation a university keen to go forward with excelling
GLA might wish to remedy.
4.5.2.5.6

Flagging

A lower percentage (11.9%) of students who encounter axiomatically-low GLA units are
assigned into the Flagging Category than the average (29.9%) but this lower percentage might be
due to assignment into other Categories. There are insufficient data to allow fuller discussion of
International Disability students.
4.5.3 Domestic aboriginality
The Demographics_09 dataset has entries for Domestic students with Aboriginality. There are no
data concerning overseas Aboriginality.
4.5.3.1

Aboriginality demographic
Table 4-6: Aboriginality by Category.

Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

Aborignlt
Aborig%

4
5.5%

21
28.8%

5
6.8%

41
56.2%

19
26.0%

73

A third type of at-risk student is Domestic Aboriginality and distribution results can be found in
Table 4-6. Using the Table’s data, it is intended to contrast Aboriginality students against what
might constitute their academic ‘peers’, that is according to the literature, those who are likely to
be most at-risk – the LSES and Disability students discussed earlier in the Socio-economic status
demographic section (Table 4-1), and in the Disability demographic section (Table 4-4).
4.5.3.1.1

PassingOK aboriginality

As a change to the discussion order, consider firstly the PassingOK Category. Table 4-6’s results
show that just over one half (41 of 73, 56.2%) of Aboriginality students are assigned into the
premier Category. This compares to 60.9% of Disability students and 75.4% of LSES students.
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4.5.3.1.2

Hierarchy of trauma interlude

If it is assumed momentarily that Flagging is likely to show the same trend as does PassingOK,
then these PassingOK data suggest a hierarchy of trauma; viz., Aboriginality students as
receiving most trauma followed by Disability students followed by LSES students. This ranking
might make sense in terms of cultural capital, with Aboriginality students most bereft of access to
non-traditional culture, closely followed by Disability students who might have reasonable access
but be limited by physical access or stigma, with LSES well ahead and perhaps more able to
acquire cultural capital in the same timeframe.
4.5.3.1.3

Flagging

Since Aboriginality students are less likely than other at-risk students to be assigned into the
premier PassingOK Category, it was assumed momentarily that they might be less likely also to
get into the other passing Category, Flagging. And indeed this is the case, with about one quarter
(19 of 73, 26.0%) succeeding in gaining an assignment into Flagging, against 29.9% and 34.3%
of Disability and LSES students respectively.
4.5.3.1.4

SpeedBump

Lower assignments into PassingOK and Flagging add up to anticipating that Aboriginality
students are assigned to the three failing trauma Categories more frequently than Disability and
LSES students. This is certainly the case in respect of SpeedBump trauma, where Aboriginality
student assignments (6.8%) exceed Disability (3.6%) and LSES (3.7%). Interpreted, this might
mean that Aboriginality students with strong GPA are almost twice as susceptible to hurdles,
within or outside the university.
4.5.3.1.5

AcaWeak

There is hope amid the gloom and it occurs within AcaWeak. Aboriginality students are less
likely (5.5% against 7.6% and 6.7% for Disability and LSES respectively) to find themselves
with an entry in AcaWeak, and this goes against the trend.
4.5.3.1.6

NotEngaged

Contradicting the AcaWeak figures, these data show also that Aboriginality students do not have
facility with the academic discourse because they have higher rates of entry into the NotEngaged
Category (28.8% against 20.9% and 15.0%).
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4.5.3.1.7

Aboriginality potency hierarchy summary

Aboriginality infers greater failing trauma than Disability, and Disability infers greater failing
trauma than LSES.
4.5.3.2

Aboriginality and axiomatically-low group learning attainment
Table 4-7: Aboriginality by Category & Units with failing GLA.

Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

Aborignlt
Aborign%

2
50.0%

0
0.0%

2
40.0%

3
7.3%

1
5.3%

7

Table 4-7 shows the distribution of Aboriginality students across units where the GLA rate is
below a pass. Because the numbers are small (7 of 73 students are in this grouping), it makes
attempting comparisons between the Categories untenable and this step is bypassed. In its stead, a
detailed discussion is taken of one randomly chosen student from each of the four Categories
wherein Aboriginality students encountered an axiomatically-low GLA unit. Discussion follows
Table 4-8 presentation below.
4.5.3.2.1

AcaWeak case study

Table 4-8: AcaWeak detailed Aboriginal demographic.
Student

Previous
Semester

GPA

1

NC, NN, P

1.3

Current
Grades

GLA

P

1.01

NN

1.59

1

P

1.66

1

NX

0.91

1

Table 4-8 shows details for Student 1, who is one of two students assigned into AcaWeak after
encountering a below-passing GLA unit.
4.5.3.2.2

Student 1

Student 1 identifies as Aboriginal, lives in a HSES suburb and has no Disability. Student 1 has an
NX entry (AcaWeak) that could be predicted from a GPA of 1.3. This is a low GPA comprising
two traumas (NC – Fail incomplete; and, NN – Fail did not participate) but one success (P) in
2008. However, Student 1’s story is about persistence and success, in some measure. In spite of a
majority of fails in S2 2008, and as such probably not an appropriate strategy to pursue, Student 1
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increases enrolment load to four units and for a continuing student this is double the average unit
load and possibly a sign of over-enthusiasm, or a sign of strong interest in academic success.
Nevertheless, Student 1 passes two units, but one of these passes might be considered not just a
pass but an achievement. The subject unit only just meets passing GLA (1.01) and this indicates
that it was a difficult unit. At this time, Student 1’s success has doubled from one unit to two
units. In any display of figures, this ‘advancement’ would be hard to detect. Nevertheless,
Student 1’s enthusiasm and commitment have defied the odds and won. Student 1 also suffered
one fail AcaWeak trauma (NX – failed to satisfy an acceptable academic standard) in a unit with
dismal GLA (0.91) and this result is probably understandable, although a second fail trauma
(NN) via non-participation in a unit with moderately strong GLA (1.59) is less comprehensible
but might be explicable via the strenuous four-unit workload being above continuing student
norms as well as above Student 1’s norm.
All in all, it is likely that Student 1 found it to be a good outcome. And why would twice as much
success not be considered a good outcome? With this amount of self-persistence, and perhaps the
support of a PLP, Student 1 might leave the almost total Derailment of 2008 well behind and
exchange it for total éclat (passing success).
4.5.3.2.3

NotEngaged case study

There are no examples of Aboriginality students being assigned into NotEngaged after
encountering a unit with axiomatically-low GLA, and this might be construed as a piece of ‘good
news’.
4.5.3.2.4

SpeedBump case study

Table 4-9: SpeedBump detailed Aboriginal demographic.
Student

Previous
Semester

GPA

2

P, CR

4.5

Current
Grades

GLA

P

2.07

2

DI

1.62

2

NC

2.02

2

P

2.00

2

NC

0.93

Table 4-9 shows details for Student 2, who is one of two students assigned into SpeedBump after
encountering a below-passing GLA unit.
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4.5.3.2.5

Student 2

Student 2 identifies as Aboriginal, lives in a HSES suburb and has no Disability. Student 2 has a
passing-average GPA of 4.5 which comes from two passing Grades (P, CR) in 2008. Inspired by
success and aspiring to further success, Student 2’s story is about growing confidence and
success, but also about a double measure of fail trauma: one in a unit with axiomatically-low
GLA (0.93), and the other in a unit with Credit-level GLA (2.02). Student 2 passes in two units
which feature Credit GLA (2.07, 2.00) but against expectations of being comfortable in units
with solid GLA Student 2 does not complete (NC) the third unit with Credit GLA (2.02). Student
2 grows in success by achieving a DI in one unit and also outperforms many students in that unit
where GLA was a moderately strong pass level (1.62). Perhaps surprisingly in as far as Student 2
demonstrates one solid DI academic outcome, Student 2 succumbs to NC trauma in a unit which
has below-passing GLA. While axiomatically-low GLA is suspicious, the NC result might be
explicable through a sharp increase in workload from two units to five units, well above norms.
There is a case to be made that Student 2 might have been able to have success in all five units
but was waylaid by strategy. After studying in three semesters (the two main plus the
supplementary semester) of 2008, Student 2 might have underestimated the need for mental
rejuvenation. Indeed, would any university mentor, if one were available to Student 2, prescribe a
very full academic year followed by a sharp jump in workload?
4.5.3.2.6

PassingOK case study

Table 4-10: PassingOK detailed Aboriginal demographic.
Student

Previous
Semester

GPA

Current
Grades

GLA

3

NW (3)

0.0

P

0.91

3

P

1.97

3

HD

1.82

Table 4-10 shows details for Student 3, who is one of three students assigned into PassingOK
after encountering and succeeding in a below-passing GLA unit.
4.5.3.2.7

Student 3

Student 3 identifies as Aboriginal, lives in a HSES suburb and has no Disability. Student 3 has a
dismal GPA of 0.0 which comes from late Withdrawals (NW – failed to gain approved
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Withdrawal) from three units in S1 of 2008. Whatever catastrophe caused Student 3’s trauma
Derailment in 2008 and non-reenrolment for a year is unknown, but neither the Derailment nor
the year’s break pose an impediment to Student 3 who sheds trauma and secures passing Grades
in two units and one HD in S1 2009. The question is: in what unit did Student 3 achieve the most
satisfying result? The HD result outperforms easily the unit’s strong pass GLA (1.82) and excels
clearly over an under-performing P Grade in an almost Credit GLA (1.97) unit. However, is it
better than getting a passing Grade in a unit where the average (GLA is 0.91) is below a pass?
For bragging rights, the HD is hard to dislodge; yet, in terms of trauma-avoidance the P in a
‘hard’ unit with axiomatically-dismal GLA has equal if not greater allure.
4.5.3.2.8

Flagging case study

Table 4-11: Flagging detailed Aboriginal demographic.
Student

Previous
Semester

GPA

Current
Grades

GLA

4

CR (2)

5.0

DI

1.13

4

CR

0.62

4

DI

1.28

Table 4-11 shows details for Student 4, who is assigned into Flagging after encountering a belowpassing GLA (0.62) unit.
4.5.3.2.9

Student 4

Student 4 identifies as Aboriginal, lives in a HSES suburb and has no Disability. Student 4 has a
Credit GPA of 5.0 which comes from two CR results in S2 of 2008. The algorithm (perhaps
harshly) is suggesting that because Student 4 has a Credit GPA, it should be achievable for
Student 4 to self outperform in a unit where the GLA (0.62) is dismally below-passing. This
principle holds true for the other two units with passing GLA (weak at 1.1.3, and 1.28) which is
under Student 4’s capabilities and where Student 4 outperforms, by attaining DI Grades.
However, the algorithm undersells the difficulty of firstly obtaining a pass (let alone a CR) in the
unit with axiomatically-low (0.62) GLA. In spite of the odds, Student 4 not only passes but
retains a CR level in that ‘hard’ unit and this would seem a feat worthy of the algorithm assigning
the student to the PassingOK Category in preference to the Flagging Category.
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4.5.4 At-risk hierarchy
Table 4-12: At-risk students by GLA.
Aboriginality

Disability

LSES

1.38

1.54

1.66

GLA

Table 4-12 contrasts the GLA achieved by at-risk groups (Aboriginality, Disability and LSES)
across the board and affirms tentative findings made in earlier sections. When the learning
success of all students with Aboriginality is measured the result is 1.38 GLA, which represents
passing GLA one third the way towards Credit GLA. For Disability, the GLA rises to 1.54 which
is a moderately strong GLA, and to moderately strong but higher 1.66 GLA for LSES students.
4.5.4.1

Non-equable risk

The results in the above Table answer the question of “Are all at-risk Categories equally atrisk?” and the answer from the analysed data is “No. There is a hierarchy of risk” with
Aboriginality more injurious to GLA than Disability which in turn is more injurious to GLA than
LSES. This information is useful as a baseline to begin considering the combined potential
debilitation to a student’s learning success of multiple at-risk factors.
4.5.5 Multiple at-risk group learning attainment
Inevitably the question arises as to whether multiple at-risk factors have an increased impact on
GLA. In the dataset there are students with combinations of Aboriginality, Disability and LSES.
Table 4-13: Multiple at-risk groups by Category.
Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Total students

GLA

Aborignlt&
LSES

2

4

1

7

0

10

1.09

Aborignlt &
Disability

0

4

1

8

6

16

1.39

Disability &
LSES

0

2

0

12

2

13

1.42

Table 4-13 shows the combinations detected of multiple at-risk groups. For example, there are 10
students with Aboriginality who have an LSES postcode. Because the number of students with
multiple at-risk factors is low (none exceed 16 students) and is spread across five Categories, it is
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difficult to form reliable conclusions based on Categories only. To assist the reader a GLA
column was appended to Table 4-13, but the relationships are recontrasted in Table 4-14 below.
4.5.5.1

At-risk and group learning attainment
Table 4-14: At-risk groups by GLA.
Aboriginality

Disability

LSES

Aboriginality

1.38

1.39

1.09

Disability

1.39

1.54

1.42

LSES

1.09

1.42

1.66

Rather than rely on an analysis via the Categories but still mindful of the low numbers of students
with multiple at-risk factors, an alternative analysis is made based directly on GLA.
4.5.5.1.1

Aboriginality and low socio-economic status

When the learning of all students with LSES is measured the result is 1.66 GLA (see Table 4-14),
which represents passing GLA two thirds the way towards Credit GLA. However, when a student
has the factor of LSES (1.66 GLA) allied to Aboriginality (1.38 GLA) that student’s GLA drops
markedly from 1.66, passes through the Aboriginality threshold of 1.38 to arrive at 1.09 GLA.
4.5.5.1.2

Potent mix

Although based on a limited number of ten cases, arriving at 1.09 GLA shows that having
multiple at-risk factors is a strong negative impact on student performance. While there is no
statistical evidence being offered to support this claim for a broader population, the ten students
who happen to have this mixture of at-risk factors did experience a negative impact across the 33
units they undertook.
4.5.5.1.3

Aboriginality and disability

When the learning of all students with Disability is measured the result is 1.54 GLA, which
represents moderately strong passing GLA half way towards Credit GLA. However, when a
student has the two factors of Disability (1.54 GLA) and Aboriginality (1.38 GLA, as found with
16 students undertaking 33 units), student GLA drops to 1.39 GLA which approximates
Aboriginality GLA. While the drop is less dramatic than the LSES plus Aboriginality
combination, it does seem to confirm that the Aboriginality factor is persistent in reducing GLA,
and perhaps the development of a PLP should prioritise Aboriginality.
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4.5.5.1.4

Disability and low socio-economic status

When the third combination is considered, Disability with LSES, the same pattern emerges of
reduced GLA for the 13 at-risk students undertaking 37 units. With the factor of LSES (1.66)
allied to Disability (1.54), a student’s GLA drops from 1.66, passes through the Disability
threshold of 1.54 to arrive at a reduced 1.42 GLA.
4.5.5.1.5

Generic skills

One consequence of these findings is clear. As universities seek to heed calls to improve Generic
Skills (Luca, 2002) via greater student participation in activities such as group work, it is a likely
conclusion that groups formed with strong membership of at-risk ‘peers’ will do relatively poorly
compared to other differently constituted groups.
4.5.6 Domestic versus international entrants
Finally, does student-type have an influence on GLA success and assignment to Categories?
Student-type is composed of all Domestic students, irrespective of any at-risk membership, and
International students irrespective of IELTS and Visa membership. Domestic and International
students are contrasted in the following Table.
Table 4-15: Student-type by Category.
Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

GLA

Domestic
Domestic%

513
6.4%

1008
12.5%

314
3.9%

5465
67.8%

3169
39.3%

8065

1.74

Interntnl
Interntnl%

253
21.7%

161
13.8%

51
4.4%

941
80.6%

325
27.8%

1168
1168

1.30

Table 4-15 contrasts the Categorisation of Domestic and International students and it continues
the trend of including GLA.
4.5.6.1

Alarms

There are two alarming contrasts. Firstly, International learning is moderate at 1.30 GLA (a
passing GLA one third the way towards a Credit level) and while the ‘good news’ is that 1.30
GLA is achieving the educational axiom, the less welcome news is that 1.30 GLA is well-below
the Domestic level which is 1.74 GLA representing moderately strong to strong GLA (a passing
GLA three quarters the way towards a Credit level). A 1.30 GLA implies a higher level of failure
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than a 1.74 GLA and this is the second point of alarm. With GLA in mind, it is not surprising that
three times as many International students (21.7%) obtained an assignment into the AcaWeak
Category than did Domestic students (6.4%). This is suggestive that International students are
academically weaker than Domestic students in an Australian university environment, and it
confirms the theory that Domestic student selection has been well and reliably debated in
Australia but that International student selection is outside the debate.
4.5.6.2

Categories

Assignments for the student-types are approximately equal for NotEngaged and SpeedBump, but
‘good news’ comes to the International students in the non-trauma Categories. The data show that
International students (80.6%) are more likely to obtain an assignment into the premier Category
of PassingOK than do Domestic students (67.8%) and this is an indication that International
students are working towards achieving learning success. This fact, when taken together with the
high assignment rate into the trauma Category of AcaWeak, shows that International students do
not seem to understand the Australian academic discourse, but are nevertheless working
diligently in some respects. A second guide to diligence can be seen in assignments to the
Flagging Category. International students (27.8%) are less likely to be assigned into Flagging
than Domestic students (39.3%). This might mean that International students are working to
capacity, although a component of the differential might be explained by assignment to
AcaWeak.
4.5.7 International types
In an earlier section, Domestic was divided into at-risk groupings (SES, Disability and
Aboriginality). In this section, International is divided into IELTS and Visa.
Table 4-16: Overseas-type by Category.
Type

AcaWeak

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Students

GLA

IELTS
IELTS %

45
17.1%

29
11.0%

14
5.3%

225
85.6%

70
26.6%

263

1.50

Visa
Visa %

208
23.0%

132
14.6%

37
4.1%

716
79.1%

255
28.2%

905

1.23
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Table 4-16 contrasts the Categorisation of IELTS and Visa students, and although there are
similarities there are dramatic differences also.
4.5.7.1
4.5.7.1.1

Differences
Group learning attainment

There are contrasts in the trauma and passing Categories that show IELTS students are achieving
greater learning success than Visa students, and this finding is supported in the GLA metric
where the IELTS GLA is superior. IELTS learning is moderately strong at 1.50 GLA (a passing
GLA one half the way towards a Credit level) and that is ‘good news’ in terms of achieving the
educational axiom. However, the news for Visa students is less welcoming in that 1.23 Visa GLA
is below the IELTS level. A moderately weak 1.23 GLA implies a higher level of failure than a
1.50 GLA and this is seen with higher assignments into AcaWeak and NotEngaged for Visa.
4.5.7.1.2

Trauma categories

Visa students (23.0%) are half as likely again as IELTS students (17.1%) to obtain an assignment
into the AcaWeak Category, and are more likely (14.6% against IELTS’s 11.0%) to be
NotEngaged. Visa students (4.1%) are less likely than IELTS students (5.3%) to be
SpeedBumped and this is a difficult statistics to translate. It might translate to IELTS students
being more risk-taking and over-confident than Visa students. Equally possible is the idea that
Visa students are weaker students and less likely to have a strong GPA. Continuing with the GPA
theme, the greater percentage of Visa students in the trauma Categories of AcaWeak and
NotEngaged might also indicate that Visa students are less successful than IELTS students in
engaging with the Australian academic discourse. By no means does this possible explanation of
Visa students imply that they are not seeking success.
4.5.7.2
4.5.7.2.1

Similarities
Passing categories

If the PassingOK and Flagging Categories are considered in isolation, there is not a wide
difference between the groups and this indicates that Visa (along with the slightly more
successful IELTS) are pursuing academic success diligently – risking and receiving trauma
failure in order to achieve learning success.
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4.5.7.3

International examples

To understand more fully the International demographic, detailed examples are given of one
newly-arrived International student (one from the IELTS sub-type, and one from the Visa subtype) from each of the first two trauma Categories. This pattern is repeated for continuing
students. This randomly chosen selection might include cases wherein students encounter an
axiomatically-low GLA unit. Discussion follows the Table presentation below.
4.5.7.3.1

AcaWeak continuing ielts student 1

The background details from semesters 1, 2 and 3 of 2008 for Student 1 reveal an interesting
story of struggle. It begins in S1 of 2008 where Student 1 achieves three P Grades and an NX
(fail to satisfy an acceptable academic standard). Perhaps daunted by the NX, Student 1 takes two
actions in S2 of 2008: reduce the workload to three units, and choose not to repeat the trauma
unit. In spite of a lighter workload, Student 1 receives two trauma Grades (NX again, and NC –
did not complete) but has success, with one P Grade. In the third semester of 2008 where there is
a small range of offerings Student 1 retakes the S1 NX unit, but without success and achieves an
NS (did not sit) result. It is hard to tell whether the NS failure was under-confidence or lack of
understanding of the Assessment procedures, but going from an NX to an NS has the hallmarks
of a retrograde step in that NS implies a failure to complete the Assessment regime. Academic
fatigue also might help explain the outcome.
4.5.7.3.2

Show-cause aside

Harking back to the concept that a teacher has responsibility as a one-match and not a multimatch coach, it becomes apparent that two failing traumas in the same unit might be going
unnoticed in some Faculties in some universities. It would require a tremendously large leap of
faith to believe that a ‘Show-cause’ letter sent to the student is an appropriate response to this
kind of chronic trauma. At this moment in time, it is not believable that administrative staff
possess the tools to monitor these chronic unit-traumas and therefore neither have they the
opportunity to value-add to student learning success – in spite of good intentions to do so.
Perhaps the support of a PLP is needed in order to avoid, if possible, this insidious kind of
student Derailment and help exchange it for total éclat.
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4.5.7.3.3

AcaWeak continuing ielts student 1 (resumed)

Table 4-17: AcaWeak detailed demographic for IELTS.
Student

Previous
Semester

GPA

Current
Grades

GLA

IELTS 1

NS

0.0

CR

1.49 #

IELTS 1

NS

1.02

IELTS 1

NX

1.29 *

IELTS 1

P

0.54

IELTS 1

NX

0.38

Table 4-17 shows details for Student 1 in S1 2009. The # and the * in the Table refer to units
done in common with another student, and are discussed further in the next section (AcaWeak
Continuing Visa Student 1). In S1 of 2009, Student 1 looks to make up lost time and enrols in
five units, one of which is a NX retake from S2 2008. Student 1 gets a P in the retake and that is
double success because it is success in a unit and it is Student 1’s first success in a retake.
Although Student 1 does not know it, there is a third element of success with this retake. Student
1 achieves a P in a unit with axiomatically-dismal 0.54 GLA. The arithmetic strongly suggests
that it would have been easier for Student 1 to fail this unit than to pass it. This paints a picture of
Student 1 as very determined to succeed. Yet translating determination into success is a goal to
be achieved. In another unit with axiomatically-dismal 0.38 GLA, Student 1 fails and gets into
the AcaWeak Category but mitigating against units as destroyers of student success, Student 1 is
found to be AcaWeak in a unit with low to moderate 1.29 GLA. Perhaps acting as a fillip to
trauma, Student 1 achieves another first with a CR result in a unit with moderately strong passing
1.49 GLA, and this CR GLA also is a case of outperforming the group average.
4.5.7.3.4

Vigour

After considering Student 1’s story it is impossible to conclude that Student 1 is not pursuing
success with vigour. It is true that some strategies may need attention (continuous workload
across four semesters; increasing workload to repair traumatic unit loss) but this might be an
opportunity via a PLP from the university, or some other strengthening intervention, to empower
the student towards success.
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4.5.7.3.5

AcaWeak continuing visa student 1

Visa student 1 has an interesting story of struggle that runs largely parallel to IELTS Student 1. It
begins in S1 of 2008 where Student 1 achieves four P Grades and no trauma. Blessed with a
successful start, which shows application if not brilliance, it is hard to countenance how Student
1 falls into majority trauma in S2 of 2008 receiving three NC Grades and a P Grade and a dismal
seasonal 1.0 GPA. Unlike IELTS Student 1, this Visa student does not enrol in a third 2008
semester; nor seek to expand the workload and it stays at four units. One further strategy
differentiates Visa Student 1 and this is the non-retake of any NC units from S2 of 2008.
Together these strategies might be expected to increase the success of Visa Student 1 over IELTS
Student 1, but this occurs somewhat minimally.
Table 4-18: AcaWeak detailed demographic For Visa.
Student

Previous
Semester

GPA

Current
Grades

GLA

Visa 1

NC (3), P

1.0

NX

1.49 #

NX

0.38

Visa 1

P

1.29 *

Visa 1

CR

2.06

Visa 1

Table 4-18 shows details for S1 2009 for Visa Student 1, who is a randomly chosen continuing
Visa student assigned into AcaWeak. Visa Student 1 receives two passing Grades (P, CR) as did
the IELTS student but the P Grade comes in the same unit (1.29 * GLA) where the other student
received an NX. However, the roles reverse in a shared unit with 1.49 # GLA, where Visa
Student 1 is found to be AcaWeak, but where the IELTS student Credited. In these cases, GLA
does not appear to be a determinant of success and the reasons for differing outcomes have to be
found elsewhere, perhaps in assessment type, assessment timing, Unit-type, TeachingQualification-type or student attitude to different Unit-types.
4.5.7.3.6

NotEngaged new ielts and visa students

Both the randomly chosen new IELTS and the new Visa students have a story of unrequited
struggle.
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Table 4-19: NotEngaged detailed demographic for two students.
Student

Current
Grades

GLA

Student

Current
Grades

GLA

IELTS 2

NN

0.93

Visa 2

NC

1.13

IELTS 2

NS

1.62

Visa 2

NC

1.29

IELTS 2

NX

0.81

Visa 2

NN

1.47

IELTS 2

NC

1.12

Visa 2

NS

1.07

Table 4-19 shows side-by-side details for IELTS Student 2 and Visa Student 2, who are FY
students assigned into NotEngaged. IELTS Student 2 achieves one entry into AcaWeak (NX) but
compiles three entries into NotEngaged each for a different reason. In one case the student does
not participate (NN); but there seems to be a greater level of Engagement in not completing all
pieces of Assessment (NC) which implies that some has been completed; and in not sitting a final
examination (NS) which again implies some level of continued if not sustained persistence.
Without making excuses for the student, examinations are known to stress students who generally
prefer essay assessment (Michelson, 2004) and essays have been shown to produce greater
success for students (Bryant & Zhang, 2010a). There are times when it is possible to believe that
‘concern’ with plagiarization in essays has moved from concern to obsession making the
university experience impossible, unless it includes a solid dose of through term examinations
followed by final term examinations in some Faculties.
4.5.7.3.7

An aside on student progression

The small clues to progressive Engagement (NN to NC to NS to NX) culminate in IELTS
Student 2 achieving an academically weak result (NX) in one unit where the student persists but
is unsuccessful in avoiding the trauma. However, amid the devastation of a Derailment, which is
a Derailment of a FY student unversed in the academic discourse and possibly the cultural
discourse, there are small signs of growth in the struggle to persist and succeed in an academic
environment.
4.5.7.3.8

NotEngaged new ielts student 2

It should not go unnoticed that two of the units where IELTS Student 2 encounters traumatic
failure carry axiomatically-low GLA rates and this evokes Higher Education literature calls to be
wary of the FY (especially the first semester) experience of students with efforts to ensure
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increasing likelihood of student success and avoid costly Dropout (McInnis, 2001; Pargetter, et
al., 1998).
4.5.7.3.9

NotEngaged new ielts student 2 telegraphs Dropout

It is interesting to speculate on whether there are opportunities to uncover IELTS Student 2’s
Derailment predicament, in a timely manner, meaning before a possible Dropout occurs.
Opportunistically-speaking, the NN Grade seems to be a likely early indicator of student stress
and might have alerted teaching staff to a potential Dropout situation with this student. A further
advantage of extracting meaning from this particular Grade is that an NN result is most likely an
overtly-telegraphed Grade, visible quite early in a semester and certainly known with some
certainty well-before semester end; that is, it is a beacon of stress that can be seen and followed
up in a timely manner. Add a ‘Show-cause’ letter to Derailment and it is not surprising that
IELTS Student 2 makes no further enrolment in 2009 and is a possible Dropout. While Dropout
of one university does not mean a student is a Stayout and might enrol elsewhere or reenrol later,
an opportunity to give timely supporting service to a client is better taken (Bradley, et al., 2008)
than missed, as is the case here.
4.5.7.3.10 NotEngaged new visa student 2

New Visa Student 2 has a similar traumatic story to IELTS Student 2. The Visa student does not
participate (NN) in one unit, but perseveres for a time in another three units (NC, NC, NS).
Unlike the IELTS student, there are no units with below-passing GLA but there are two units
where GLA is minimal (1.07 and 1.13). Prior to Dropout (at least for the rest of 2009 at this
institution, but possibly permanently), this FY student’s plight might have been foreseeable by
the university through the NN Grade that a teacher would have known about. One way to turn
elusive goals (Bradley, et al., 2008) into opportunities might rest with attention to a PLP in which
predictive outcomes are gauged with a greater frequency than presently. A second possibility is
an update of paper-based rolls to electronic rolls (eRolls).
4.5.7.3.11 Summary of hierarchy

What is known at the moment is that IELTS students are generally weaker than Domestic
students, and that Visa students are weaker again by about the same margin, although the
randomly chosen student examples did not portray clearly this academic difference.
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4.5.7.4

Electronic rolls

Although the statement made earlier on eRolls might be interpreted as pontificating, such an
innovation might help lessen or avoid trauma. Put in contrast, is it conceivable that paper-based
rolls (which are available for consultation at semester end) are effective instruments being used to
add value towards Bradley Review goals (Bradley, et al., 2008)?
4.5.7.5

Extraction of meaning

While it may seem like a puerile matter, university attention to the meaning of student data
(Brennan, et al., 2008; Brennan & Naidoo, 2008; Brennan & Teichler, 2008) such as NN might
be a valid suggestion to help avoid costly non-strategic traumatic outcomes such as the two
students endured; and enhancement of meaning is an ongoing theme of this thesis.
4.5.7.6

International equity

Throughout the analysis, curious parallels have surfaced with regard to International groups and
Domestic Equity groups as found in the local Australian system. While none was expected, a
moment will be taken to describe briefly the parallels.
4.5.7.6.1

International english language testing system and low socio-economic status nexus

In a strange sense, IELTS students comprise an unofficial, unrecognised, non-Domestic Equity
category somewhat similar to low SES (LSES) Domestic students but for whom nobody caters.
While they have economic capital, they appear to be less endowed in terms of cultural and
academic capital.
4.5.7.6.2

Visa and aboriginality nexus

When it comes to Visa students (for whom prior exposure to academic rigor is less well-known
than for Domestic or IELTS students), they appear to be a second International group that might
correspond to a Domestic Equity subgroup; in this case, the Domestic Aboriginal Equity group,
meaning no disrespect to either group. Their similarity might rest in the extent to which they
share a probability of academic trauma and less access to cultural capital.
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4.6 Entry-specific research questions answered
In summary, the two research questions targeted specifically to the Entry-type Attribute have
been answered as follows.
4.6.1 Entry-specific research question 1
Based on the literature’s view of exposure to scholastic rigor being beneficial to academic studies
and suspecting that some entry types might be examples of mismatched academic rigor, the
following research question was posed.
Do the three Entry-types of Domestic, IELTS and Visa achieve different levels of Categorisation
and Group Learning Attainment?
The answer of “Yes, there are observable and somewhat persuasive differences in learning
success for students entering university via different Entry-type pathways” was derived by
analysing mostly existing unit Grade data against newly-introduced Toolkit enhancements, such
as Categories, which worked successfully in the previous Chapter (the Engagement-type
Attribute representing the Student Dimension of responsibility).
4.6.2 Entry-specific research question 2
As regards Equity, the following research question was posed.
Do differing levels of Socio-Economic Status, or Aboriginality or Disability, result in different
levels of Categorisation and Group Learning Attainment?
The answer of “Yes, there are observable and somewhat persuasive differences in learning
success for students with varying Equity factors” was obtained similarly by analysing existing
unit Grade data against newly-introduced Toolkit enhancements.

4.7 Entry-type conclusion
If universities choose to move from a model of student minds to be filled via production-line
processes (a financially rewarding commodity with unchallenged levels of commodity failure and
wastage) to one where the student mind is to be set aflame after Plutarch’s graphic
admonishment (an asset to whom value can be added via a PLP), then Entry-type Attribute
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analyses can assist in that endeavour. This Chapter found clear hierarchies exist between Entrytypes. When measured through GLA, Domestic students are superior to International students;
within the International student ranks, IELTS-entry are superior to Visa-entry; within the
Domestic Equity stratum, Aboriginality fare worse than Disability who in turn fare worse than
Low SES students, who in turn fare worse than High SES students. Faring worse means higher
level of failure trauma, and when measured through Categories this means more frequent
assignment to the trauma Categories of AcaWeak, NotEngaged and SpeedBump.
One influence on GLA that was frequently seen in randomly selected cases was units with
axiomatically-low GLA seeming to contribute to failing trauma. This is not to say that students
opt for bulletproof strategies in their unit selection regime.
It is unlikely that the identified hierarchies will change of their own accord. However, the
analyses have given a reasonable sense of focus on student journeys and might function to inform
universities. At all costs, care must be taken to not assert that students themselves carry all the
keys to success. Admittedly, they carry one key of responsibility as was discussed in the
Engagement-type Attribute under the Student Dimension of responsibility (see Chapter 3).
However, universities also carry one key of responsibility for success through the Entry-type
Attribute.
Since the data used in this Chapter came from extant data stores within the university, it is most
difficult to believe that universities are aware of their data riches, nor of their need to demonstrate
their excellence (Brennan, 2008; Brennan, et al., 2008; Brennan & Naidoo, 2008; Brennan &
Osborne, 2008; Brennan & Teichler, 2008). It might be an ambitious claim, but this Chapter’s
findings, like the previous Chapter on Student Engagement-type and the two succeeding Chapters
on Course Unit-type and on Lecturer Teaching-Qualification-type, can empower universities to
move towards a stance where students are assets to which value is added.
Now, to the next Attribute Chapter, Unit-type.
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5 Unit-type Chapter
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 identified four Attributes of responsibility that might help explain the student learning
journey and GLA, and this Chapter looks at the third of those Attributes —Unit-type influence.

5.2 Unit-type issues
5.2.1 Equivalence
A number of implications arise from teachers’ anecdotal assertion that student failure can be
expected with great certainty in Core units. It might mean students achieve lower GLA and incur
higher failure rates in Core units than in Elective units. While it may be thought desirable by
universities to have non-equivalence in outcomes between Elective units and Core units, it would
be enlightening to discover the ratio of difference in GLA between the Unit-types, and across
Faculties. Questioning the ratios between Faculties might throw light on the probable GLA of a
student with an ATAR entry or one with an International entry, who met the disciplinary
requirements for admission into two courses in separate Faculties: could that student expect that
unit GLA would be equivalent? An answer to this issue might be of interest to course advisors, or
to personalised learning planners.
5.2.2 Dodging
A further significance of investigating the Unit-type Attribute concerns the ‘dodging’ of ‘hard’
units by students. Dodging occurs when students defer a unit, and this practice might conceivably
mean a lengthened time to graduation. However, the dodging process can include courseswitching where students self elect to abandon one course to switch into another, presumably
carrying but also wasting some credits attained for the successful completion of units. Generated
by universities in the face of student failure, ‘Show-cause’ letters might contribute to courseswitching. It is worthwhile understanding the causes of lengthened graduation timeframes as they
are impacts on effective achievement of goals (McInnis, 2001; Pargetter, et al., 1998).
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5.2.3 Crisis-of-confidence
A student decision to dodge ‘hard’ units and a student decision to switch courses might indicate
that some Withdrawing students are experiencing an inimical Crisis-of-Confidence – one of low
confidence concerning the unit and its expected GLA; that is, students Withdrawing due to fear
for their Grades. While Bryant & Richardson (2010) show that rising unit Withdrawal (WD) rates
are reliable signals for lower GLA, their research does not treat for Unit-type influence.
5.2.4 Timeliness
Timely information is a crowning attraction of understanding WD (Adamson & McAleavy, 2000;
Aldridge & Rowley, 2001; Borglum & Kubala, 2000; Brunsden, Davies, Shevlin, & Bracken,
2000; Coll, 1991; Ditton, 2009; Garland, 1993; Grimes & Antworth, 1996; Harrison, 2006;
Hayes, 1977; Johnson, 1996; Laing & Robinson, 2003; MacKie, 2001; Taylor & Bedford, 2004;
Trotter & Roberts, 2006), but the two WD kinds are not understood in terms of Unit-type.
5.2.4.1

Formal withdrawal

For formal WD, non-completion is notified before Census date. While high rates might indicate
Dropout potential, and might be confirmed by Crisis-of-Confidence levels, there is time to
consult students prior to Departure. What is not known is whether Unit-type influences WDs.
5.2.4.2

Informal withdrawal

Students do not always register their intent to Withdraw, and are not constrained by a Census
date. Regarding informal WD and the reduced opportunity of early detection, it might be
expedient to have a process whereby failure to submit (assuming a unit has early-in-the-semester
Assessment as advocated in the literature, especially early formative Assessment) or failure to
attend are reported weekly for a unit, independent of its Unit-type. This process might inform of
potential Dropouts in the same manner as formal WDs, and inform on Unit-type influences on
informal WDs.
5.2.5 Dropout
If rising WDs are signalling lower Grades for non-Withdrawing students and the Crisis-ofConfidence Withdrawers are signalling dissatisfaction (into the ether at the moment) with a unit,
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then these figures might serve as a beacon to identify units or Unit-types with above normal
potential to generate Dropout students.
Although it is argued that Dropouts (Ashby, 2004; Christie, Munro, & Fisher, 2004; Haggis,
2006; Reason, Terenzini, & Domingo, 2006; Reason, Terenzini, & Domingo, 2007; Smith &
Naylor, 2001; Thomas, 2002; Tinto, 1987a, 1987b, 2000, 2006; Tresman, 2002; Wilcox, Winn, &
Fyvie-Gauld, 2005; Yorke, 1999, 2001a, 2001b) may restart their university studies (Ozga &
Sukhnandan, 1998) and not become Stopouts (Tinto, 1987a; Yorke & Longden, 2008), early
prevention might be better than later cure.

5.3 Unit-type-specific research question
Unit-type is one Attribute that helps make sense of GLA (third response to Key Question 3).
However, to understand potential Unit-type influence, a Unit-type-specific research question is
necessary.
Do mandatory units (Core) influence assignment to Categories and pose a risk to Group
Learning Attainment?

5.4 Unit-type methodology
There were some departures from the original design of this Chapter caused by data delivery
failures, and an explanation of changes forced upon the data design is now given.
5.4.1 Data
A request was made for all university units offered in S1 2009 to be listed as Core, or Elective
against the course in which they functioned. However, the reality is that the request could not be
serviced. It might have been cavalier to expect that, in spite of good intentions, a university could
provide data on mandatory units when there are warnings that universities are under considerable
pressure and are under performing in a number of important areas (Brennan, 2008; Brennan, et
al., 2008; Brennan & Naidoo, 2008; Brennan & Osborne, 2008; Brennan & Teichler, 2008) and
this warning came home to haunt the thesis: there was non-delivery of requested data. In defence
of non-delivery, it must be said that the university has signalled an intention to move towards a
paradigm of students as assets by agreeing the provision of data. The fact that ‘novel’ data are
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essential for analysis has been accepted, for the future. Additionally, there is an understanding
that there is a cost to extract data but its provision will inform the university after it is analysed.
5.4.1.1

Choice

The unexpected failure to secure data meant a return to the literature. One salient feature in the
Unit-type Attribute literature concerns Choice given to students. It is proposed that Choice and
unit Size can be merged to represent the Unit-type Attribute. This can be done in the following
heuristic manner.
5.4.1.2

Heuristic

Units with large numbers of enrolees are likely to be Core units and Core units are examples of
zero (0%) student Choice. At the other end of the spectrum, units with small numbers of enrolees
are likely to be Elective units and are examples of maximum (100%) student Choice. Between
these Size boundaries, there might be ‘average-Sized’ units that have an equal chance of being
Core or Elective. In such cases, student Choice is deemed to exist at 50%.
5.4.1.3

Range

It was estimated that an analysis of almost one tenth, or sixty of the seven hundred units would be
sufficient to gain understanding of the Unit-type Attribute. Investigations showed that there were
fifteen units with enrolments exceeding 240 students, and those fifteen units were selected to
represent Core 0%-Choice units. For balance, fifteen low enrolment units were selected to
represent Elective 100%-Choice units. To avoid unrepresentative units with one or two
enrolments, units with 15 to 16 students were selected. Notice that there was no hand picking of
units, just an attempt to select units representative of Elective 100%-Choice, and this meant units
with populations greater than one or two but not approaching 50 enrolees which happens to be
‘average’ enrolments. There were twenty-three units satisfying this criterion and the first fifteen
were selected. The final grouping was units near to the average, and in this regard units with 40
to 50 enrolees were selected (in the numeric order they arrived). In summary the analysis was
undertaken on sixty units with fifteen being large ‘Core’ units, fifteen being small ‘Elective’
units, and the remaining thirty average-Sized units making up the one tenth or sixty unit total.
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5.5 Unit-type discussion
The first step in analysing the data was to establish a demographic of Unit-types.
Table 5-1: Category by Choice.
Category

Core

Core Elective

Elective

Unknown

Total

AcaWeak

333

32

6

659

1,030

6.5%

2.4%

2.6%

3.1%

3.7%

623

70

10

1,438

2,141

12.1%

5.2%

4.3%

6.8%

7.7%

NotEngaged
SpeedBump

64

25

0

370

459

1.2%

1.9%

0.0%

1.8%

1.7%

Total
trauma

19.8%

9.5%

6.9%

11.7%

PassingOK

3,490

738

153

11,887

16,268

67.7%

55.2%

65.4%

56.4%

58.5%

644

471

65

6,719

7,899
28.4%

Flagging

12.5%

35.3%

27.8%

31.9%

Total
passing

80.2%

90.5%

93.1%

88.3%

Total

5,154

1,336

234

21,073

27,797

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 5-1 shows student encounters with different types of units. Notice that there are two bolded
rows, summarising Trauma and Passing percentages.
5.5.1 Failing trauma totals row
The Table shows that student encounters with Core units generate failing trauma 19.8% of the
time. Not only does 19.8% seem to be high, but it is high when compared to Core-Elective
(moderately-Sized units with 50% Choice, see Core-Elective column) where encounters generate
merely half the Core percentages at 9.5%. This implies that unit Size and Choice might be
influencing student encounters with units. The initial pattern suggests that rising Choice drives
falling failure rates. Restated in terms of Size, the pattern is one of rising unit Size driving rising
student failure trauma and this pattern is faintly reminiscent of a point made by Michelson (2004)
that students have strong preferences (read Choice) as regards Assessment and this is evident in
their satisfaction levels. After controlling for a number of course characteristics, Michelson found
that rising “enrolment size is significantly related to [falling] student satisfaction” (2004, p. 16) –
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the ‘I am just another number’ syndrome. Of course, this ratio might be a fluke of the data and it
is prudent to remember that only two samples have been discussed after all. If, however, these
data are representative of the impact of Core and Choice on assignment to Categories, a further
fall in trauma levels would be expected as Choice grows to its maximum 100% level.
In encounters with Elective units which feature full student Choice (small units with a 100%
Choice, see ‘Elective fully’ column), the traumatic failure rates falls from 9.5% to 6.9% and this
is approximately a drop of a one quarter. A drop of one quarter is suggestive of sustaining the
pattern, not accidentally stumbling along the same lines as the pattern.
The Unknown grouping is comprised of the units which were not included in the sample; that is:
140 medium-to-large units with 14,596 encounters; 163 small-to-medium units with 5,223
encounters; and 178 small units with 1,133 encounters. All CBA units are within Unknown.
Because a predominant number of encounters occur with the medium-to-large units it might be
expected that Unknown percentage will fall somewhere between Core-Elective (medium) and
Core (large) percentages, and this is the case at 11.7%. Of course, whether 11.7% is close enough
to the 19.8% is a moot point.
5.5.2 Passing success totals row
It might be easier to appreciate the pattern when assignments to the passing Categories are
considered. Encounters with zero percent Choice, large, Core units result in 80.2% success for
students. The success rate jumps by one tenth to 90.5% in encounters with Core-Elective units,
and to 93.1% when student Choice is at its maximum, or restated, when unit Size is small. A
passing rate of 93.1% is an attractive endorsement of Elective, small units for two reasons.
Firstly, the implied 6.9% (100% minus 93.1%) failure rate is the lowest of all the options; and
secondly because the 6.9% failure rate (as unwelcome to student journeys as any value greater
than zero can be) is dominated by NotEngaged failure at 4.3% and NotEngaged is known to be
stubbornly established at 8% (or above), as seen in previous Tables. At approximately one half of
the typically-encountered NotEngaged rate, it endorses Elective, small units. Additionally, a low
of 4.3% parallels an outstandingly-low BA Discipline qualified 4.7% rate of assignments to
NotEngaged in the Discipline demographic section of the Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute
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(see Table 6-5 in Chapter 6). Both instances are witness to the possibility that students are
academically Engaged, with greater success than is often thought.
5.5.3 Dependence
To test whether the patterns of association seen in Table 5-1 are merely chanceful occurrences, a
statistical (Chisquare) comparison was made (in SPSS) using all values (Core, Core-Elective, and
Elective) of the Choice variable against all the values (AcaWeak etc) of the Category variable.
The Pearson result (of, p = 0.000) is confirmation that these two variables are not independent of
each other. Translated, this means that it is possible to claim (with 99.9% certainty) that the
observed patterns are not a random chance occurrence.
5.5.3.1

Axiomatically-low group learning attainment

Unit-type encounters with axiomatically-low GLA units are examined next. This is done to
question an assumption that underpins the results shown in Table 5-1, namely, did all students
encounter approximately the same kind of learning opportunities in the units where they
experienced teaching?
Table 5-2: Category by Choice units with failing GLA.
Category

Core fully

Core Elective

Elective
fully

Unknown

Total

AcaWeak

136

9

0

171

316

12.7%

22.5%

0.0%

8.4%

10.1%

117

5

0

221

343

11.0%

12.5%

0.0%

10.9%

11.0%

37

4

0

168

209

3.5%

10.0%

0.0%

8.3%

6.7%

NotEngaged

SpeedBump

PassingOK

Flagging

Total

557

6

0

529

1,092

52.2%

15.0%

0.0%

26.1%

34.9%

220

16

0

935

1,171

20.6%

40.0%

0.0%

46.2%

37.4%

1,067

40

0

2,024

3,131

100.0%

100.0%

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Table 5-2 shows the distribution of student encounters with units which feature axiomaticallylow GLA. Rather than analyse the data on a Category by Category basis, the Table shows the
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most salient distribution information in the bolded Total row. Apart from Unknown, almost all
(1,067 of 1,107) of the encounters with axiomatically-low GLA units, happen in the fifteen
studied Core units (large units with 0% Choice). In contrast, there is just a smattering (40) of
axiomatically-low encounters in the thirty studied Core-Elective units. In a more vivid contrast,
none of the fifteen small 100% Choice units feature axiomatically-low GLA, and this means the
small 100% Choice units are meeting the educational axiom of endeavouring to and succeeding
in passing most students. These data show a clear pattern, sustained across the three groupings, of
rising Choice resulting in rising GLA (as expressed through the Categories); but which might be
restated as falling class Sizes resulting in rising GLA. What is unclear from these data is whether
rising Choice is the driver of rising GLA, or whether falling class Sizes is the driver of rising
GLA. The opportunity is now taken to explore the data on this question.
5.5.4 Size
If rising Size is driving falling GLA, then it follows that the unit with the worst GLA must be the
largest unit. This idea is examined in the following Table.
Table 5-3: Core Unit Size by Unit GLA.
Unit

Size

GLA

1

241

0.62

2

252

1.73

3

266

1.66

4

305

1.20

5

308

1.51

6

308

1.79

7

309

1.22

8

310

1.25

9

386

1.43

10

392

1.07

11

403

0.91

12

415

1.49

13

415

1.47

14

421

1.01

15

423

0.91

Table 5-3 displays unit Size against GLA outcomes for the fifteen Core units. The Table data
suggest that there is no clear-cut evidence that rising Size is driving falling GLA. The lowest
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GLA is 0.62 (well below a passing level of 1.00) registered by Unit 1 which has the lowest
number (241) of students; that is, there are fourteen of the fifteen units with much larger student
populations (up to 423) and with much stronger GLA – although it should be noted that a further
two of these units do not reach a 1.00 GLA level. The other two below-passing GLA units are:
Unit 11 (403 students) with a 0.91 GLA; and Unit 15 with a slightly greater number of students
(423) but equivalent 0.91 GLA. However when the three other units (Units 12 to 14) with student
populations above 400 are considered, the pattern is contradictory because it involves one of
passing GLA, not failing GLA. The Size-GLA combinations of these units are: 415 students and
1.49 GLA (moderately strong passing GLA), 415 students and 1.47 GLA (moderately strong
passing GLA), and 421 students and 1.01 GLA (exceptionally weak but passing GLA).
5.5.4.1

Graphically-speaking
Figure 1: Core Unit Size by Unit GLA.

Core Unit Size and Core Unit Group Learning Attainment
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
Size of Unit (blue)
and Value of GLA 2.50
(red)
2.00

Size

1.50

GLA

1.00
0.50
0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Unit Number

Figure 1 is a representation of Table 5-3 and is presented because the Table data suggests that
Size is not a clear driver of GLA, but it is difficult to discern from the Table whether there is any
influence of Size on GLA, as is expected from the literature. It should be noted that to bring the
two scales together (student numbers are in the hundreds and GLA is under four), student
numbers were divided by 100; that is, 241 became 2.41 and this permits a readable Figure. While
there is a clear graphical representation of rising unit Size, unit GLA is a pattern of undulations
with frequent contradictions making the detection of an underlying pattern less convincing.
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However, Figure 1 does suggest a slight fall in GLA, especially if Core Unit 1 is temporarily
omitted (perhaps on the grounds of being an aberrant unit), and this implies that Size does have
limited influence on GLA.
5.5.4.2

Summary

In summary, these data do not support rising Size as a clear driver of falling GLA; that is, Size is
unlikely to be the dominant driver (Toth & Montagna, 2002). This strengthens the case that
Choice or another variable might be the dominant driver. However, the comparisons must end
there because no access is available to data such as USS levels although it is hard to believe that
USS is not informing the university of student dissatisfaction, particularly in the three Core
axiomatically-low GLA units.

5.6 Unit-type-specific research question answered
In summary, the research question, targeted specifically to the Unit-type Attribute, has been
answered:
Do mandatory units (Core) influence assignment to Categories and pose a risk to Group
Learning Attainment?
No clear answer can be given to this specific research question because the data are inconclusive
on this topic. However, if the research question is altered to become Are mandatory units (Core)
a strong driver of Group Learning Attainment, then the answer is “Clearly, no; but some
influence exists as suggested in Figure 1, and also in the fact that Table 5-1 was found to be a
statistically reliable indicator of non-independence of the Category and Choice variables”.

5.7 Unit-type conclusion
There were departures from the original design of this Chapter caused by a failure in the
provision of data. In lieu of definitive data, Core and Elective and a combined type of CoreElective were determined from enrolment Size and this step allowed the Chapter to proceed. It
must be said also that the inability of the analysis to deliver a firm verdict is not a disaster,
because the investigation did uncover points of interest and these are discussed next.
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5.7.1 Curious
A curious situation exists with large units. Although there is no known diminution of student
fees, the literature echoes with oblique references to a strong diminution of support to students.
On the point of lack of support, universities are seen to side step their responsibility to students
evident in polite comments like “[there are] increases in size, often without corresponding
increases in resources” (Michelson, 2004, p. 2) and “departments can do much to support their
staff” (AUTC, 2003, p. 4, is 'can' used here as a polite substitute for 'must'?). One might be
excused for thinking that the golden thread of justice that runs through this curious situation is
that all economies of scale go to the university. Does it not follow that the student comes second
in these encounters?
5.7.2 Confusion
The second point of interest arising from investigations might best be introduced through a
question. Does an inconclusive answer to the research question mean that concerns in the
literature with large enrolment Sizes, in reality, are exaggerations? It might seem so, but the
concern might be a sign of confusing the variables responsible for learning and an idea is now
proposed that Size is being confused with Assessment as the variable likely to be responsible for
student success. On Assessment, Michelson (2004) notes that in large-Sized units, the type of
Assessment used “is positively related and statistically significant… to the weight of in-class
tests and final examinations” (p. 6) and that student satisfaction levels operate “in an inverse
direction to the weights given to in-class tests and final examinations” (pp. 12-13) meaning that
students do not accept that the selection of examinations is in their best interests of learning. On
the selection of Assessment tasks, Bryant & Zhang (2010a) find that in units where in-class tests
and final examinations dominate, GLA falls; but GLA rises in the presence of essays as the
dominant selected unit task. Presumably, a rise in GLA would be accompanied by student
satisfaction levels rising in a similar way and this ‘good news’ might be applicable to units
independently of the class enrolment Size.
Although not proof, these findings seem to indicate that concern with Assessment might be more
productive than concern with Size, and a call to focus on Assessment can be found in many
places, including “it is not the number of students itself that is the crucial ingredient in teaching
large classes” (AUTC, 2003, p. 4); and, Assessment should “make a contribution to” learning
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(James, McInnis, & Devlin, 2002, p. 1) obliquely suggesting that Assessment is a cause of weak
student learning success (Biggs, 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2001, 2002;
Birenbaum, 1997). If it is accepted that Assessment is more likely (than Size) to be a driver of
student success, then it is no surprise that the research on Size was inconclusive. For universities
choosing to transit from a model of student minds filled via production-line processes (a
financially rewarding commodity with unchallenged levels of commodity wastage) to one where
the student mind is to be set aflame after Plutarch’s graphic exhortation (an asset to whom value
can be added, perhaps assisted via a tool such as a PLP), then apart from supporting equably all
students in whatever class Size, there seems to be sufficient findings unintentionally obtained
from this Chapter to suggest that efforts at Assessment renewal (James, McInnis, & Devlin,
2002) will enrich the journey, for all, and the old chestnut of class enrolment Size as an
impediment might become an opportunity to demonstrate excellence.

5.8 Interaction effect
The final point is to comment on any interaction effect that might be expected to exist between
the Unit-type Attribute and the assignment of students to Categories. As regards the trauma
Category of AcaWeak and given the inconclusive propensity for Core Unit-types to drive GLA
down, then realistically an argument could not be entertained that some of the AcaWeak
Category are not weak academically because it is the nature of the Unit-type influence that places
them in that Category; nor could it be argued that they belong in the PassingOK Category. Nor
would the evidence support the notion that some students in NotEngaged are classified
incorrectly and might be better Categorised into an existing Category like PassingOK or into the
soon-to-be suggested ElectiveReady Category. In short, a case is not sustainable against any of
the existing Categorisations, based on the Unit-type Attribute results as measured through the
Choice variable, substituting for direct Unit-type data. However, effort spent in vigilance is
helpful always in confirming that students are Categorised correctly.
Now follows the final Attribute Chapter, Teaching-Qualification-type influence.
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6 Teaching-Qualification-type Chapter
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 identified four Attributes of responsibility that might help explain the student learning
journey and GLA, and this Chapter looks at the final Attribute —Teaching-Qualification-type
influence.

6.2 Teaching-qualification issues
6.2.1 Surrogate agents
Historically, within both the university and TAFE sectors, postgraduate certification (PgCert)
(Gosling, 2010) for teaching in Higher Education has been deemed as unnecessary to effective
teaching and learning; meaning that surrogates operate in lieu of teaching certification. The
surrogates are Discipline (evident as PhD or lesser MA qualification); and YoT (Years of
Teaching experience as on the job ‘qualification’). However, initiatives regarding TeachingQualification-type might preposition a university to respond to quality assurance questions about
teaching quality that might flow from authorities such as TEQSA —prepositioning by doing its
homework, so to speak (Jackson, et al., 2006).
6.2.2 Best teachers
An unresolved issue concerns the literature’s calls (Campbell, 2008) for the ‘best’ teachers to be
on FY units. At the moment, “full-time staff are often disinclined to teach first year” because
“many unfortunately regard first year as ‘drawing the short straw’” with the outcome that
sessional teachers are employed for that role and for whom the “mentoring and follow up of ‘atrisk’ students is rarely included in their appointment contract” (Campbell, 2008, pp. 2,8) though
there are exceptions (Gleeson, 2008); but Yorke states that “lecturers in higher education
institutions are, in general, more au fait with the structure and progression of their subject
Discipline than they are with matters of student development” (2001a, p. 118), inferring that
higher Discipline levels might generate increased preoccupation with Discipline over GLA. Also,
Akiba, LeTendre, & Scribner (2007, p. 372) report that “few studies have examined teachers’
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characteristics associated with higher student achievement”. These are important points to
investigate.

6.3 Teaching-qualification-specific research question
Teaching-Qualification-type might help make sense of GLA (final response to Key Question 3).
After highlighting the increasing but divided attention that Teaching-Qualification-type is
receiving, some might claim attention now is belated, and only due to quality assurance being
linked to university finance. This is untrue and misses the point that a solid research opportunity
exists to uncover influences of PgCert, Discipline and YoT on GLA and students’ journeys.
Accordingly, a research question that is specific to Teaching-Qualification-type is framed.
Does Teaching-Qualification-type, as expressed through PgCert, Discipline and YoT, influence
assignment to Categories and Group Learning Attainment?

6.4 Teaching-qualification-type methodology
6.4.1 Data
An answer to the research question requires several pieces of data. The source of these data is
given below.
The Category Table, which was constructed in the Engagement-type Chapter and modified in
the ensuing Entry-type and Unit-type Chapters.
New input file. Teaching-qualification_09 file was provided by the university in Excel format
as input. This file indicates highest Disciplinary qualification, highest Teaching certification
and Years of Teaching for unit Convenor teachers.
The Teaching-qualification_09 file has the following Teaching-Qualification-type data.
Blank, with unknown values;
PgCert, with values of:
o None recorded;
o Partial, which includes a teaching qualification at any level below Higher Education
(such as Graduate Diploma in Education for Secondary teaching); and,
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o Full for Higher Education teaching certification.
Discipline, with values of:
o BA which includes BA Hons;
o Master, combining Masters by coursework and Masters by research, but also
including Graduate Diploma; and,
o PhD.
YoT, with values of:
o First-time, meaning no experience;
o Upto 7, meaning with 1 to 7 years experience.
o Upto 14, meaning between 7 and 14 years experience.
o Beyond 14, meaning beyond 14 years experience.
6.4.1.1

Granularity

The Teaching-qualification_09 input data were not as required. The main entity in the file is a
Convenor of a unit, in lieu of a teacher to a unit. This higher than requested level of granularity
has the potential to confound findings in some circumstances, such as where a non-teaching
Convenor qualification does not align with a delivery-teacher qualification. Secondly, YoT
values represent the number of years at the present university. While this value is acknowledged
as an approximation that might under represent some teachers, it gives a dataset with fewer
missing-values and is thought to be a more prudent step to achieving better quality results, and
was adopted.

6.5 Teaching-qualification-type discussion
Discussion of the Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute begins with a demographic of PgCert,
followed by Discipline and then by YoT sections.
6.5.1 PgCert demographic
6.5.1.1

Distribution
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Table 6-1: PgCert qualification held.
Level

Total

Percentage

None

19,496

70%

Partial

3, 992

14%

Full

4, 309

16%

Total

27,797

100%

Table 6-1 shows the distribution of PgCert teaching qualifications where each row is one student
encounter with one unit. Units taught by teachers holding None PgCert encountered 19,496
students which is 70% of total encounters. This is not to say that there are 19,496 students, rather
it is the tally of each individual encounter (students can enrol in multiple units), each of which is
an important learning experience for a student. Units taught by teachers holding Partial PgCert
qualifications encountered 3, 992 students which is 14% of total encounters; and units taught by
Full PgCert teachers encountered 4, 309 or 16% of all student encounters. It is noticeable that
there is a majority percentage (70%) of student encounters with None PgCert. Although this high
percentage might indicate that university staff data are incomplete, alternatively it might be a
reasonable reflection of Dawkins era universities which were upgraded from Colleges of
Advanced Education into Universities but might have maintained their strong cultural ethos. The
percentages from 2009 might look unbalanced, but it should not be overlooked that the university
is adopting a policy to encourage and assist teachers with obtaining Full PgCert.
6.5.1.2

Distribution by category
Table 6-2: PgCert qualification by Category.
Category

None

Partial

Full

Total

AcaWeak

807

124

99

1,030

4.1%

3.1%

2.3%

3.7%

NotEngaged
SpeedBump
PassingOK
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1,492

327

322

2,141

7.7%

8.2%

7.5%

7.7%

347

79

33

459

1.8%

2.0%

0.8%

1.7%

11,293

2,359

2,616

16,268

57.9%

59.1%

60.7%

58.5%

Flagging

5,557

1,103

1,239

7,899

28.5%

27.6%

28.8%

28.4%

Total

19,496

3,992

4,309

27,797

70%

14%

16%

100%

124

Table 6-2 expands on Table 6-1 by showing encounters broken down by Categories.
6.5.1.2.1

Postgraduate certification and academically weak

The Table shows that students are assigned to AcaWeak 4.1% of the time when they encounter
units taught by None PgCert teachers. This reduces by about one quarter to 3.1% when units are
taught by Partial PgCert teachers. Interpreted, it is a positive change for students. A lower
percentage means that Partial PgCert teachers are more successful than None PgCert in their
teaching strategies to assist students avoid the AcaWeak trauma Category. While a decrease of
1% might seem irrelevant, if a 1% reduction from 4.1% to 3.1% is applied to the None PgCert
encounters, it would mean that approximately 200 encounters would avoid the ignominy of the
AcaWeak trauma Category for students.
The figures in the Table show that Full PgCert teachers are even more adept at moving students
away from AcaWeak trauma. Assignment to AcaWeak is the lowest at 2.3% when students
experience Full PgCert encounters and this is a second inference that teaching qualification is
likely to be important to GLA. If a 1.8% reduction from 4.1% to 2.3% is applied to the None
PgCert encounters, it would mean that approximately 350 encounters would avoid the gloom of
the AcaWeak trauma Category.
6.5.1.2.2

Postgraduate certification and not engaged

Figures for the NotEngaged Category are reasonably even and do not give much scope for
discussion. Apart from Partial being higher than might be expected if the AcaWeak Category’s
distribution is accepted as typical, the trend seen with AcaWeak continues with a decrease from
None to Full. However, the decrease is much weaker in intensity. The weaker downward trend
and the conformity to about 8% of the NotEngaged figures suggest three issues and a momentary
digression is needed to comment briefly on them.
6.5.1.2.3

Postgraduate certification issues digression

6.5.1.2.4

Issue 1

The NotEngaged Category might be more immune to teaching strategies than is the AcaWeak
Category. The possibility cannot be excluded that their immunity might be assisted by nonattendance at the unit.
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6.5.1.2.5

Issue 2

Conformity to about 8%, independent of the unit teacher’s Teaching-Qualification-type, means
that the percentage of students in trauma is double the percentage in AcaWeak trauma (about 4%
in total), and this might be a good incentive to prioritize help to this group. Recall, that eRolls
were suggested in an earlier Chapter as a timely method to intercept and retain dissatisfied
students before they informally or formally Dropout of the unit and perhaps the university.
6.5.1.2.6

Issue 3

The conformity of NotEngaged is suggestive, and certainly worthy of consideration, that the
NotEngaged Category might need to be unpacked for greater clarity. At the moment, it consists
of two indications of non-attendance in ‘did not complete Assessment’ (NC) and ‘did not sit’
(NS); one indication of either non-attendance or non-Engagement (intellectual-absence) in ‘did
not participate’ (NN); one indication of being unable to follow university rules in ‘late
unapproved Withdrawal’ (NW); and finally, one indication of completing the circuit but not
within the qualifying time, to steal an F1 motor racing analogy, in ‘academically weak’ (NX).
6.5.1.2.7

Unpacking categories

For this thesis, the design brief is to keep the Categories as simple as possible but a future task
might be to unpack this Category in order to understand whether the conflation of many Grades
into a single Category is confounding the result – as possibly seen in an unexpected conformity
of NotEngaged percentages in relation to varying teaching qualification levels.
6.5.1.3
6.5.1.3.1

Distribution by category (resumed)
Postgraduate certification and speed bump

The percentages shown for the SpeedBump Category have parallels with both the NotEngaged
and the AcaWeak Categories. As in NotEngaged, SpeedBump students encountering units taught
by Partial teachers have percentages above those for None teachers and there is no obvious
explanation why this situation should pertain if it is accepted that having a teaching qualification
is beneficial. This might translate to halfway houses (partial teaching qualifications) being
ambivalent.
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6.5.1.3.2

Partial ambivalence

The term ‘Partial’ was defined as a teaching qualification at any level below Higher Education
(such as Graduate Diploma in Education for secondary teaching). Perhaps the percentages for
Partial are indicating that a teaching degree aimed at a non-university audience is ambivalent
with regard to a university audience, being beneficial in some circumstances but not carrying that
benefit at all times.
6.5.1.3.3

Postgraduate certification and speed bump (resumed)

Assignments into SpeedBump by Full teachers repeat the trend seen in the AcaWeak Category
where percentages (0.8%) are half those seen for None (1.8%). This is the third instance where an
inference can be drawn that Full teaching certification is likely to be important to GLA and that
Full PgCert teachers are adept at steering students away from trauma, towards success.
6.5.1.3.4

Postgraduate certification and passing ok

The trend with PassingOK percentages is one of rising student success being achieved by rising
teaching qualifications. Assignments to the success Category of PassingOK rise from 57.9% to
59.1% to 60.7% as teaching qualifications move from None to Full. Although 3% might seems a
small percentage, if that 3% gain were available to students in None encounters, over 500 more
student encounters would be assigned to the success Category of PassingOK.
6.5.1.3.5

Postgraduate certification and flagging

Conformity between the percentages of students assigned to the Flagging Category suggests that
PgCert is not a strong driver of assignment to Flagging.
6.5.1.4

Dependence

While ambivalence with Partial PgCert qualification was noted, the relationship between None
and Full PgCert qualification was universally one of rising student success being achieved
against rising PgCert qualification. To test whether this pattern of association is merely a chance
occurrence, a statistical (Chisquare) comparison was made (in SPSS) using all values (None,
Partial, Full) of the PgCert variable against all the values (AcaWeak etc) of the Category variable.
The Pearson result (of, p = 0.000) is confirmation that these two variables are not independent of
each other. Translated, this means that it is possible to claim (with 99.9% certainty) that the
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observed patterns of rising student success against rising teaching certification are not a random
chance occurrence.
6.5.1.5

Axiomatically-low group learning attainment

The observed significant patterns hold an implication for units being taught by Full teachers: they
are generally more likely to steer students to successful outcomes and away from trauma (as seen
in assignment to Categories), and the implication is that units with Full are less likely to feature
in axiomatically-low GLA units. To examine the implication, PgCert involvement with units
featuring failing GLA was measured.
Table 6-3: PgCert qualification & Failing GLA units.
Category

None

Partial

Full

Total

Encounters

1,762

681

0

2,443

Units

24

6

0

30

Table 6-3 shows the number of units and the number of student encounters against the three
levels of PgCert Teaching-Qualification. There were 2,443 student encounters with units that
feature axiomatically-low GLA and this is approximately one eleventh of all encounters (2,443 of
27,797). The encounters took place across 30 units with no units being taught by Full PgCert
teachers. To keep this result in perspective, it is reasonable to remember that None teach in a 70%
majority of encounters as compared to 16% of encounters by Full. Even allowing for the different
ratios, the pattern is clear: Full teachers are unlikely to feature in axiomatically-low GLA units.
This finding is triangulation confirmation of the patterns seen with Categories and the range of
PgCert qualifications.
6.5.2 Discipline demographic
6.5.2.1

Distribution
Table 6-4: Discipline qualification held.
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Level

Total

Percentage

BA

1,262

4%

MA

4,877

18%

PhD

10, 524

38%

Blank

11,134

40%

Total

227,797

100%
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Table 6-4 shows the distribution of Discipline qualifications and was derived from the Teachingqualification_09 file which has 27,797 rows of data where each row is one student encounter
with one unit.
6.5.2.1.1

Blank

The most striking university-supplied data in the above Table concerns the Blank level which
indicates that 40% of the 27,797 rows of data are not tagged with a Discipline qualification.
While this disappointing state of data can be explained by internal system migrations in-progress,
it is a reminder that ‘data rich’ does not always equate to ‘accessible’. Undaunted, and believing
that a 60% residual base might cast light on the research question, it was decided to persevere.
Naturally, the conclusion regarding Discipline qualification is weakened somewhat.
6.5.2.1.2

Levels

The BA level includes BA Honours but is predominately made up of BA Pass qualifications. The
MA level is predominately made up of MA Coursework qualifications but includes MA Research
and Graduate Diploma in approximately equal proportions.
6.5.2.2

Distribution by category
Table 6-5: Discipline qualification by Category.
Category
AcaWeak
NotEngaged

Blank

BA

MA

PhD

Total

458

36

209

327

1,030

4.1%

2.9%

4.3%

3.1%

3.7%

895

59

382

805

2,141

8.0%

4.7%

7.8%

7.6%

7.7%

SpeedBump

190

34

63

172

459

1.7%

2.7%

1.3%

1.6%

1.7%

PassingOK

6,452

612

2,804

6,400

16,268

57.9%

48.5%

57.5%

60.8%

58.5%

Flagging
Total
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3,139

521

1,419

2,820

7,899

28.2%

41.3%

29.1%

26.8%

28.4%

11,134

1,262

4,877

10,524

27,797

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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Table 6-5 expands on Table 6-4 by showing encounters broken down by Categories, and includes
counts of the rows for which there were no Discipline qualification data (the Blank column),
although this column is not discussed further.
6.5.2.2.1

Discipline and academically weak

The Table shows that students are assigned to the AcaWeak Category 2.9% of the time when they
encounter units taught by BA Discipline teachers, and this is the lowest percentage assignment
into AcaWeak. This means that BA Discipline teachers are the most successful teachers in their
strategies to assist students avoid AcaWeak trauma. It might imply that BA are still in touch with
the student experience to a greater extent than are PhD or MA who place second and third
respectively.
Students are assigned to the AcaWeak Category 4.3% of the time when they encounter units
taught by MA Discipline teachers which is about half as likely again as the BA assignment to this
failing Category. At that rate, it is not possible to view MA as in touch with the AcaWeak student
experience. Students are assigned to the AcaWeak Category 3.1% of the time when they
encounter units taught by PhD Discipline teachers which is slightly more than for BA at 2.9%.
What is surprising about these percentages is that PhD Discipline teachers are clearly not superior
in assisting students avoid failing trauma, as were Full PgCert teachers (see Table 6-2). While it
is only one example, there are two indications that PhD Discipline teachers might be concerned
to a greater degree with Discipline content than with successful transmission of skills and
knowledge to students.
6.5.2.2.2

Discipline and not engaged

The Table shows that students are assigned to the NotEngaged Category 4.7% of the time when
they encounter units taught by BA teachers. This is an astounding percentage for several reasons.
Firstly, it is approximately half the size of any of the other Discipline qualification percentages,
including PhD. Secondly, earlier it was noted ‘that the NotEngaged Category might be more
immune to teaching strategies than is the AcaWeak Category, but the possibility could not be
excluded that their immunity might be assisted by non-attendance at the unit’ (see PgCert Issue
1). However, BA teachers are demonstrating that they have anticipated the problems and, to an
extent greater than any other Discipline qualification level, have directed the students away from
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NotEngaged, and possibly to learning success. This confirms that they are in touch with the
student experience.
6.5.2.2.3

Discipline issues interlude

6.5.2.2.4

Issue 1 -predictive departure

To achieve 4.7% implies that BA teachers have unpacked the NotEngaged Category (see PgCert
Issue 3) and are able to divert students from one or more NotEngaged trauma Grades. This means
that the BA are astute at recognising symptoms, in a timely manner. Alternatively, it might mean
that about to become NotEngaged students display symptoms well before Departure. If this latter
point is the case, then it is welcome news for the establishment of a predictive tool, such as
eRolls, because it means that intercepting at-risk students is likely to be successful, even with a
raw predictive tool.
6.5.2.2.5

Issue 2 -persistence

The third reason why the 4.7% is astounding is because NotEngaged percentages are persistently
high at about 8%. This was the case for Table 6-2 percentages, and is the case again for
NotEngaged percentages in Table 6-5 –with BA as the outstanding exception.
6.5.2.2.6

Discipline and not engaged (resumed)

Table 6-5 shows that students are assigned to NotEngaged 7.8% of the time when they encounter
units taught by MA Discipline teachers, and this places MA as the weakest level for assisting
students away from the NotEngaged Category. Although this might sound a harshly-worded
judgement, remember that the trauma of NotEngaged might lead to university Dropout. Any
success in retaining students is a potential step in blocking Discontinuation. The Table shows that
students are assigned to the NotEngaged Category 7.6% of the time when they encounter units
taught by PhD, and this places PhD barely in front of MA. Neither of these groups could claim to
be adept at moving students away from NotEngaged trauma. Slightly surprising in that it runs
counter to gut-feeling expectation, is that PhD features as weak in strategies to assist students
avoid NotEngaged trauma. While a decrease of 2.9% might seem irrelevant, if a reduction from
7.6% to 4.7% were to be applied to PhD encounters, it would mean that approximately 300
encounters would avoid the ignominy of the NotEngaged trauma Category. Interpreted, this
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would be a positive change that moves students to greater learning success. Is that not the goal of
teaching?
6.5.2.2.7

Discipline and speed bump

The Table shows that students are assigned to the SpeedBump trauma Category 2.7% of the time
when they encounter units taught by BA Discipline teachers. This is the highest percentage of the
Discipline qualification levels, being approximately double the others. This high percentage
seems to indicate that BA are not at ease with ‘high roller’ students and are unable to steer them
away from trauma. This might be a situation where the lack of a high-end Discipline qualification
counts against a teacher. Students are assigned to the SpeedBump Category 1.3% of the time
when they encounter units taught by MA Discipline teachers and this is the lowest percentage
assignment into SpeedBump. This means that MA are the most successful teachers in their
strategies to assist students avoid the SpeedBump trauma Category, and in this regard they seem
at ease with ‘high roller’ students, unlike the BA. Also at ease with ‘high roller’ students are PhD
who assign students to SpeedBump 1.6% of the time, which places them second behind MA
strategies. This placement behind MA is difficult to understand because teachers with a higher
Discipline level should be most at ease with the ‘high roller’ students they encounter. It might be
a second indication that PhD Discipline teachers are concerned to a greater degree with
Discipline content than with successful transmission of skills and knowledge to students.
Whatever the reason, it remains true that PhD Discipline teachers are second behind either BA or
MA in successful strategies to achieve GLA, with higher levels of failing encounters.
6.5.2.2.8

Discipline and passing ok and flagging

The two passing Categories of PassingOK and Flagging are combined here for ease of
discussion. The Table shows that students are assigned to a passing Category 89.8% of the time
when they encounter units taught by BA teachers. This is the highest percentage of the Discipline
qualification levels. Encounters with PhD result in passing 87.6% of the time, with MA
encounters a further 1% adrift.
6.5.2.3

Summary

Against expectations, PhD teachers do not show a pattern of dominance in achieving GLA.
Rather, almost always PhD is second behind either BA or MA in successful GLA strategies.
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6.5.2.4

Recruitment into teaching dominated positions

The data discussed so far concern PgCert qualification and Discipline qualification, and the
question must arise as to the efficacy vis-à-vis of each qualification in terms of GLA. It was
found that units taught by Full PgCert teachers are generally likely to steer students to successful
outcomes and away from trauma (rising student success with rising PgCert qualification), but this
kind of dominance was not a feature with PhD Discipline teachers. It follows, therefore, that a
university might ensure greater GLA by recruiting (or retraining existing) teachers with a Full
Higher Education PgCert certification, and this might well be considered a priority over PhD
Discipline recruitment, in all teaching dominated positions.
6.5.2.5

Dependence

To test whether the patterns of association seen in Table 6-5 are merely chanceful occurrences, a
statistical (Chisquare) comparison was made (in SPSS) using all values (Blank, BA, MA, PhD)
of the Discipline variable against all the values (AcaWeak etc) of the Category variable. The
Pearson result (of, p = 0.000) is confirmation that these two variables are not independent of each
other. Translated, this means that it is possible to claim (with 99.9% certainty) that the observed
patterns are not a random chance occurrence.
6.5.2.6

Axiomatically-low group learning attainment

The observed significant patterns hold an implication for units being taught by PhD Discipline
teachers. Since PhD are not dominant in strategies to steer students to successful outcomes and
away from trauma (as seen in assignment to Categories), the implication is that PhD are likely to
feature in axiomatically-low GLA units. To examine the implication, Discipline involvement
with units that feature failing GLA was measured and the results follow.
Table 6-6: Discipline qualification & Failing GLA units.
Category

Blank

BA

MA

PhD

Total

Encounters

748

96

523

1,076

2,443

Units

11

3

3

13

30

Table 6-6 shows the number of units and the number of student encounters against the four levels
of Discipline qualification. The total units and total encounters in this Table are the same as those
seen in Table 6-3; however, the distribution differs markedly. There are 2,443 student encounters
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with traditionally-assessed units that feature axiomatically-low GLA and this is approximately
one eleventh of all encounters (2,443 of 27,797). The encounters took place across 30 units. To
keep this result in perspective, it is reasonable to remember that PhD Discipline teachers teach in
38% of encounters as compared to 18% of encounters by MA. Even allowing for the different
ratios, there is no clear pattern of rising Discipline levels resulting in falling association with
axiomatically-low GLA units. This finding contrasts vividly against the earlier PgCert
certification pattern of rising levels generating dramatically falling associations with
axiomatically-low GLA units. Therefore, Table 6-6 can be claimed as triangulation confirmation
of the patterns seen with Categories and the range of Discipline qualifications.
6.5.3 Years of teaching demographic
6.5.3.1

Distribution
Table 6-7: Years of Teaching informal qualification held.
Level

Total

Percentage

First-time

2,093

8%

Upto 7

10,852

39%

Upto 14

7, 087

25%

Beyond 14

7,765

28%

Table 6-7 shows the distribution of YoT experience as a ‘qualification’ and was derived from the
Teaching-qualification_09 file which has 27,797 rows of data where each row is one student
encounter with one unit.
6.5.3.1.1

Levels

The First-time level represents teachers newly-arriving and teaching at the university in S1 2009.
It is assumed that these teachers are new to teaching, although it is impossible to rule out that
some teachers may have arrived from other university teaching positions and if such cases exist it
might tend to overstate First-time ability. About 8% of encounters are between students and Firsttime teachers. The Upto 7 level represents teachers with one to seven years of experience
teaching at a university, and it assumes that teachers were teaching in each semester of their
tenure. The Table shows that 39% of encounters are with teachers who have up to seven YoT. In
total, almost half (47%) of student encounters are with zero to seven YoT teachers. The final two
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levels represent the most time-experienced teachers. About one half of them (25% overall) have
seven to 14 YoT, and the remaining 28% have more than 14 YoT.
6.5.3.2

Distribution by category

Table 6-8 expands on Table 6-7 by showing encounters broken down by Categories.

Table 6-8: YoT qualification by Category.
Category
AcaWeak
NotEngaged
SpeedBump
PassingOK
Flagging
Total

6.5.3.2.1

First-time

Upto 7

Upto 14

Beyond
14

Total

189

267

237

337

1,030

9.0%

2.5%

3.3%

4.3%

3.7%

193

744

466

738

2,141

9.2%

6.9%

6.6%

9.5%

7.7%

56

172

106

125

459

2.7%

1.6%

1.5%

1.6%

1.7%

1,013

6,418

4,225

4,612

16,268

48.4%

59.1%

59.6%

59.4%

58.5%

642

3,251

2,053

1,953

7,899

30.7%

30.0%

29.0%

25.2%

28.4%

2,093

10,852

7,087

7,765

27,797

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Years of teaching and academically weak

Table 6-8 shows that students are assigned to the AcaWeak Category 9.0% of the time when they
encounter First-time teachers in a unit. This is a dismally high percentage in comparison to the
other percentages, and evokes an awful implication: Could the percentage be even higher if no
newly-arrived in S1 2009 teachers were transfers in from another university, but were entirely
new to the teaching role? A chilling thought for student trauma and diminished GLA. Continuing
with AcaWeak, the best result for GLA comes with Upto 7 where assignment runs at 2.5% which
is a staggering two thirds below the First-time percentage and indicative that having some
experience matters.
However, when teachers have Upto 14 there is a surprising reversal of the trend towards
enhancing GLA. It rises to 3.3%. Also baffling is the further rise to 4.3% when teachers are
Beyond 14 years of experience, and this is a second indication of a knee-of-the-curve being
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attained somewhere near seven years experience. While rising from First-time to Upto 7 means
dramatically falling assignment to AcaWeak and fewer traumatic failing encounters for students,
further rising YoT (beyond both 7 and 14) means rising traumatic failing encounters for students.
These encounters almost double student trauma going from 2.5% through 3.3% to 4.3%.
6.5.3.3

Diverted attention digression

It must be a possibility that as YoT teachers remain at one university over a time period
exceeding seven years, their attention is diverted away from the importance of working towards
GLA. While these teachers might undoubtedly work on other important issues, it comes at an
exorbitant price to students. While those teachers might have sympathy to students as assets, the
impact of failure on students is not any less traumatic nonetheless.
6.5.3.4

Distribution by category (resumed)

6.5.3.4.1

Years of teaching and not engaged

The pattern seen with AcaWeak assignments continues with two changes. The fall from Firsttime to Upto 7 is more muted than seen previously. Although the earlier fall in AcaWeak is a far
more dramatic drop in percentages, this muted drop from 9.2% to 6.9% might not be surprising
because (of all the Categories) NotEngaged seems to be persistently high and often impervious to
strategies (with the BA Discipline percentages a memorable exception at 4.7% against an overall
percentage approaching 8%). The second change to the pattern occurs with Upto 14 where there
is a slight decrease to 6.6%, against a strong earlier AcaWeak rise in trauma. While all strategies
that result in greater GLA are strategically valuable and at the micro-level of student just as
valuable, the decrease of 0.3% is not very convincing as a drop. It is more of a plateauing. With a
potential advantage of a further seven years (from 7 to 14), a 0.3% change is extremely moderate
and below reasonable expectations. It does very little to contradict the assertion that as teachers
remain at one university over a time period exceeding seven years, their attention is diverted
away from the importance of working towards student success.
The Beyond 14 percentage of 9.5% strengthens the attention-diversion assertion as it is 2.9%
higher than for Upto 14 and this is a massive jump. While it might be fashionable to have an unresearched, gut-feeling notion that Beyond 14 YoT would surely assist students to greater GLA,
that notion is not supported for the assignments to the NotEngaged Category where they are not
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only high at 9.5%, but also exceed First-time percentages of 9.2%. This appears to be a case
where teaching experience inhibits GLA and generates greater trauma to students than any other
YoT level.
6.5.3.4.2

Years of teaching and and speed bump

Table 6-8 shows a pattern of assigning students to the SpeedBump Category that follows
assignment to the NotEngaged pattern, falling from a high of 2.7% for First-time to
approximately half that percentage for Upto 7 (1.6%) and then a marginal fall (of 0.1% to 1.5%)
for Upto 7. Although a rise to Beyond 14 is expected, the size of the rise is miniscule at 0.1% and
this suggests that Beyond 14 pay more attention to under-pressure ‘high roller’ students than to
under-pressure students in the other two Categories of AcaWeak and NotEngaged. While only
conjecture, perhaps encountering ‘high roller’ student sparks greater attention from Beyond 14
teachers.
6.5.3.4.3

Years of teaching and passing ok and flagging

The passing Categories are now combined for ease of discussion. Table 6-8 shows that students
are assigned to a passing Category 79.1% of the time when they encounter units taught by Firsttimers but this jumps to 89.1% in student encounters with Upto 7 teachers. To put the 10%
difference into a number perspective, it means 200 trauma encounters (10% of 2,093) might have
been saved were the encounters with Upto 7. After the high of 89.1%, percentages start dropping
even though experience levels are rising. As regards Upto 14, the percentage is 88.6% which is
the start of the fall away in rates. This fall confirms earlier indications that as teachers remain at
one university over a time period exceeding seven years, their attention is diverted away from the
importance of working towards student success. Supporting that observation is a further fall of
4% to 84.6% in success when students encounter the Beyond 14 level.
6.5.3.5

Dependence

To test whether the patterns of association seen in Table 6-8 are merely chanceful occurrences, a
statistical (Chisquare) comparison was made (in SPSS) using all values (First-time, Upto 7, Upto
14, Beyond 14) of the YoT variable against all the values (AcaWeak etc) of the Category
variable. The Pearson result (of, p = 0.000) is confirmation that these two variables are not
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independent of each other. Translated, this means that it is possible to claim (with 99.9%
certainty) that the observed patterns are not a random chance occurrence.
6.5.4 Lessons learnt
The Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute was measured through PgCert certification, Discipline
qualification and YoT ‘qualification’ as three ways to view the Teaching-Qualification-type
Attribute of the Lecturer Dimension of responsibility. The opportunity is now taken to present
briefly the most successful qualifications in terms of their contribution to GLA, via Categories.
6.5.4.1

Summary
Table 6-9: Teaching-Qualification-type contrasts by Category.
Category

PgCert

Discipline

YoT

AcaWeak

2.3% (Full)

2.9% (BA)

2.5% (Upto 7)

NotEngaged

7.5% (Full)

4.7% (BA)

6.6% (Upto 14)

SpeedBump

0.8% (Full)

1.3% (MA)

1.5% (Upto 14)

PassingOK

60.7% (Full)

60.8% (PhD)

59.6% (Upto 14)

Flagging

28.8% (Full)

41.3% (BA)

30.7% (First-time)

Table 6-9 lists the best result from each of the qualification levels that best enables GLA.
6.5.4.2

Benchmark

Apart from the Table functioning as a compact contrast of the different components of the
Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute, the most successful qualification percentages within the
Table might function as a benchmark level to be achieved or bettered, enroute to enabling and
enhancing GLA.
6.5.5 First year
There is one further issue to investigate and this is the exhortation frequently found in the
literature to assign the ‘best’ teachers to FY students in order to maximise GLA. To investigate
this issue a Table for FY student assignments is now presented. In order to keep the Tables as
consistent as possible, Table 6-10 is aligned with Table 6-9 in that it presents the most successful
qualification percentages, in this case for FY (New) and Continuing students.
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Table 6-10: Teaching-Qualification contrasts by Category for New & Continuing students.
Category

PgCert
- New

PgCert
- Cont

Discipline
- New

Discipline
- Cont

YoT New

YoT - Cont

AcaWeak

2.2%
(Full)

1.8%
(Partial)

3.4%
(PhD)

2.9%
(PhD)

2.2%
(Upto 7)

2.5%
(Upto 14)

NotEngaged

9.8%
(None)

5.2%
(Full)

7.3%
(Blank)

3.5%
(BA)

8.6%
(Upto 14)

5.2%
(Upto 7)

SpeedBump

NA

1.3%
(Full)

NA

3.9%
(BA)

NA

2.3%
(Upto 14)

Trauma
Total

12.0%

8.3%

10.7%

10.3%

10.8%

10.0%

PassingOK

86.7%
(Full)

44.1%
(Full)

92.1%
(BA)

42.3%
(PhD)

88.1%
(Upto 7)

44.3%
(Upto 14)

Flagging

NA

50.3%
(Partial)

NA

59.2%
(BA)

NA

49.6%
(First-time)

Passing
Total

86.7%

94.4%

92.1%

101.5%

88.1%

93.9%

Table 6-10 contrasts assignments to Categories for New and Continuing pairs, but only lists the
result from each of the qualification levels that best enables the GLA of New and Continuing
students. The Not Applicable (NA) entries occur in the Table because without seasonal-averages,
neither a SpeedBump nor a Flagging position can be calculated for New students.
6.5.5.1
6.5.5.1.1

Student failing trauma
Mismatch avoidance row

To overcome the different number of Categories available for comparison, a bolded Trauma total
row and Passing total row have been added to the Table to enable comparisons, which would be
difficult otherwise. A second point to note is that the Table is a mix of the best enablers of
success and because of the mix, there is no intention that the percentages add to 100% —the
percentages are for comparison of New and Continuing only.
6.5.5.1.2

Failing total

The Trauma total row of Table 6-10 shows that the rate of assigning students into Trauma
Categories by PgCert is substantially higher for New students (12.0%) than for Continuing
students which is only two thirds the rate (8.3%) and this suggests that encounters with PgCert
might favour Continuing students. Note carefully that the Table is not a complete view, and
therefore care must be exercised in taking a position. The Trauma total row shows that
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encounters with Discipline also result in slightly higher trauma rates for New students (10.7%)
than for Continuing students (10.3%) and the pattern persists with YoT encounters with New
student encounters resulting in assignments to trauma at 10.8% as opposed to 10.0% for
Continuing student encounters with YoTs.
6.5.5.1.3 Failing summary
Although Table 6-10 is an all too brief treatment of New and Continuing students, there is little to
recommend that New students are a focussed priority target for minimising student learning
failure in the initial semester of the FY, as advocated by Higher Education literature.
6.5.5.2
6.5.5.2.1

Student passing success
Passing total

Table 6-10 shows that the rate of assigning students into Passing Categories by PgCert is clearly
lower for New students (86.7%) than for Continuing students (94.4%) and this suggests that
encounters with PgCert teachers might favour Continuing students. Regarding the trend of
student disadvantage, the rate of assigning students into Passing Categories by Discipline is lower
(92.1%) for New students than for Continuing students (101.5%); and the rate of assigning
students into Passing Categories by YoT is worse also for New students at 88.1% with
Continuing students at 93.9%.
6.5.5.2.2

Passing summary

Although Table 6-10 is brief, there is little to evidence to suggest that there is commitment to
minimising academic failure and maximising student learning success in the initial semester of
the FY as advocated by Higher Education literature.

6.6 Teaching-qualification-specific research question answered
In summary, the research question targeted specifically to the Teaching-Qualification-type
Attribute can be answered. The research question asked:
Does Teaching-Qualification-type, as expressed through PgCert, Discipline and YoT, influence
assignment to Categories and Group Learning Attainment?
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6.6.1 True
The findings show that as Teaching-Qualifications vary from PgCert through to Discipline
through to YoT, the percentages of assignments to trauma Categories vary with a degree of
uniformity. Assignments to passing Categories also vary with a degree of uniformity. These two
facts indicate that Teaching-Qualification-type is not independent of Category and that TeachingQualifications are likely to be an influence on Category assignment. Since Categories are
representations of GLA, it is possible to claim that the research question is true.
6.6.2 Best
The research also shows that as the strength of the PgCert credential grows, generally GLA
grows in unison, and is evident in lower trauma and high passing success. The consistency seen
with PgCert is not shared by Discipline nor by YoT, although they are not without merit. There is
some new evidence now of how to interpret ‘best’ teachers. Naturally enough, universities might
deploy their ‘best’ teachers according to other criteria but these results nevertheless inform
HESPLP and empower a university to act, if such a need exists. A second point is that while
universities have data on ‘best’ from USS surveys, they are able now to triangulate USS
perception data against GLA and this extra data might also empower a university. Two heads,
rather than one, are likely to better serve a drive to excellence.
6.6.3 Interaction
The research question’s affirmative answer means that Teaching-Qualification-type carries some
responsibility for GLA, confirming that student Engagement efforts alone do not control GLA.
6.6.4 Reinterpretation
For greater accuracy, some students could be reCategorised into as yet undeveloped Categories.
This step could be undertaken because the initial requirement for Categorisation was based
heavily on student Grade outcome, prior to consideration of the idea that student Grades might be
influenced by Attributes such as Entry-type, Unit-type and even Teaching-Qualification-type.
Discussion follows now on how re-Categorisation could be undertaken.
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6.6.4.1

AcaReady category

An argument could be sustained that some of the AcaWeak Category are not really weak
academically, because it is the absence of strong Teaching-Qualification influence (like Full
PgCert) that places them in that Category. This might be true for students who, for example,
encountered units manned by Beyond 14 or First-time teachers which have relatively high levels
of assignment to the AcaWeak Category. Following that idea, it might be claimed that those
students belong in the PassingOK Category. However, the quandary is that those students did not
actually qualify for the PassingOK Category.
While the intention is not to create endless Categories, and indeed the original specification was
for a small and simple set of Categories, a balance could be struck in Categorising correctly
students so that an appropriate priority for PLP can be established, not to mention the PLP charter
for each Category. If this view is accepted, then a new Category might be created, and in this
instance might be called the AcaReady Category where the tonal attachment to AcaWeak is
evidence of the student’s genesis through the Categorising algorithm, but the nomenclature also
notes the possible readiness of the student to progress to a passing outcome. The word ‘possible’
is used because there is demonstrated probability that some students assigned into AcaWeak by
Beyond 14 or First-time teachers would pass, if encountering (say) Full PgCert teachers. The
question then remaining is whether the priority given to PLPing the AcaReady Category might
exceed the priority given to AcaWeak.
6.6.4.2

EngagedReady category

An argument could be sustained that some of the NotEngaged Category are not really disEngaged academically, because it is the absence of strong Teaching-qualification influence that
places them in that Category. This might be true for students who, again using the YoT example,
encountered units manned by Beyond 14 or First-time teachers which have relatively high levels
of assignment to the NotEngaged Category. If this view is accepted, then a new Category might
be created, and in this instance might be called the EngagedReady Category where the attachment
to NotEngaged is evidence of the student’s genesis through the Categorising algorithm but the
possible readiness of the student to progress to a passing outcome is also noted. Questions on
priority remain.
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6.6.4.3

SpeedReady category

A similar process is required in considering whether some students in SpeedBump are incorrectly
Categorised and if they are, whether they go into an existing Category like PassingOK or whether
a new Category is needed. Based on the precedents of arguing for a new Category, the new
Category could be termed SpeedReady. Although SpeedBump is generally considered to be a
temporary manifestation of trauma for students, a more precise allocation into SpeedReady could
have advantages such as prioritising where it might have a priority that approximates but also
diverges in points from SpeedBump; and secondly, in tailoring a PLP to address SpeedReady
needs.
6.6.4.4

Expanded passing categories

Of course, a case could be made for targeted assigning of PassingOK and Flagging, and new
Categories might well inform the university on its student demographic, as might the other
Categories.
6.6.4.5

Labelling students

The Categorising of students has a positive benefit, but it also carries a negative connotation.
Positively, the Categories act as scaffolding for discussion of student journeys and GLA and
allow student enthusiasm, academic will-to-succeed and optimism to be seen; as well as
progressing beyond the limitations of a one-size-fits-all concept. However, labelling can carry a
negative imputation that might not be justified, and must be handled cautiously. Assignment into
a Category is based on the use of overt indicators such as unit Grade, seasonal-average GPA and
unit GLA. But less overt indicators (Entry-type, Unit-type and Teaching-Qualification-type)
might have influenced Grades, GPAs and GLA and these indicators were not taken into account
in the assignment. Although a paradox, it seems that being assigned to a Category on the overt
evidence does not guarantee that a student belongs in the Category.
In summary, Categories should be used for the benefits they confer —but caution employed to
avoid unnecessary negative imputation of students.
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6.7 Teaching-qualification-type conclusion
Even though the Teaching-Qualification-type Attribute carries some responsibility for GLA, and
student Engagement efforts alone do not control GLA, a reminder is needed that there are other
Dimensions of responsibility influencing GLA. There is the issue also of units featuring
axiomatically-low (below-passing; failing) GLA which have to be considered. In addition, there
is a fuller version of interaction whereby multiple Dimensions interact simultaneously with the
Student Dimension (and this is likely to be the topic of a statistical-based future extension to this
study). Whatever the complexity of these probable interactions, there are two points to be made.
The Attributes from this Chapter, as from earlier Attribute Chapters, have painted the student
learning journey Landscape in such a way as to reveal suspected but un-researched
characteristics of the Higher Education process and probable interactions between
Dimensions of responsibility. This advancement of knowledge might enhance and empower
teachers, students and universities should they be willing to take up the challenge.
The complexity of the student learning journey Landscape should not be a reason to persist
with gut-feeling explanations of issues, critical to Higher Education. Gut-feeling
explanations, even by experienced teachers or university professionals, are often wrong, and
it is solid research that will enhance and grow the student learning journey Landscape to
increased excellence.
Therefore, complexity is another variable to be embraced, academically, and in an
intellectually defensible manner.
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7 Concluding Chapter
7.1

Summary

Higher Education is an exciting enterprise where universities agree to challenge and extend
intellectually student minds in order for them to take up successful contributory roles in the
global knowledge society. Centuries ago, Plutarch used a more graphic description in stating this
enterprise as the mind is a vessel not to be filled (denying the validity of a ‘commodity’ stance
with attendant student wastage failure) but to be set afire (affirming the validity of an ‘asset’
stance and attendant student success and empowerment).
In setting student minds afire, a university is taking a raw asset and adding value by way of
increasing intellectual capacity and worth. A failure to add value in this manner might be seen as
dousing the student flame and regressing the student to the status of a financial commodity. Such
an outcome is not within the spirit of Plutarch’s ardent description, but, coming from the Higher
Education literature are suggestions that enterprise aims are not being achieved. In some respects,
the Bradley Review on Higher Education (Bradley, et al., 2008) reads like a fail scorecard where
targets have not been met. Add to that review the current strong emphasis towards building a
quality assurance culture, through bodies such as the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards
Agency (TEQSA), and the probable conclusion unfolds that the ardency recommended by
Plutarch is not being achieved. This is not to say that there is a conscious attempt to not achieve
the aims, rather the suggestion is that a lack of close attention does result in non-achievement of
aims. A lack of attention might be unintentional, but the outcomes remain, nevertheless,
significant non-achievement of fire filled minds. The findings from this thesis, unfortunately,
support the conclusion that there is non-achievement of the goal of fire filled minds.
However, there is good news.
It is not overly optimistic to believe that this situation will improve, dramatically, as universities
respond to the challenge of enhancing Group Learning Attainment (GLA). The Key Questions
answered in the following sections are the beginning point, along with the ten listed research
opportunities that arise from this challenging journey.
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7.2

Key questions

This thesis was driven by four interlocking, high-level questions that seek to explain and improve
academic understanding of students through their learning success and their failing experiences
within a university journey.

What university data are available to monitor and evaluate student success and student
failure during students’ academic learning journeys?
Is there a metric that gives meaning to academic learning journeys?
Are there Attributes that influence the student learning journey, and what Attribute-specific
research questions need to be asked in order to expose the influence of each Attribute?
If answers are found to the above questions, what are the implications for a university keen to
transform its processes to minimise academic failure and move towards greater learning
success journeys for students?

The findings for each Key Question are presented next.

7.3 Key question 1

What university data are available to monitor and evaluate student success and student
failure during students’ academic learning journeys?

There is a wealth of immediately accessible data which were used to evaluate GLA. Unit level
data are representative of those data, specifically Grade data which are underutilised but which
have a huge potential to provide meaningful information on GLA. In some ways, unit level Grade
data are an all-too-obvious data store and perhaps their routine use in reporting has shielded their
potential from view. Yet the fact remains, as demonstrated in this thesis, that an understanding of
these data can empower a university that is desirous of minimising academic failure and
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empowering student success. However, there were two missing links impeding immediate uptake
of these data.
The first challenge was how to group existing data meaningfully; and the second challenge was to
select the concepts around which these data make sense to the aims of empowerment. The
missing links appear to be the cause of comments by Brennan, et al. (2008) that universities are
laden with data (which has been described as ‘data rich’ in this thesis) but unable to employ those
data in ways that minimise academic failure and enhance student learning success (the matching
couplet is ‘decision poor’). In practical terms, the challenges were to find suitable elements of
infrastructure that would enable a university to engineer for success using extant university data.
Where a search failed to locate suitable infrastructure, then there was a necessity to innovate and
a Toolkit was designed; however, the basic approach remained as finding and using existing
infrastructure, if possible, in the same manner that unit data can be located and given a useful
interpretation.
7.3.1 Facilitating toolkit added
A six element Toolkit assisted in monitoring and evaluating student success and failure and
assisted in understanding a complex ‘data rich’ environment and the elements are relevant to Key
Question 1. Toolkit elements are listed briefly below.
7.3.1.1

Unit grade

Unit Grades were used to represent current academic achievement. In sporting terms, a Grade
represents how well a student played in the current game, and this can be contrasted to a
continuing student’s previous semester’s academic achievement.
7.3.1.2

Grade point average

GPA was used to represent academic ‘seasonal-average’ for a student. GPA seasonal-average
was calculated for each continuing student’s previous semester; but in a departure from standard
GPA, no positive values were directed to the negative experience of student failure. Used alone,
seasonal-average GPA would not solve many problems, but it did introduce the idea of
benefitting from sport models and as part of a Toolkit, it worked in concert with Grades and with
Categories.
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7.3.1.3

Categories of student striving

To talk about fire-filled student minds is to evoke not a single image of students, but images for a
range of students: some excelling, and some not, but all likely to be striving ardently for learning
success. Categories were introduced to build this range. Categories include students who might
be academically weak and experiencing failing trauma (AcaWeak), or not Engaging successfully
with the academic discourse and experiencing failing trauma (NotEngaged), or experiencing an
out-of-character departure from academic success to failing trauma (SpeedBump), or coping with
the academic discourse and experiencing success as recognised in Grades up to and including HD
(PassingOK), or experiencing success but underperforming where under-performance is perhaps
indicative of a future slide towards failing trauma (Flagging). These Categories characterised
students as relentlessly striving for success and answer calls to portray students positively
(Haggis, 2006; Harvey & Drew, 2006; Kuh, 2009; Lawrence, 2002; McInnis, 2003; Reason,
Terenzini, & Domingo, 2007; Trotter & Roberts, 2006; Yorke, 2001a; Yorke & Longden, 2008).
7.3.1.4

Algorithms for assignment to categories

The Algorithms to assign a student to a Category used a student’s performance in the current
game (unit Grade); a student’s performance in past games (seasonal-average GPA); and how all
students performed in the current game (GLA). The Categories became a picture of student
striving, reported in meaningful terms (such as SpeedBump), thereby giving animation to the
concept of ‘Student’.
7.3.1.5

Learning metric

As part of the Toolkit, a metric for learning (as distinct from a metric for teaching) was used to
measure the extent of learning that occurred in a group, which was typically a unit, but was
sometimes a subset of the unit: such as the learning attained by a group of students with
Aboriginality as distinct from the remaining non-Aboriginality members of the unit. This metric
was referred to as Group Learning Attainment, or GLA.
7.3.1.6

Dimensions influencing learning

To ascertain influence on student learning, four Dimensions of responsibility (shown capitalised
below) were used: A STUDENT receives entry into a UNIVERSITY and is admitted to a
COURSE which offers units where they meet a LECTURER who is charged with enhancing
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GLA in disciplinary knowledge and skills. These four Dimensions, it was argued, are seminal
entities that influence a university student’s learning journey, and each Dimension was
operationalised through an Attribute. The Attributes, based on issues in Higher Education
literature, were Engagement-type to represent a STUDENT’s self-responsibility; Entry-type to
represent a UNIVERSITY’s influence on learning; Unit-type to represent a COURSE’s influence
on learning; and, Teaching-Qualification-type to represent a LECTURER’s influence on learning.
7.3.2 Answer to key question 1
There are copious pieces of existing data, ranging from Grades through to Dimensions of
influence, which are available immediately to universities to evaluate student success and student
failure during academic journeys. These data were assembled into a Toolkit of elements that
cooperated to enable an understanding of what are complex scenarios, namely an enhanced
appreciation of a student’s academic journey (Aim 1) and the plight of a striving yet failing
student (Aim 2).

7.4 Key question 2

Is there a metric that gives meaning to academic learning journeys?

A Toolkit of cooperating elements was assembled to enhance understanding of students’ leaning
journeys, but no element of the Toolkit was more important than the innovation of measuring a
Group’s Learning Attainment. However, before turning to GLA, it is necessary to remind readers
of what might be perceived as a shortcoming in Higher Education literature.
7.4.1 Teaching and learning
Higher Education literature is dominated with articles that use the term teaching and learning
(T&L) and this term is such a blur of the teaching and learning entities that it is possible to
conceive of T&L as conjoined twins in the education womb: they are inseparable; they go
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everywhere together and to speak of one is to speak of the other (for a typical example, see UQ,
2009). There is no real definition of the topic. A second dominant emphasis in the literature is to
treat teaching and learning as completely identical twins in the education womb and this allows
comments to be made against either teaching or learning; yet the problem is that they are
identical, so how can anyone be sure where teaching starts and where learning starts. So how do
the comments help? This thesis took the view that learning is part of an ectopic pregnancy
outside the womb. It can be seen and identified independently of other organisms, and learning
can change independently. With this ectopic thought in mind, it was just one step to conceiving a
measurement of learning. The reader should notice that comments in the thesis were not offered
on (either conjoined or twin) teaching, but if they inadvertently were offered it was an oversight
as the thesis intended to comment on (ectopic) learning, only.
7.4.2

Learning-specific metric and concept

Although there are surrogate indicators of learning, it was surprising that a direct metric was
lacking — for teachers and universities. In response to this shortage, a metric representing a
Group’s Learning Attainment, GLA, was introduced to measure the attainment (along a scale of
complete and utter failure, to complete and utter success) of any group of students, whether it be
a unit group or a group defined as having Aboriginality allied to Disability. Also, GLA was
demonstrated to operate as a concept, recognising a threshold such as axiomatically-low
achievement, where the combined unit output was a below-passing outcome averaged by the
unit’s students —antithetical to Bradley Review goals (Bradley, et al., 2008).
7.4.3 Answer to key question 2
A simple but unambiguous Group Learning Attainment metric (GLA is an arithmetic value
ranging from minus one to plus four) assisted in interrogating and understanding units. However,
if the description of GLA were to be left there it would be reckless understatement. In fact, GLA
is the measurement of the learning attainment of any grouping and a few examples will suffice to
demonstrate versatility.
Using GLA it is possible to contrast the learning success of:
Units with four Assessment tasks against units with fewer or more than four tasks;
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Aboriginality students against Aboriginality student who also feature as LSES as well as
Disability;
Courses, as opposed to Faculties and even between universities;
Students in units taught by BA qualified teachers and those taught by a teacher holding
postgraduate certification in Higher Education teaching;
Units with 100% (or any mix) Competency Based Assessment and units with 100%
Traditional Assessment;
Units where formal timed tests dominate Assessment, against units where formal academic
essays are dominant.

7.5

Key question 3

Are there Attributes that influence the student learning journey, and what Attribute-specific
research questions need to be asked in order to expose the influence of each Attribute?

For a long time student learning journeys have been explored in a piecemeal fashion and
emphases have been directed into off-campus studies of issues such as a student’s income
(James, et al., 2007; McInnis, 2004). Yet in order to understand a student’s on-campus
experience, an approach was taken which sought to understand Dimensions of responsibility
(Aim 1) that influence a student’s current striving towards academic success, but including
failure (Aim 2); and, within a university, there are multiple Dimensions of responsibility.
7.5.1 Responsibility
To help understand a student’s learning journey, a further vital element of innovation was added
to the Toolkit. It was vital because it touches on partnerships within a university, and directly on
the partnership between a university and a student client. The final Toolkit element asked:
“Where do the responsibilities lie for ardently firing up student minds?” That responsibility was
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deemed to exist in four broad Dimensions, these being: the Student Dimension; the University
Dimension; the Course Dimension; and the Lecturer Dimension.
One Attribute was chosen to represent each Dimension, and measured for its contribution to
Categories and to GLA. The Attributes chosen were: Engagement-type which represents the
Student Dimension of self-influence for learning success; Entry-type, representing the University
Dimension of influence; Unit-type, representing the Course Dimension of influence; and finally,
Teaching-Qualification-type representing Lecturer Dimension of influence.
7.5.2 The buck
An astute reader might conclude that a Toolkit which introduced multiple areas of responsibility
is in fact ‘passing the buck’ to dedicated and caring teachers thereby exonerating a student of
responsibility for learning failure. But this was not the intention, and an example from sport,
namely Formula-1 motor car racing, will explain.
Suppose multiple world champion driver, Michael Schumacher, competes in a qualifying lap but
after finishing the lap finds that his time is well outside the minimum qualifying time: that is, a
complete failure to attain a grid position. Do we conclude that he is incapable, or should the
choices made by the mechanics be scrutinised? Did the mechanics despatch him on cold tyres, for
example? Finally, if the team strategist sent him out at an inappropriate time with rain beginning
to fall but the car on dry weather tyres, do we factor in that decision? The moral of the story is
that a bid for success is a team effort with several parties carrying some responsibility for the
outcome of getting onto the grid.
Universities might think that they have foolproof business operations, but like F1, it is only
cooperation of the responsible areas that can assure GLA enhancement.
7.5.3 Precarious channels
The provision of some university data was precarious at best. Although universities are ‘data
rich’, one part of being ‘decision poor’ rests with universities not having established channels of
enquiry on influential Attributes. Hence it might startle a university that researchers need a
particular piece of data and immediate concerns of ethics approval and anonymizing the data are
thrown up as barriers. Nonetheless, the principle remains that when extracted data are allied to
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innovative infrastructure (the Toolkit) then the achievement of fire filled minds might gravitate
closer to a university’s grasp.
7.5.4 Answer to key question 3
Four introduced Attributes, representing Dimensions of influence, helped make sense of the
student learning journey (Aim 1) by indicating that non-Student Dimensions measurably
influence academic success, and failure (Aim 2).
The use of ‘introduced’ might be misleading because the concept of cooperative efforts has
always existed at universities. However, an analogy with sport helped to focus attention on what
needs to be done for success (multiple players being seen as carrying some influence, in a
cooperative endeavour) and the literature provided sufficient Attributes (Engagement-type,
Entry-type, Unit-type and Teaching-Qualification-type) from which to choose.
It is hoped that the combinations were realistic, refreshing of old ideas, and that they might lead
to reinvigoration of the desire for maximum student academic learning success and a
minimisation of student academic failure.

7.6 Key question 4

If answers are found to the above questions, what are the implications for a university keen to
transform its processes to minimise academic failure and move towards greater learning
success journeys for students?

Essentially, this thesis painted a Landscape of the student academic learning journey and
experience in terms of Categories and GLA and Dimensions of influence (Aim 1), but also
included the unimpressive presence of student academic failure (Aim 2). The journey revealed
opportunities to empower and assist universities achieve greater academic learning success in
their student assets.
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However, no sensible person would expect ‘opportunity’ to mean picking up gold from the side
of the road; a university must do its share of delving and exert itself towards strategic targets. Ten
unprioritised opportunities, arising from the journey, are now listed with implications for gains in
the student asset, not to mention gains of leadership, empowerment and excellence within a
university.

7.6.1 Answers to key question 4

7.6.1.1

(1) Striving strategies

Students strive relentlessly to achieve academic success and in this regard they employ strategies.
But not all strategies lead to success and some of the case studies show strategies that appear to
be doomed. For example, a Butterfly strategy of enrolling only in S1 of each year; or a Pompeii
strategy of coming off a series of traumatic Grades and then enrolling in a heavier workload in an
ambitious and confident attempt to make up for lost ground; or a Hasten strategy of enrolling in
S1, S2 and S3 and again in the new year in S1, without a break. What is known with certainty is
that these strategies fail to deliver success to some students. What is not known is how widely
these strategies are employed; whether some students are able to achieve success with these
strategies; and if so, what are the characteristics of the students who prosper from using these
strategies.
7.6.1.1.1

Research opportunity exists

Research into strategies like these is likely to forward position universities for when they design
fuller student monitoring processes (assuming they are convinced of the student asset argument);
facilitate the creation of Alert points that can feed into course advice and counselling and perhaps
into Personalised Learning Plans (PLP); and even feed into an embryonic predictive model of
student learning success.
Since the required data are available within the university, and aided by the student learning
success and failure Landscape detected and explained in this thesis, what is there to stop a
university (striving for excellence) undertaking this research itself, or commissioning its
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completion? This is not to suggest that a university cannot expand the research design to include
a mixed methods approach where qualitative data might empower the results further.

7.6.1.2

(2) Equity groups

The power of a Group Learning Attainment metric (GLA) is its ability to measure any grouping.
When International IELTS and Visa students were measured using GLA and Categories of
striving, they appeared to fall into an Equity-like distribution, just as Domestic Equity students
fell into a clear hierarchy of attainment: in decreasing order, low socio-economic status (LSES),
then Disability and lastly Aboriginality; and combinations of these groups generate a further fall
in learning success. What is surprising is that IELTS and Visa success and failure rates appear to
parallel LSES and Aboriginality rates.
7.6.1.2.1

Research opportunity exists

While this thesis was able to delineate, empirically and qualitatively, the GLA of Equity
groupings, it is a first step not a final step. Further research might find reasons for disparities
among the groups and such a finding might inform policy and procedures. Additionally, the
design of the expanded research might be more granular than was possible in this thesis and
reveal the situation on a Course by Course or a Faculty by Faculty basis. While these are laudable
aims of the research, the outcome needs to be kept firmly in sight. That outcome is to move, from
reporting, to enhancing Equity particularly among the Aboriginality students who exhibit the
lowest GLA and for whom a social justice case is easily warranted. Although there might be
different definitions for ‘Equity groups’ (Chesters & Watson, 2011, use parental education;
Willems, 2010, is more comprehensive), the definitions used here are sufficient to enable a
university to make an immediate start.

7.6.1.3

(3) Assessment importance

While units with high enrolment levels (often Core units) can feature low GLA levels, Size does
not appear to be the scourge that many assume it to be. It might be true that other variables are
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operating in large units, and chief suspect among these variables is Assessment (Ertl & Wright,
2008; Nicol, 2008; Watering, Gijbels, Dochy, & van der Rijt, 2008).
7.6.1.3.1

Research opportunity exists

Armed with Unit-type (differentiated as Core and Elective); unit Group Learning Attainment
(GLA); unit Size; and importantly, the Assessment task types chosen, it should be possible to
tease out the exact cause(s) of poor GLA rates in large units. Using a simple technology like the
GLA metric, the task becomes almost routine, but the results will prove to be anything but
mundane. It is likely that attention to the coherent use of Assessment will result in improved
GLA, even for larger classes. Any reduction in student failure trauma must be a welcome
achievement in raising the value of the student asset, not to mention student satisfaction and
confidence levels.
This recommendation comes with a warning. It should not need stating but under-resourcing of
large units (or any unit; and politely side stepped in the literature with comments like ‘resourcing
has not matched enrolment growth’) leaves a university open to criticism of being a troglodyte
enterprise. How can an aspiring business model flourish at the expense of its client students?

7.6.1.4

(4) Teaching qualification

It might be recalled that teachers holding a PhD Disciplinary qualification were able to show
excellence in one out of five Categories; those holding a Masters’ tied with the PhD holders, but
it was for equal second place. BA qualified teachers were clear and away winners, showing
excellence in three out of five Categories. This is a salutary reminder to academia that gutfeelings about student academic learning failure and success are like all gut-feelings: they are
frequently misplaced wishes and are not a valid substitute for research.
Research undertaken here shows that a postgraduate certification in teaching (PgCert) is more
useful than a PhD qualification (the assumed preference) for learning. PgCert is a dominant
creator of Group Learning Attainment (GLA) and is more likely than any other qualification to
contribute strongly to student success, and to reduced levels of student failure —and it is timely
to be able to put paid to conjecture on this topic.
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7.6.1.4.1

Research opportunity exists

Notwithstanding the PgCert dominance in reducing failure and increasing success in student
GLA, whatever the BA qualified teachers are doing, they are doing it well, and this is witnessed
by the (relatively) huge success that BA qualified teachers had in reducing the NotEngaged rates
in units where they taught. Even though it might go against the grain to consult ‘junior’ members
of a Faculty, it would be a sagacious move, nonetheless. Although a university functions to
facilitate student learning success, they also function primarily as centres of research excellence.
While debates are likely to linger for a long time on how these competing functions are serviced,
investgations might focus instead on whether broad findings are experienced across Faculties
equally, where different views might be held.

7.6.1.5

(5) Axiomatically-low group learning attainment

Axiomatically-low (below-passing; traumatically-high; failing) ‘success’ rates occur in some
units and exist where a unit’s Group Learning Attainment (GLA) falls below a passing average,
inferring significant levels of failure exist, and might exist longitudinally, in that unit. It is a
nightmare to ponder how much student confidence might be destroyed in units with this feature.
As convenient as blaming the Student for failure might be, results consistently show that other
Dimensions (University, Course and Lecturer) carry some responsibility for the team effort in
supporting the student asset (and, by association, the university asset) and this includes building
GLA success.
7.6.1.5.1

Research opportunity exists

The admonishment from Plutarch is to set student minds aflame, and action requires a
commitment to providing an environment where a group of students are likely to average a pass,
at least. There is merit in detecting units which feature axiomatically-low GLA and then
accounting for the strong mismatches that exist somewhere between student learning outcomes
and (presumably) Faculty aims and expectations; or Assessment; or curriculum design,
rejuvenation and current relevance (James, 2002; James & Beckett, 2002; McInnis & James,
1994).
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7.6.1.6

(6) University dropouts

Student Dropout is probably the worst case of failure to secure student academic learning
success, and in spite of the possibility of a later student recontinuation of studies at university,
Dropout is antithetical to effective achievement of goals set out in the Bradley Review (Bradley,
et al., 2008). Student Dropout was seen to occur frequently after receiving failing trauma in a
unit, although some of the student stories revealed traumatic and exclusive failure in all units
(Derailment), followed by Dropout. In anyone’s language, Dropout is an issue needing attention.
7.6.1.6.1

Research opportunity exists

One way to address Dropout is to initiate a retroactive detection plan where Dropouts are
detected from historical data with a note being taken of their characteristics (such as
Engagement-type, Entry-type, Unit-type, Teaching-Qualification-type, and other features).
Building this picture from past data should result in the eventual development of a proactive,
predictive model that ‘foresees’ potential Dropouts and facilitate real-time interventions, if
deemed necessary.
A second approach is possible and this approach is more timely than the former, but it assumes
the presence, or rather the upgrade, of a piece of infrastructure: an electronic roll (eRoll). Using
an eRoll, it should be possible to detect students who are likely to be Dropout candidates based
on their current attendance patterns but supplemented by a range of data, such as seasonalaverage GPA for continuing students; a unit’s prior history; Teaching-Qualification-type; and,
Unit-type.
Perhaps stretching the imagination towards Utopia, one is obliged to pose a question at this point:
What are the possibilities if an eRoll included Grades (perhaps marks are too invasive of a
teacher) for each of a unit’s Assessment tasks? It would mean that non-submission entries could
inform Dropout, as would failing Grade entries in the eRoll. The presence and ongoing
accessibility to Grades throughout a semester should be a useful advantage to a university. This
advantageous situation is a step towards a university achieving what Lyons (2011) describes as
having access to ‘Daily Trading Position’ information (not data, since data do not imply valueadding in the same manner as information does). Whichever of these options is selected, it must
be remembered that multiple failures in a unit are harbingers of Dropout and also potential
indicators of student dissatisfaction. Since student Dropout is not formally notified, there is a
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need to detect it, preferably early in the semester while there is a chance to reverse the damage –
it must be damaging, must it not?
A tool that has potential to assist in some (minor, but still helpful) way is USS. USS is a
historical record of unit performance (albeit, slanted heavily to teaching) and within that
historical record there are personalised comments made in student narratives that might contain
clues to imminent departure. Cross-triangulation of USS with actual ‘Disappearance’ and with
Toolkit findings might assist in the detection of patterns of behaviour.

7.6.1.7

(7) Crises-of-confidence

There is an interesting gem of information recorded, but going mostly unnoticed, in unit formal
Withdrawal figures. It is unnoticed probably because it is commonly assumed that Withdrawal
functions in the way it was designed: as a means for students to change units when tutorial
clashes make it necessary or when some other aspect (there must be many, but they often revolve
around a crisis of attendance) makes it necessary. Did anyone tell the students that this was the
only way to use Withdrawals?
Bryant & Richardson (2010) contend that some students Withdraw because of a Crisis-ofConfidence in some university aspect, such as the teacher, the teaching, the curriculum or the
Assessment. Interestingly because of its potential importance, if Crisis-of-Confidence students do
exist and are Withdrawing from units because of severe dissatisfaction, it should be noted that
USS levels are overstated (for those units) because end of semester USS figures do not
acknowledge these dissatisfaction levels. Although Withdrawal was not a major topic addressed
by this thesis, it is ‘the elephant in the room’ that has existed for some time (Simpson, Baker, &
Mellinger, 1980), and is not easy to ignore. It looms large because understanding unit
dissatisfaction Withdrawal has the potential to enhance understanding of university Dropout
(another name for Withdrawal, though Dropout is a more extreme case of dissatisfaction than is
Withdrawal). Even though it did not get major attention, it would be remiss to not mention its
importance to strategic redevelopment and asset building.
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7.6.1.7.1

Research opportunity exists

Qualitative research might be a good tool to use to determine firstly whether Crisis-ofConfidence Withdrawals do exist, and secondly the extent of their existence as a percentage of
total unit Withdrawals. Having Crisis-of-Confidence percentages might facilitate the monitoring
of student dissatisfaction with a unit in the early pre-census weeks of a semester. This is not to
suggest that every ‘problem’ perceived by students is a show-stopper, but it might demonstrate
dissatisfaction levels and these might be indicators of potential Dropout. It might be worthwhile
knowing what is happening in the university, actually, and from the students’ perspective.

7.6.1.8

(8) Informal withdrawals

While some students opt for formal Withdrawal, others bravely defy the procedures and take a
failing Grade. Although not a lot of information is available on this issue, it seems that an
ambiguous situation exists regarding failure statistics and this occurs because an informal
Withdrawal is recorded as a failure but in fact some informal Withdrawals might be unrecognised
forms of student dissatisfaction. It would be beneficial to know what is happening on the student
learning journey, and the extent to which informal Withdrawals are statements of student
dissatisfaction. This knowledge might help reorient students, away from failure, towards learning
success goals and position a university more closely towards strategic goals (Bradley, et al.,
2008).
7.6.1.8.1

Research opportunity exists

While it is only a personal observation and is not meant to denigrate any staff, for too long
Withdrawals have been left with support staff who operate in tactical roles and whose
administrative procedures are ignorant of more subtle student behaviours, such as Courseswitching in response to administrative ‘Show-cause’ letters in order to wipe the slate clean. It
might come as no surprise to find that recipients would view these letters as hypocrisy if
meaningful management of their learning success were not a concomitant feature of their
environment. What is needed is strategic research on what is actually happening, not what is
meant to happen from the university’s viewpoint. There is a strong mismatch happening, but a
somewhat saddening one since students defy the procedures and take a traumatic failing Grade.
This seems a poor deal for students to endure.
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Rather than conjecture as to whether students are totally erratic and illogical or whether they are
dissatisfied totally, research might bring together some telling factual information, such as at
which date students stopped attending (NN) or stopped submitting (NC) and ally this to the
submission date for the first Assessment task. The literature calls for first Assessment task
submission to occur before census date, and within that period early enough to allow for
formative feedback on Assessment to students. The absence of early tasks might lock students
into a unit without them having an appropriate understanding of the unit. In the event that
submission dates are immutable, then a second option might be to move the census date, as
unpalatable as that course of action might be. Just the hint of such a course of action seems
adequate impetus to research the fuller (reason or) reasons for informal Withdrawals, and address
them according to a university’s priority timeframes.

7.6.1.9

(9) Competency based assessment

The philosophy of CBA is reported operating frequently at Technical and Further Education
College but less commonly reported operating in the Australian University sector, but it does
exists there. In spite of teachers believing that CBA is exceptionally limited in its distribution, it
can and does occur in all Faculties though the percentages differ between Faculties. In the data
made available to this study, about ten percent of student encounters happened within CBA units.
7.6.1.9.1

Research opportunity exists

A more complete picture of student learning journeys would be obtained if research were
undertaken to measure student learning failure, and success, in CBA units. Although there are no
expectations that findings are likely to be different, a challenge remains to complete the circle of
findings.

7.6.1.10 (10) Understanding grades

Within the four passing Grades (of P, CR, DI and HD; pGrades) there is a well understood
hierarchy, but with the five failing Grades (fGrades) there is none. This might give the
impression that fGrades are anachronistic and can be merged into a single fGrade. If this were
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done, an advantage of fGrades would be lost. In essence, the fGrade is teacher comment on a
student failure and is a useful source of knowledge, more so when the hierarchy is understood.
While the pGrades hierarchy is based on extent of learning outcome attainment, the fGrades
hierarchy appears to be based on extent of engagement and is likely to take the following order:
NN –not much Engagement seen from student.
NC –some Engagement demonstrated by submission of Assessment tasks.
NW –not a teacher comment but possibly showing non-Engagement with procedures.
NS –no Engagement with a piece of traditional Assessment, such as a formal timed
examination.
NX –full Engagement but, like the Michael Schumacher analogy, without recording a
qualifying time.

It has been observed that universities do not understand their own ‘data rich’ environments and
are regrettably ‘decision poor’, and these comments (along with earlier comments on formal and
informal Withdrawals as well as Dropouts) tend to support the possibility that neither are
universities articulated fully with their own procedures.
7.6.1.10.1

Research opportunity exists

While an extent of engagement hierarchy has been proposed, and is realistic because it is based
on extrapolation from student stories, is this the view that might be adopted across a university?
If it is important to detect and remedy fGrades (just as it is important to detect and acknowledge
pGrades), it would seem there needs to be consultation and agreement across a university on
exact definitions and roles of these Grades and this would include agreement in how they would
be used, such as in technological upgrades like eRolls.
Presently, there is a feeling of hiatus around fGrades but they are potentially another link to be
valued in the chain towards enhancing student learning success and empowering a university, and
some delving is required. Are there arguments against?
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7.7 Limitations
This thesis was limited, or restricted, in the following ways.
7.7.1 Data
Although data were sourced from unit records for two academic years, the majority of data used
in the analyses were sourced from a single semester at one university, meaning that there is a
possibility of these data being unrepresentative longitudinally, or a possibility of these data being
unrepresentative of student academic learning failure and success at other universities. Secondly,
the data were incomplete. For example, no Unit Satisfaction Survey results were made available
for triangulation; nor were university data secured on Unit-type of Core and Elective.
7.7.2 Heuristics
Heuristics were used to represent missing data, such as Unit-type, and secondly to represent
missing concepts. For example, Categories and Categorising algorithms were created in order to
paint a range of students on their learning journeys, but were restricted to five Categories overall,
with three of the Categories representing the trauma of failure. The robustness of these heuristics,
in exploring and mining the realities of the student learning journey, should be tested in a range
of university learning contexts; as should the concept-metric of Group Learning Attainment, or
GLA.

7.8 Leave-taking
It is a privilege to come up against a complex but challenging problem such as giving voice to
students as assets whose minds are to be set aflame in the spirit of an exciting pact, but now it is
time to take your leave. In this regard I am reminded of a piece of information that is as close to
hand as are the data on student learning success but similarly is not consulted often, and I borrow
that short piece of information from a close friend as you will see.
Ngaka nangku nyanyi, which freely translated means If I don’t see you sooner I hope to see you
later and I give thanks for a lovely piece of alternating nasal alliteration even if the Central
Australian Warlpiri habit of using the syllable-initial /ng/ sound does not occur in English in the
same position.
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